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Abstract 

The cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CI-MPR) follows a 

highly regulated sorting itinerary to deliver hydrolases from the trans-Golgi network 

(TGN) to lysosomes. Cycling_ of CI-MPR between the TGN and early endosomes is 

mediated by GGA3, which directs TGN export, and PACS-1, which directs endosome-to

TGN retrieval. Despite executing opposing sorting steps, GGA3 and PACS-1 both utilize 

a CK2-phosphorylated acidic cluster trafficking motif to bind the CI-MPR. But how CK2 

coordinates these opposing roles is unknown. This thesis shows that an acidic cluster on 

PACS-1, which is highly similar to acidic cluster sorting motifs on cargo molecules, acts 

as an autoregulatory domain that controls PACS-1-directed sorting. Biochemical studies 

show Ser278 adjacent to the acidic cluster is phosphorylated by CK2 and dephosphorylated 

by PP2A. Similar to our findings for PACS-1, GGA3 binding to the phosphorylated CI

MPR is also controlled by the CK2 phosphorylation of an autoregulatory domain. 

However, whereas CK2 phosphorylation of the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain promotes 

cargo binding, CK2 phosphorylation of the GGA3 autoregulatory domain inhibits cargo 

binding. Experiments performed in this dissertation test the hypothesis that an intimate 

association of CK2 with these trafficking molecules coordinates their sorting activity. 

Accordingly, we found that PACS-1 links GGA3 to CK2, forming a multimeric complex 

required for CI-MPR sorting. PACS-1-bound CK2 stimulates GGA3 phosphorylation, 

releasing GGA3 from CI-MPR and early endosomes. Bound CK2 also phosphorylates 

PACS-1 Ser278 , promoting binding of P ACS-1 to CI-MPR to retrieve the receptor to the 

TGN. These results identify a CK2-controlled phosphorylation cascade regulating 

hydrolase trafficking and sorting of itinerant proteins in the TGN/endosomal system. 
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Overview 

The central hypothesis of this dissertation is that protein kinase CK2 (CK2) controls a 

phosphorylation cascade that regulates the function of phosphofurin acidic cluster sorting 

protein (PACS)-1 and Golgi-localized, y-ear-containing, ARF-binding protein (GGA)-3, 

and thus, trafficking of certain itinerant membrane proteins in the trans-Golgi network 

(TGN)/endosomal system. Itinerant membrane proteins utilize cytosolic sorting motifs, 

which interact with components of the cellular protein trafficking apparatus, to segregate 

into nascent vesicles bound for target organelles. PACS-1 and GGA3 bind to acidic 

cluster and acidic-dileucine sorting motifs, respectively, both of which overlap on the 

cytosolic domain of the cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CI-MPR). 

Cycling of CI-MPR between the TGN and early endosomes is mediated by GGA3, which 

directs TGN export, and PACS-1, which directs endosome-to-TGN retrieval. However, 

information pertaining to the regulation of PACS-1, and how PACS-1 and GGA3 utilize 

an overlapping motif on the CI-MPR, was hitherto unknown. Experiments performed to 

address this hypothesis evaluate if CK2 phosphorylation of a potential autoregulatory 

domain on PACS-1 controls PACS-1-directed trafficking events, if CK2 directly 

associates with P ACS-1 to control phosphorylation of the P ACS-1 autoregulatory 

domain, and if the PACS-1/CK2 complex controls the sorting activity ofGGA3. 

This chapter provides an introduction to vesicular trafficking through the TGN and 

endosomal systems. I discuss how subcellular localization of itinerant membrane proteins 

is directed, paying special attention to the sorting proteins PACS-1 and GGA3. Finally, I 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

also include a description of protein kinase CK2, a kinase that has manifold roles in the 

regulation of protein trafficking. 

Studies in Chapter 2 describe the identification of an autoregulatory domain that controls 

the ability of PACS-1 to bind to acidic cluster motifs. Inspection of the PACS-1 protein 

sequence reveals residues-S278EEEEE-that are similar to acidic cluster sorting motifs 

on itinerant membrane proteins and which constitute a consensus CK2 phosphorylation 

site. With the help of other Thomas lab members, I used biochemical-, cell-free- and 

cellular-methods to establish that PACS-1 is a phosphoprotein, that Ser278 is 

phosphorylated by CK2, and that this cluster of acidic residues act as an autoregulatory 

domain for PACS-1 function. CK2 phosphorylation of Ser278 within the PACS-1 acidic 

cluster or substitution of Ser278 ~ Asp increased the interaction between PACS-1 and 

cargo, whereas a Ser278 ~ Ala substitution decreased this interaction. Moreover, the Ser278 

~ Ala substitution, which does not bind to cargo proteins, yields an interfering PACS-1 

molecule that selectively blocks retrieval of PACS-1-regulated cargo molecules to the 

TGN. These results suggest that coordinated signaling events regulate protein transport 

within the TGN/endosomal system through the phosphorylation state of both cargo and 

the sorting machinery. 

Studies in Chapter 3 describe a PACS-1, GGA3, and CK2 complex, which regulates 

trafficking of itinerant membrane proteins that contain acidic cluster and acidic-dileucine 

sorting motifs. With the help of other Thomas Lab members, I used cellular- and 

biochemical- methods to show that PACS-1 interacts directly with the regulatory subunit 

2 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

of CK2. This interaction stimulates CK2 activity and controls phosphorylation of the 

PACS-1 autoregulatory domain. While this work was ongoing, two key observations 

came to light: 1) we discovered that PACS-1 directly interacts with the cytosolic sorting 

protein GGA3, and 2) GGA3's sorting activity was reported to be controlled by the CK2 

phosphorylation of an autoregulatory domain (Doray et al., 2002b; Ghosh and Kornfeld, 

2003a). However, CK2 control of GGA3 is directly opposite that of PACS-1: while CK2 

phosphorylation of the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain promotes cargo binding, CK2 

phosphorylation of the GGA3 autoregulatory domain inhibits cargo binding. Therefore, 

we used cellular- and biochemical-methods to show PACS-1 recruits CK2 to 

phosphorylate both PACS-1 and GGA3, thereby inactivating GGA3 and activating 

PACS-1, thus causing PACS-1 to bind CI-MPR and direct its retrieval to the TGN. These 

findings demonstrate a regulatory "switch" controlled by CK2 phosphorylation, which 

dictates anterograde and retrograde transport of the CI-MPR in the TGN/endosomal 

system. 

In Chapter 4, I discuss the findings presented in Chapters 2 and 3, present a model that 

integrates these findings in the context of other published results and my preliminary data 

regarding PACS-1 function (presented in Appendix C), and suggest future experiments. 

Additionally, Appendix A includes a review entitled "Endocytosis of varicella-Zoster 

Virus glycoproteins: virion envelopment and egress" and Appendix B includes a study 

describing the autocatalytic activation of the furin endoprotease that I co-authored. Taken 

together, studies completed for this dissertation demonstrate a novel regulatory 

mechanism for protein sorting in the TGN/endosomal system. 

3 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

ER 

~~ 

Figure 1. Intracellular Transport Pathways. Schematic diagram of the compartments of the secretory, 
lysosomal/vacuolar, and endocytic pathways. Transport steps are indicated by arrows. Colors indicate the 
known or presumed locations of COPII (blue), COPI (red), and clathrin (orange). Additional coats or coat
like complexes exist but are not represented in this figure. From Bonifacino and Glick, 2004. 

The biosynthetic and endocytic pathways 

Eukaryotic cells evolved a system of membrane-bound organelles essential for 

homeostasis, which control cellular functions such as production of membrane proteins, 

protein secretion, nutrient uptake, degradation of membrane and internalized proteins, 

and energy production (Behnia et el., 2005). Efficient transport of protein and lipid 

between organelles is essential for these cellular processes to take place and occurs via 

vesicular transport or organelle maturation. These processes are intrinsically linked-as 

vesicles bud from a membrane compartment the organelle "matures". Vesicular transport 

can be loosely divided into four basic steps: budding, transport, docking, and fusion. 

Efficient and correct completion of these steps requires a wide array of cytosolic and 

membrane factors, including GTPases, phosphoinositides, motor proteins, coat proteins, 

adaptor complexes, protein and lipid kinases and phosphatases, and PACS-1, the main 

subject of this thesis (Bonifacino and Glick, 2004; Gu et al., 2001). 

The organelles, cytosolic factors, and modification steps, that allow vesicular trafficking 

govern the mechanics of the endocytic and biosynthetic pathways, connecting the plasma 

4 



Chapter I. Introduction 

membrane to the endoplasmic reticulum (ER; Figure 1; Bonifacino and Glick, 2004; 

Palade, 1975). Membrane and lumenal proteins are synthesized at the ER and, once 

folded, travel to the Golgi compartment (Kleizen and Braakman, 2004; Mancias and 

Goldberg, 2005). From the Golgi, proteins move on to the trans-Golgi network (TGN). 

Strategically located at the boundary of the biosynthetic and endocytic pathways, the 

TGN acts as a sorting station for membrane proteins and lipids moving through the 

biosynthetic pathway by segregating them into nascent vesicles bound for specific 

organelles including the endosomes, lysosomes and plasma membrane (Griffiths et al., 

1985; Gu et al., 2001). The TGN also receives molecules internalized from the cell 

surface via the endocytic pathway. From the cell surface, these molecules are transported 

via clathrin-coated vesicles to the early endosomes, where initial sorting occurs 

(Anderson et al., 1977). A plethora of reports hs illuminated the many possible trafficking 

itineraries an internalized molecule may follow. From the early endosomes, molecules 

can return to the cell surface via tubular recycling endosomes (van Dam et al., 2002), 

travel farther along the endocytic pathway to multivesicular late endosomes and 

ultimately to the lysosomes for degradation, or internalized proteins can travel directly to 

the TGN. These trafficking steps are thought to occur by vesicular transport from the cell 

surface to the early endosome and then by a process of compartment maturation to the 

lysosomes (Rink et al., 2005; Stoorvogel et al., 1991). Endosome maturation involves the 

vesicular recycling of cellular proteins either back to the cell surface, or to the TGN, thus 

escaping degradation in the lysosomes. Therefore, the TGN/endosomal system can be 

considered a network of membrane bound compartments constantly fluctuating in time, 

and not a collection of static individual organelles. 

5 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

The endocytic and biosynthetic pathways are essential for homeostasis, but they also 

compose a cellular Achilles heel: infectious viruses use these systems to enter and 

replicate within the cell. For example, Herpes-viruses are proposed to use an 

"envelopment/de-envelopment/ie-envelopment" pathway for virion assembly (Jones and 

Grose, 1988). The viral DNA-containing capsid assembles in the nucleus, buds across the 

inner nuclear membrane and fuses with the outer nuclear membrane (envelopment/de

envelopment), then obtains it's final membrane envelope by budding into the TGN or 

endosomal compartments (re-envelopment). Virion-containing vacuoles form from the 

TGN and endosomes then travel toward and fuse with the plasma membrane, releasing 

infectious virus. In addition, several viruses use the endocytic pathway to downregulate 

the cell surface receptors that signal a viral infection (Marsh and Pelchen-Matthews, 

2000; Marsh and Helenius, 2006). For instance, the human immunodeficiency virus 

(HIV)-1 down regulates the major histocompatibility complex (MHC-1; Schwartz et al., 

1996), thereby "evading" the immune system (Collins et al., 1998). These viruses take 

advantage of the cell's trafficking machinery, tricking the cells vesicular coats to form 

vesicles that allow entry into and control of the cell. 

Vesicle coats were first observed by electron microscopy (EM) at the cell and internal 

membranes of mosquito oocytes and termed "bristle-coated pits" (Roth and Porter, 1964). 

This bristle-coat forms a lattice that induces membrane curvature at sites of endocytosis 

leading to formation of coated vesicles that are 50-150 nM in diameter (Kanaseki and 

Kadota, 1969; Keen and Willingham, 1979). The coat protein was purified from pig brain 

6 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

in 1975 and called "clathrin" to indicate the lattice-like structure it forms (Pearse, 1976). 

Clathrin coated vesicles (CCVs) are found in all eukaryotic cells and tissue (Roth, 2006). 

Of particular interest for this dissertation, CCV s control biogenesis of dense core 

granules in neuroendocrine cells (Tooze and Tooze, 1986) and mediate protein transport 

between the TGN and endosomes in all cells (Friend and Farquhar, 1967). Initially, 

clathrin was thought to control all vesicular traffic. However, studies of the budding yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Novick et al., 1980), and the use of a cell-free assay to 

measure intra-Golgi transport (Balch et al., 1984), soon led to the identification of COPI 

and COPII: clathrin-independent vesicle coats of the early secretory pathway (Barlowe et 

al., 1994; Waters et al., 1991). The COPI and COPII complexes form vesicles at the cis

Golgi and ER, respectively, to direct transport between these organelles. COPI may also 

direct clathrin independent transport within the endosomes (Whitney et al., 1995). A 

prominent focus in the field of intracellular transport is to determine how assembly of 

these coat proteins occurs at specific "donor" sites and how selection of "cargo" 

molecules to be included in the budding vesicle is determined. 

Organelle identity 

Each organelle has a unique membrane signature that enables cytosolic coat proteins to 

correctly identify donor membrane sites and initiate vesicle budding, and for docking and 

fusion of vesicles with acceptor membranes. This signature consists of a combination of 

several factors, including derivatives of phosphatidylinositol (Ptdlns), GTPases and 

soluble NSF-attachment Protein Receptors (SNAREs), as well as the effector proteins 

that regulate these molecules. These factors compose an organelle "map" that the cellular 

7 
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A 
P!dlns 

phosph.at~ 

Figure 2. Examples of phosphoinositides and Rab and ARF G TPases that are localized to specific 
membranes within eukaryotic cells. (A) Phosphoinositides are generated by phosphorylation of 
phosphatidylinositol (Ptdlns) on the 3, 4 or 5 positions of the inositol ring. All seven possible combinations 
of phosphorylation occur in vivo. (B) A schematic illustration of the major sites of intracellular 
accumulation of the well-characterized phosphoinositides. (C) ARF family GTPases are shown in purple, 
and Rabs in green. Some, such as ARFl, are found in multiple locations (in this case throughout the Golgi 
stack), but most are restricted to only one organelle. The examples shown are the best-characterized and 
ubiquitous cases, but there are many more GTPases, especially Rabs, that are less well characterized or are 
found in specialized or polarized cells. From Behnia and Munro, 2005. 

trafficking machinery uses to identify target membranes (see Figure 2; Behnia and 

Munro, 2005). 

P hosphoinositides 

Different phospholipids recruit effector proteins to the cytosolic leaflet of specific 

organelle membranes (Haucke, 2005). Most notable for the purposes of this introduction 

are the derivatives of phosphatidylinositol (Ptdlns), found on the cytosolic leaflets of the 

TGN (phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (Ptdlns(4)P)), cell surface (phosphatidylinositol-

4,5-phosphate (Ptdlns(4,5)P2)), as well as early (phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate 

(Ptdlns(3)P)) and late (phosphatidylinositol-3,5-phosphate (Ptdlns(3,5)P2)) endosomes. 

The presence of these phosphoinositides on cytosolic membranes is regulated by 

phosphatidylinositol kinases and phosphatases, creating a short-lived signal to recruit 

8 



Chapter 1. Introduction 

peripheral membrane proteins and vesicular coats. Many peripheral membrane proteins 

contain modular domains, which bind specific phospholipids. These domains include 

FYVE domains and PHOX homology (PX) domains, which bind to Ptdlns(3)P (Burd and 

Emr, 1998, Cheever et al., 2001); pleckstrin homology (PH) domains, which bind to 

Ptdlns(4)P (Harlan et al., 1994); and AP180 NH2-terminal homology (ANTH) and Epsin 

NH2-terminal homology (ENTH) domains, which bind to Ptdins(4,5)P (ltoh et al., 2001; 

Ford et al., 2001). Phosphoinositides are also required for the recruitment of adaptor 

proteins to organelle membranes (see Figure 3 and discussed below). However, the 

cellular distribution of coat and adaptor proteins is more restricted then the distribution of 

phosphoinositides, indicating that other factors must also play a role. 

The ARF and Rab GTPases 

In addition to phosphoinositides, the ADP-ribosylation factor (ARF) and Rab (for Ras 

genes from rat brain; Touchot et al., 1987) GTPases act to recruit proteins involved with 

vesicular trafficking to organelle membranes (Behnia and Munro, 2005). As I discuss 

below, GTPases alternately bind guanosine diphosphate (GDP) and guanosine 

triphosphate (GTP) and, as the name implies, hydrolyze GTP to GDP. These two GTPase 

families cycle between GTP- and GDP-bound states as they bind and unbind membranes. 

In the GTP-bound state, they adopt a conformation that interacts with the cytosolic leaflet 

of cellular organelles and effector proteins, whereas in the GDP-bound conformation, 

they adopt an alternate conformation and are cytosolic. GTP loading of ARF and Rab 

GTPases is activated by guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), and GTP 

hydrolysis is activated by GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs). Though they contain many 

9 
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A B 

Figure 3. Organelle identity specifies coat recruitment. (A) Sarl is recruited to ER membranes by SEC12, 
which is a GEF that is also an integral ER membrane protein. Sarl in tum recruits the COPII coat. (B) At the 
cis-Golgi ARFl is recruited by GBFl, which is an ARFl GEF. ARFl then recruits the COPI coat. (C) At the 
TGN, ARFl is recruited by BIGl or BIG2 (not shown), which are both ARFl GEFs that recruit the AP-
1/clathrin coat. However, recruitment of AP-1 also requires Ptdlns(4)P, which is synthesized from Ptdlns by 
Golgi resident isoforms of phosphatidylinositol-4-kinase (PI4K; Wang et al., 2003). From G. Thomas. 

similarities, ARFs and Rabs also have important differences that contribute to organelle 

identity. 

ARF1 is the prototypical member of the ARF family, which includes ARF1-6, Sar1 and 

several ARF-like GTPases (Behnia and Munro, 2005). ARF1 recruits the COPI coat as 

well as clathrin adapters and GGAs to Golgi membranes to form vesicles bound for ER 

and endosomal membranes (Puertallano, 2001b; Serafini et al., 1991; Stamnes and 

Rothman, 1993). Sar1 recruits the COPII coat to ER membranes to form vesicles bound 

for the cis-Golgi (Barlowe et al., 1994). ARF6 is localized to the cell membrane 

(Cavenagh et al., 1996), where it may (Paleotti et al., 2005), or may not (Radhakrishna 

and Donaldson, 1997), initiate AP-2/clathrin-dependent endocytosis (this function is not 

entirely understood). The roles of ARF2-ARF5 are poorly defined, though some reports 

suggest ARF3 mediates intra-Golgi transport (Volpicelli-Daley et al., 2005). The N-

terminus of ARFs contains a myristoyl group and an amphipathic helix that reversibly 

binds to target membranes. The myristoyl group inserts into membranes, but the ARF is 

10 
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not stabilized until theN-terminal amphipathic helix also interacts with the membrane-a 

process that requires GEF activation (Goldberg, 1998). In the cytosol, the N-terminal 

amphipathic helix binds to a hydrophobic pocket on ARF-GDP, preventing membrane 

insertion. The GDP/GTP switch causes a conformational change that displaces the N

terminal helix out of its pocket and onto the membrane, allowing effector recruitment and 

vesicle formation. After formation of the vesicle, GAPs stimulate the ARF to hydrolize 

GTP, resulting in a conformational change that triggers coat dissociation before vesicle 

fusion (Randazzo and Kahn, 1994; Serafini et al., 1991). 

ARF GEFs, which are localized to specific membrane compartments, direct ARF 

recruitment to target organelles (Figure 3). For example, Sari is recruited to the ER by 

SEC12, an integral ER membrane protein that functions as a Sari GEF (Barlowe and 

Schekman, 1993), whereas ARF1 is recruited to the cis-Golgi by GBF1 (Kawamoto et 

al., 2002), or to the TGN by BIGI and BIGII (Yamaji et al., 2000). The importance of 

GEFs for controlling ARF localization, and thus regulation of membrane protein 

trafficking, is illustrated by the microbial-based inhibitor of Sec7-like ARF GEFs, 

Brefeldin A. Sec7 is a yeast ARF, whose mammalian homologous include GBF1, but not 

Sari. Treatment of mammalian cells with BrefeldinA causes a massive disruption of 

protein trafficking through the secretory pathway, leading to redistribution of Golgi 

proteins into the ER (Lippincott-Schwartz et al., 1989). ·Paradoxically, this is due to an 

inhibition of Golgi-to-ER trafficking, by blocking COPI recruitment to the cis-Golgi and 

intermediate compartment (Donaldson et al., 1992; Helms and Rothman, 1992). While 

the exact mechanism for the redistribution of Golgi proteins to the ER remains unknown, 
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one possible explanation is that blocking COPI recruitment to the cis-Golgi disrupts the 

membrane organization of the golgi, leading to abhorrant tubulogenesis and unorganized 

fusion of the Golgi with the ER (Nebenfuhr et al., 2002). These complex interactions 

allow the ARFs to generate signaling microdomains on different organelles, or in the case 

of ARF1, the same organelle. 

While ARFs function to recruit coat proteins to donor membranes, Rabs are thought to 

mediate specificity of vesicular fusion with target membranes (Zerial and McBride, 

2001 ). The Rabs constitute a family of over 60 small GTPases of the Ras superfamily 

that, like ARFs, cycle on and off organelle membranes to recruit proteins that effect 

vesicular trafficking (Pfeffer and Aivazian, 2004). For example, Rab1, Rab2 and Rab6 

function at the level of the ER and Golgi to regulate trafficking through these 

compartments (Martinez et al., 1994; Plutner et al., 1991; Tisdale et al., 1992). Several 

Rabs function at endosomal membranes, including Rab5, which is localized to early 

endosomal membranes and effects vesicular transport between the cell surface and early 

endosomes (Gorvel et al., 1991; Simonsen et al., 1998); Rabll, which is found at the 

TGN and recycling endosomes and regulates sorting between these compartments 

(Wilcke et al., 2000); Rab4, which is found at early and recycling endosomes (VanDer 

Sluijs et al., 1991), and functions for transport through these compartments (van der 

Sluijs et al., 1992); and Rab7 and Rab9, which both mark the late endosome and function 

for early to late endosomal and late endosome to TGN trafficking, respectively (Feng et 

al., 1995; Lombardi et al., 1993). A system of Rab effectors mediates targeting of Rabs to 

distinct organelles (Pfeffer and Aivazian, 2004). In the cytosol, GTP dissociation 
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inhibitor (GDI) binds to and prevents two C-terminal phrenyl groups on the Rab from 

inserting into target membrane (Matsui et al., 1990). GDI displacement factor (GDF), 

found on the Rab target membrane, catalyzes transfer of the Rab phrenyl groups from 

GDI to organelle membranes (Dirac-Svejstrup, 1997). Like ARFs, targeting of Rabs to 

distinct organelles can be mediated by GEF localization (Horiuchi, 1997). For instance, 

overexpression of Rabaptin 5, which recruits the Rab5 GEF, Rabex5, to early endosomal 

membranes, concentrates Rab5 on early endosomes (Horiuchi et al., 1997). Thus, Rabs 

contribute to specifying vesicle-target membrane fusion. 

ARFs and Rabs function with phosphoinositides to direct trafficking events. For instance, 

early endosome antigen protein 1 (EEA 1; commonly used as a marker for the early 

endosome) requires both the presence of Ptdlns(3)P and the GTPase Rab5, to localize to 

the early endosome and regulate homotypic membrane fusion (Christoforidis, 1999; 

Simonsen et al., 1998). In addition, the adaptor protein AP-1, uses an ARF1-GTP and 

Ptdlns(4)P combination to recruit clathrin to TGN membranes (Wang et al., 2003). 

Together, ARFs, Rabs, and phospholipids serve as a "coincidence" detection system: 

peripheral proteins recognize target membrane by the short-lived presence of an activated 

GTPase-phospholipid combination. 

SNAREs 

After a vesicle sheds its coat, it must find and fuse with the appropriate compartment, a 

process that requires a complex of N-ethyl-malaimide sensitive factor (NSF), soluble 

NSF-Attachment Protein (SNAP) and two SNAREs: one found on the vesicle (v-
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SNARE) and one found on the target membranes (t-SNARE; Zerial and McBride, 2001). 

SNARES are localized to specific donor and target membranes and help mediate 

specificity of fusion (Pfeffer and Aivazian, 2004). SNARES and SNAPs form a four

helix bundle to drive hetero- and homo-typic membrane fusion (Nichols et al., 1997; 

Sutton et al., 1998; Weber et aL, 1998), after which NSF, an ATPase, hydrolizes ATP to 

disassociate the SNARE complex (Sollner et al., 1993). A v-SNARE will only bind to its 

cognate t-SNARE, thereby controlling downstream target destination (McNew et al., 

2000). SNAREs function with Rabs to direct membrane fusion: an incoming vesicle 

docks with the donor membrane when it encounters a Rab, and fuses when cognate 

SNARE proteins interact (Pfeffer and Aivazian, 2004). Requiring multiple signals to 

identify donor and target membranes add an additional layer of specificity and control 

over the path of itinerant membrane proteins through the TGN/endosomal system. 

Itinerant membrane proteins 

Membrane proteins within the endocytic and biosynthetic pathways traverse various 

membrane-bound compartments depending on the protein and its function. For example, 

transferrin receptors constitutively recycle between the plasma membrane and recycling 

endosomes via early endosomes (van Dam et al., 2002), whereas growth factor receptors, 

such as the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), are segregated into the sorting 

compartment of early endosomes and are delivered via the late endosome/ multi vesicular 

body (MVB) pathway to lysosomes where they are degraded (Gruenberg and Stenmark, 

2004; Raiborg et al., 2003). Similarly, low-density lipoprotein receptors (LDLRs) are 

endocytosed from the cell surface, travel to Rab5-positive early endosomes via clathrin-
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Figure 4. Late secretory protein sorting. Depicted are the organelles of the late secretory pathway, 
and the adapter and coat proteins that mediate protein sorting between these compartments. As an 
example, the sorting pathways of the CI-MPR (red triangles) are illustrated, though many other itinerant 
membrane proteins use these sorting pathways and adapter complexes. The cytosolic tail of the CI-MPR 
contains several sorting motifs that interact with adaptor proteins to direct sorting between organelles. 
These motifs include tyrosine and dileucine motifs that bind to AP1-4, an acidic-dileucine motif that 
interacts with the GGAs and acidic cluster motif that binds to PACS-1 . The CI-MPR follows several 
late secretory trafficking pathways: anterograde transport from the TGN to early endosomes (EE) 
requires the GGAs and AP-1, retrograde transport from endosomes to the TGN may occur from early 
en do somes via P ACS-1 and AP-1, intermediate endosomes (IE) via the retromer complex, or from late 
endosomes (LE) via TIP47. The CI-MPR is retrieved from the endosomes to the TGN before reaching 
the lysosome (L). In addition, the CI-MPR is retrieved from immature secretory granules (ISG) to the 
TGN during maturation of mature secretory granules (MSGs), a transport step that requires GGA3 and 
AP-1. CI-MPR transport form the cell surface to early endosomes requires AP-2. 

coated vesicles, and then to Rab7 positive late endosomes using a vesicular-free 

maturation process (Rink et al., 2005). In addition, several itinerant membrane proteins 

recycle between the TGN, early and late endosomes to perform biological.functions.The 

steady-state localization of the cation-dependent (CD)- and CI-MPRs and the furin 

endoprotease is at the TGN; however, like other itinerant membrane proteins, these 

molecules cycle between the TGN, cell surface, immature secretory granules and 

endosomes (Figure 4; Griffiths et al., 1988; Molloy et al., 1999). Furin must traverse the 
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low pH of late secretory compartments before becoming autocatalytically activated to 

cleave at doublets or clusters of basic amino acids within inactive precursors to form 

peptide hormones and bioactive proteins (Molloy et al., 1992). The MPRs sort newly 

synthesized lysosomal hydrolases, such as Cathepsin D, to lysosomes before being 

recycled to the TGN (Ghosh etal., 2003a; Griffiths et al., 1988). Lysosomal hydrolases, 

such as Cathepsin D, are synthesized at the ER and then travel to the Golgi compartment, 

where they acquire a mannose-6-phosphate ligand. This modification requires a 

phosphotransferase and a diesterase (Reitman and Kornfeld, 1981; Waheed et al., 1981). 

Once hydrolases reach the TGN, the mannose-6-phosphate receptor binds the modified 

hydrolase (Sly and Fischer, 1982), concentrating the hydrolase into clathrin-coated 

vesicles which bud from the TGN and travel to the early endosomes. The 

hydrolase/receptor complex travels through the maturing endosomes until the hydrolase 

releases from the receptor in the lower pH of the late endosome, and the receptor is 

recycled back to the TGN (Griffiths et al., 1988). Disruption of this lysosomal hydrolase 

sorting pathway causes lysosomal storage disorders. For example, mutations in the 

phosphotransferase gene that prevent modification of hydrolases in the Golgi result in 

inclusion (I)-cell disease, so named because the lysosomes become so swollen that they 

form "inclusions" that can be seen by phase microscopy of fibroblasts taken from patients 

(Tondeur et al., 1971 ). Patients with I -cell disease exhibit buildup of lipids in the 

lysosome and suffer numerous defects, including mental retardation. The observation that 

1-cell fibroblasts were able to internalize and use lysosomal enzymes produced by normal 

cells, whereas normal or other lysosomal disease fibroblasts were incapable of 
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internalizing lysosomal enzymes secreted by the 1-cell fibroblasts, led to the identification 

of mannose-6-phosphate and the MPR (Hickman and Neufeld, 1972). 

Despite the immense body of literature produced to explain sorting of itinerant membrane 

proteins in the endosomal system, the exact trafficking itinerary for many of these 

molecules remains controversial. For instance, the trafficking itinerary proposed for furin 

and the MPRs is different depending on cell system and reagents used for study (Hirst et 

al., 1998; Lin et al., 2004; Mallet and Maxfield, 1999; Molloy et al., 1998). Why would a 

membrane protein use multiple sorting itineraries to move through the late secretory 

system? Possibly itinerant membrane proteins traverse various endosomal paths 

depending on the presence or absence of ligand molecules, or, in the case of CI-MPR, the 

type of ligand. The CI-MPR directs trafficking of hydrolases from the TGN to the 

lysosome, but also functions as a receptor for insulin-like growth factor 2 (IGF2) at the 

cell surface, undergoing clathrin-mediated endocytosis from the cell surface and traveling 

to a pre-lysosomal compartment (Oka et al., 1985; Oka and Czech, 1986)-a function 

that may involve receptor dimerization (Byrd et al., 2000). Enzymes such as furin, have 

known functions in different organelles, and may require different sorting itineraries to 

reach different endosomal compartments. Additionally, many investigations into the 

trafficking of itinerant membrane trafficking utilize chimeric reporter constructs 

containing the cytosolic component of the receptor fused to the transmembrane and 

lumenal domains of CD4 or Tac proteins, which may or may not reflect the full-length 

molecule's trafficking itinery (Mallet and Maxfiend, 1999; Lin et al., 2004). However, a 

broad research consensus concludes that these complex trafficking events rely upon 
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canonical sorting motifs within the cytosolic domains of itinerant membrane proteins. 

These sorting signals act as "address tags," which are recognized by components of the 

vesicular trafficking machinery that direct sorting to specific subcellular compartments 

(Bonifacino and Traub, 2003). 

Sorting motifs and adaptor proteins 

The presence of sorting signals on the cytosolic domain of membrane proteins was first 

identified on the low-density-lipoprotein receptor (LDLR) in a series of classical studies 

by the Brown and Goldstein laboratory. These studies identified the LDLR as essential 

for internalization of LDL by clathrin-mediated endocytosis from the cell membrane 

(Anderson et al., 1977; Brown and Goldstein, 1975) and led to the discovery that a 

tyrosine residue on the cytosolic domain of the LDLR was required for incorporation into 

CCV s and internalization of the protein from the cell surface (Davis et al., 1987; 

Lehrman et al., 1985a; Lehrman et al., 1985b). This seminal work led to the 

characterization of several sorting motifs, which are found on the cytosolic domain of 

membrane proteins. Below I introduce tyrosine, dileucine, acidic-dileucine and acidic 

cluster-based motifs, as well as the trafficking machinery that recognizes them. 

Tyrosine motifs, dileucine motifs and the adaptor proteins 

The best characterized of the sorting motifs are the tyrosine- (YXX<j>, where <P is a bulky 

hydrophobic residue) and dileucine- ([D/E]xxxL[L/1]) based motifs. The function of 

tyrosine- and dileucine-based signals arises from the interaction of these motifs with the 

heterotetrameric adaptor complexes (APs) AP-1, AP-2, AP-3 and AP-4. Originally 
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Figure 5. Schematic diagram of the APs. Adaptor complexes are composed of the four indicated 
subunits. The ~-tl-4 subunits bind to tyrosine-based motifs , and the BI-3 subunits bind to dileucine motifs. 
The B subunits of AP-1-3 bind to clathrin, but it is not known if AP-4 binds clathrin. 

identified as assembly polypeptides (also APs ), which could induce in vitro formation of 

clathrin coats (Zaremba and Keen, 1983), adaptor complexes connect clathrin to sorting 

signals in the cytosolic domains of several membrane proteins, including the CI- and CD-

MPRs and furin, thereby promoting their concentration into clathrin-coated pits 

(Robinson, 2004). Adaptor complex-induced formation of vesicles from clathrin-coated 

pits requires membrane fission, which is mediated by the GTPase dynamin at the plasma 

membrane and a dynamin homologue, dynamin 2, at the TGN and endosomes (Cao et al., 

2000; van Dam and Stoorvogel, 2002a). 

All the adaptor complexes are highly homologous, and are composed of four subunits, 

which form a "mickey mouse"-like structure, with a core domain and two appendage or 

"ear" domains connected to the core domain by two unstructured hinge regions (Figure 5; 

Heuser and Keen, 1988; Collins et al., 2002). The cQre domains bind to ARF-GTP, 

phosphoinositides and cargo proteins; the hinge regions contain a clathrin-box sequence 

and bind to clathrin and the appendage domains bind to accessory proteins. AP-1 

(subunits: y, ~1, fl1 and o1), which is localized mainly at the TGN, mediates sorting of 
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membrane proteins in both anterograde and retrograde pathways between the TGN and 

endosomes. This complex binds to phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (Ptdlns(4)P) on the 

Golgi membrane (Wang et al., 2003), and mutations that disrupt this interaction block 

AP-1 localization at the TGN (Heldwein et al., 2004). AP-1B (subunits: y, ~1, ~-tlB and 

a 1 ), an epithelial-cell-specific· isoform of AP-I, directs transport to the basolateral 

surface from the TGN and endosomes (Anderson et al., 2005; Feolsch et al., 1999). AP-2 

(subunits: a, ~2, ~-t2 and a2), which is localized to the plasma membrane, plays a 

prominent role in clathrin-mediated endocytosis of cell-surface-receptors. This complex 

binds to phosphatidylinositol-4,5-phosphate (Ptdlns(4,5)P; Rohde et al., 2002), which is 

concentrated on the inner leaflet of the cell membrane. AP-3 (subunits: 6, ~3, ~-t3 and a3) 

is localized to the TGN and endosomes and mediates sorting of membrane proteins to the 

lysosomes and melanosomes (Peden et al., 2004). Mutations of the ~ subunit of AP-3 

lead to Hermansky-Pudlak syndrome (HPS), a rare disorder characterized by defective 

lysosomal organelles, including melanosomes, which leads to albinism in some HPS 

patients (Dell'Angelica et al., 1999). AP-4 (subunits: E, ~4, ~-t4 and a4), which is localized 

to the TGN and endosomes, mediates the sorting of membrane proteins to basolateral 

membrane in polarized cells (Simmen et al., 2002). The AP-1, AP-2 and AP-3 complexes 

bind directly to clathrin via a clathrin box sequence on their ~ subunits (Dell'Angelica et 

al., 1998; Gallusser and Kirchhausen, 1993), whereas the ~1-3 and ~-t1-4 subunits bind to 

[D/E]XXXL[L/1] and Yxx<j> motifs in the cytosolic domain of the cargo proteins, 

respectively (Hirst et al., 1999; Ohno et al., 1995; Ohno et al., 1998; Rapoport et al., 

1998). Whether or not the ~4 subunit binds to clathrin or dileucine motifs remains 

unclear. The a subunit is predicted to play a structural role by stabilizing the tetrameric 
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Rabaptin5 

Figure 6. Diagram of GGA3 showing domain organization and protein interactions. The VHS (Vps27, 
Hrs, Starn) domain binds to cargo proteins, the GAT (GGA and TOM) domain binds to ARF-GTP and 
Rabaptin5, the hinge segment binds to clathrin and contains the autoregulatory acidic-dileucine motif and 
Ser388 , and the GAE (y-adaptin ear) domain also binds to Rabaptin5, as well as several other accessory 
proteins. The domain organization of GGAl and GGA2 is highly similar to that of GGA3. 

complex (Collins et al., 2002a). The crystal structures of the AP-I and AP-2 core 

domains suggest these molecules occupy active and inactive states. In the inactive state, 

the tyrosine-binding module of the I-t subunit is masked, and must be exposed, possibly 

by a phosphorylation event that results in a conformational change (Ghosh and Kornfeld, 

2003b), before the adaptor complex can bind cargo. Together these adaptor complexes 

and coat proteins orchestrate intracellular transport of many membrane proteins in the 

TGN/endosomal system. 

Acidic-dileucine motifs and the GGAs 

Acidic-dileucine motifs (D/ExxLL) are found on the cytosolic domains of several 

itinerant membrane proteins, including the CI- and CD-MPRs, sortiliq, ~-secretase 

(BACE), vesicle associated membrane protein 4 (VAMP4) and sorting protein related 

receptor (SorLA), which all cycle between the TGN and endosomes. The function of 

these motifs arises from an interaction with the GGA proteins 1-3 (Figure 6; Doray et al., 

2002 Kakhlon et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2001; Wahle et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 2001). 
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Figure 7. Model of GGA3 activation. CK2 phosphorylation of Ser388 inhibits GGA3 binding to the CI
MPR. When Ser388 is not phosphorylated, the CI-MPR can interact with the cargo-binding VHS domain . 
However, upon CK2 phosphorylation of Ser388, the autoinhibitory acidic-dileucine motif in the hinge region 
of GGA3 binds to the VHS domain, precluding cargo binding. PP2A dephosphorylation of Ser388 reverses 
the process. GGAl , but not GGA2, undergoes the same regulatory mechanism (Doray et al. , 2002b). 

GGAs are monomeric clathrin adaptors that bind to membranes in an ARF-GTP-

dependent manner and function to sort the CI-MPR into clathrin-coated vesicles at the 

TGN, thus activating anterograde trafficking to early endosomes (Puertollano et al., 

2001 b). Phosphorylation of serine residues within the CI-MPR and sortilin acidic-

dileucine motifs enhances GGA binding (Kato et al., 2002), though this is not true for 

phosphorylation of the CD-MPR (Stockli et al., 2004). In addition, GGAl and 3 binding 

to the CI-MPR is regulated by CK2 phosphorylation of an autoregulatory domain (Doray 

et al., 2002b). Phosphorylation of Ser355 or Ser388 within the GGAl or GGA3 

autoregulatory domains, respectively, inhibits binding to the CI-MPR, whereas 

dephosphorylation by PP2A activates binding to the CI-MPR. Thus CK2 and PP2A 

control the cargo binding ability of the GGAs. 

The structures of all three GGAs are similar; they contain the VHS, GAT and GAE 

structured domains, as well as, one unstructured "hinge" between the latter two domains 

(Figure 6; Miller et al., 2003; Misra et al., 2002; Suer et al., 2003). The VHS (Vps26 
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(Vacuolar protein sorting 26), Hrs (Hepatocyte-growth-factor-receptor substrate) and 

ST AM (signal-transducing adaptor molecule)) domain binds to acidic dileucine motifs on 

the cytosolic domains of cargo proteins and is named for its homology to these other 

proteins involved in endocytic trafficking. The GAT (GGA and TOM (target of MyolB)) 

domain is found in all three GGAs and is homologous to TOM. The GAT domain binds 

to Rabaptin5 (Mattera et al., 2003) and to the GTP-, but not GDP-bound forms of ARFI 

and ARF3- the latter interaction is required for GGAs to bind membranes, localization 

of GGAs to the TGN, and correct sorting of lysosomal hydrolases (Dell'Angelica et al., 

2000; Puertollano et al., 2001b). The GGA hinge regions bind to clathrin (Puertollano et 

al., 2001b), and the GGAI and GGA3 hinges contains the above-mentioned 

autoregulatory acidic-dileucine motif. The GAE (y-adaptin ear) domain carries limited 

homology with the AP-1-y subunit ear domain, and interacts with several accessory 

proteins including Rabaptin-5 (the GGA-rabaptin5 interaction is bipartite) and 

enthoprotin/EpsinR (Saint-Pol et al., 2004). EpsinR binds to Ptdlns(4)P at the TGN (Hirst 

et al., 2003), which may help to specify GGA binding to TGN membranes. The discovery 

of several GAE binding proteins allowed identification of a GAE binding motif 

(DFGXQ>, where X is any amino acid and <1> is a bulky hydrophobic residue; Nogi et al., 

2002), which was confirmed by the crystallization of Rabaptin5 with the GAE domain 

(Miller et al., 2003). 

While the GGAs were originally proposed to direct sorting exclusively at the TGN 

(Boman et al., 2000; Dell'Angelica et al., 2000; Hirst et al., 2000; Poussu et al., 2000; 

Takatsu et al., 2000), newer evidence suggests GGAs play a significant role in the 
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endosomal sorting of the CI-MPR (Puertollano and Bonifacino, 2004; Mattera et al., 

2003) and ~-secretase (Wahle et al., 2005), as well as removal of VAMP4 from 

immature secretory granules (Kakhlon et al., 2006). In particular, GGA3 is suspected to 

function at multiple membrane compartments. GGA3 associates with early endosomes 

and immature secretory granules when overexpressed (Kakhlon et al., 2006; Puertollano 

and Bonifacino, 2004), and endogenous GGA3 can be detected on the early endosome by 

electron microscopy (Ghosh et al., 2003b). GGA3 depletion by siRNA causes 

accumulation of the CI-MPR and internalized epidermal growth factor (EGF) within 

early endosomes (Puertollano and Bonifacino, 2004) and accumulation of VAMP4 in 

mature secretory granules (Kakhlon et al., 2006). Further supporting the endosomal role 

of GGAs, Mattera and coworkers reported the interaction of all three GGAs with the 

Rab4/5 effector Rabaptin5 (Mattera et al., 2003). Rabaptin5 stabilizes Rab5-GTP and 

recruits the Rab5 GEF Rabex5 to early endosome membranes, thereby leading to 

endosome fusion. The authors proposed that vesicles or tubules leaving the TGN use the 

GGA-Rabaptin5 interaction to fuse with early endosomes. While endogenous GGAI is 

normally detected only at the TGN, they showed that overexpression of Rabaptin 5 

causes endogenous GGAl and CI-MPR to redistribute from the TGN to enlarged early 

endosome membranes. In addition, they found that Rabaptin5 precludes GGA3 binding 

to clathrin-preventing GGA3 from initiating vesicular transport of the endosomal CI

MPR. Together, these findings suggest that a small population of GGA3 leaves the TGN 

on vesicles or tubules destined for the early endosomes, and remains with the CI-MPR 

until retrograde transport of the receptor is initiated, an event inhibited by overexpression 

of Rabaptin5. Alternatively, multiple pools of GGA3 may function for both anterograde 
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and retrograde CI-MPR transport: one pool travels on vesicle bound for the endosomes 

and interacts with Rabaptin5 for endosome fusion, and another pool is recruited to the 

early endosomes by Rabaptin5 and is required for a sorting step that occurs before the CI

MPR can initiate retrograde transport to the TGN. In Chapter 3, I present evidence that 

PACS-1 and GGA3 form a complex to regulate endosome-to-TON sorting of the CI

MPR. 

Acidic cluster motifs and PACS-1 

Frequently, acidic-dileucine motifs are found near sorting motifs represented by clusters 

of acidic residues, which often contain serine or threonine residues that can be 

phosphorylated by CK2 or, less frequently, protein kinase CK1 (CK1; Bonifacino and 

Traub, 2003; Gu et al., 2001; Thomas 2002). Membrane proteins that contain acidic 

sorting motifs include processing enzymes such as furin (Jones et al., 1995), protein 

convertase 6B (PC6B; Xiang et al., 2000) and carboxypeptidase D (CPD; Kalinina et al., 

2002); receptors such as the CI- and CD-MPRs (Chen et al., 1997); transporters such as 

vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2; Waites et al., 2001); SNAREs, including 

VAMP-4 (Zeng et al., 2003); a number of pathogen-derived molecules, including the 

envelope glycoproteins of many herpes viruses such as varicella-zoster virus gE (VZV

gE; Alconada et al., 1999) and human cytomegalovirus gB (HCMV gB; Norais et al., 

1996), as well as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV-1) negative factor (Nef; 

Piguet et al., 2000). Perhaps the best studied of these acidic cluster motifs is the one 

present in the cytosolic domain of furin (Thomas 2002). The phosphorylation state of a 

serine residue within the furin acidic cluster controls in large part the dynamic sorting 
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of PACS-1 proteins. (A) Diagram of PACS-1 showing the atropin-1-
related region (ARR), cargo binding region (FBR), which interacts with cargo, AP-11 AP-3 adaptor 
complexes and GGA3 (Crumpet al., 2001a; Wan et al., 1998; and described in Chapter 3), the middle 

region (MR), which contains the autoregulatory acidic cluster and Ser278 (described in Chapter 2), and 
the C-terminal region (CTR). (B) Diagram of human PACS proteins. PACS-1 and PACS-1 b are splice 
variants and are 100% identical except for a short C-terminal region. PACS-2 protein is encoded from a 
separate gene to PACS-1, and is 54% identical to PACS-1. The cargo-binding (FBR) regions of PACS-
1 and P ACS-2 proteins are 81% identical at the amino acid level. 

itinerary of the endoprotease, including the localization of furin to the TGN (Jones et al., 

1995), recycling of furin from early endosomes to the cell surface (Molloy et al., 1998) 

and, in neuroendocrine cells, removal of furin from immature secretory granules (Dittie et 

al., 1997). By contrast, dephosphorylation of the furin acidic cluster by specific isoforms 

of protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) allows transport of furin from sorting/recycling 

endosomes to the TGN (Molloy et al., 1998), apparently via a late endosome (Mallet and 

Maxfield, 1999) intermediate. Thus, the coordinated activities of CK2 and PP2A control 

the complex, acidic cluster-mediated trafficking of furin. 

Acidic cluster motifs derive their function by interacting with the members of the PACS 

family of proteins: PACS-1a, PACS-1b and PACS-2 (see Figure 4). The Thomas lab 

identified P ACS-1 a (hereafter P ACS-1 ), through its preferential interaction with the 
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Protein 
Pro teases 

Furina 
PC6Bc 
CPDct 

Receptors 
CI-MPRa 

Snares 
VAMP4j 

Viral Proteins 
HCMVgB1 

VZV gEa 
HIV-1 Nefl 

Channels 
PKD-2P 
Nephrocystin q 

TRPV4P 
CLC-7P 

Transporters 
VMAT-2r 

P ACS-1 cargo proteins 

Acidic cluster sequence 

... Q768EECPSDSEEDEGRG ... 
... D1830RDYDEDDEDD ... 
... S 1359HEFQDETDTEEET 

... H2489DDSDEDLLHI 

... E27DDSDEEED ... 

... L897KDSDEEENV .. . 
... F590EDSESTDTEEF .. . 

... Q61 EEEEVG ... 

... D810DSEEDDDEDS ... 
. . . E116EEEESESEDSEDSGG .. . 

... LTHKKRL TDEEFREP .. . 
. . . SKKVSWSGRDRDDEE .. . 

... E593DEESESD ... 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

Other sorting motifs 

LLk 

ym 
LL0 

Table 1. List of published PACS-1 cargo proteins. Reported PACS-1 cargo proteins are shown with their 
acidic cluster motifs. Serine or threonine residues phosphorylated by CK2 and important for PACS-1 
binding are shown in bold. Additional tyrosine (Y), dileucine (LL) or acidic-dileucine (AC-LL) sorting 
motifs are indicated. The references for these findigs are: awan et al., 1998, bVoorhees et al., 1995, cxiang 
et al., 2000, dKalinina et al., 2002b, eLobel et al., 1989, rchen et al., 1997a, £Puertollano et al., 2001a, 
iNielsen et al., 2001, jVAMP4, Hinners et al., 2003, kzeng et al., 2003, 1Crump et al., 2003, molson and 
Grose, 1997, "Piguet et al., 2000, 0 Greenberg et al., 1998, PKottgen et al., 2005, qSchermer et al., 2005, 
Waites et al., 2001. 

phosphorylated acidic cluster on the cytosolic domain of furin (Molloy et al., 1998). 

P ACS-1 connects furin to the cytosolic coat protein AP-1, and is required for the correct 

subcellular localization of furin to the TGN (Crumpet al., 2001). PACS-1 also binds to 

-
acidic clusters within the cytosolic domains of several other cellular proteins (see Table 

1). Interfering mutant-, siRNA- and antisense- based studies have shown that PACS-1 is 

required for the TGN localization of these molecules from an endosome compartment. 

PACS-1 binding to HIV -1 Nef is required for the ability of this viral protein to 
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downregulate cell-surface major histocompatibility class-1 (MHC-1) complexes 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002; Piguet et al., 2000). Depletion of PACS-1 using an 

antisense strategy disrupts the ability of Nef to downregulate MHC-1, a function that can 

be rescued by PACS-1b (Piguet et al., 2000). PACS-1 is divided into four regions (see 

Figure 8): the Atropin-1-relatea region (ARR), which bears homology to the nuclear 

protein Atropin-1; the cargo binding region (FBR), which interacts with cargo and AP-

1/AP-3 adaptor complexes (Crumpet al., 2001; Wan et al., 1998); the middle region 

(MR), which contains an acidic cluster, -S278EEEEE-, that is similar to the acidic cluster 

sorting motifs on many membrane cargo proteins that bind to the PACS-1 FBR; and the 

C-terminal region (CTR). This thesis examines how the predicted domains of PACS-1 

function to regulate P ACS-1 FBR binding to cargo proteins. 

Like P ACS-1, P ACS-2 binds to acidic cluster motifs on the cytosolic domains of itinerant 

cargo proteins (Simmen et al., 2005). However, PACS-2 connects cargo proteins to COPI 

and functions in Golgi-to-ER transport (Kottgen et al., 2005). For example, the 

subcellular localization and function of the ER-localized TRP channel polycystin-2 

(PKD-2) is regulated by the phosphorylation state of an acidic cluster in the carboxy

terminal domain, which binds to PACS-1 and PACS-2 (Kottgen et al., 2005). The normal 

steady-state localization of polycystin-2 is at the ER. However, blocking binding 

toPACS-2 mislocalizes polycystin-2 to the TGN, and blocking the binding to both PACS-

1 and PACS-2 mis-localizes polycystin-2 to the plasma membrane, demonstrating that 

the PACS family members can cooperate to control protein sorting. In addition, PACS-2 

is required for efficient apoptosis and ER homeostasis (Simmen et al., 2005). Together, 
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the PACS family members link protein trafficking to control of cellular homeostasis and 

disease. 

Tip47 and the Retromer complex 

In addition, two other sorting molecules are relevant for this thesis: TIP47 and the 

Retromer complex. Similar to PACS-1, TIP47 and the Retromer complex also direct 

retrograde transport of CI-MPR from endosomes to the TGN (Diaz and Pfeffer, 1998; 

Seaman et al., 1998). The retromer complex was first identified in yeast (Seaman et al., 

1998), and is now known to localize to tubular-vesicular profiles emanating from either 

early endosomes or from intermediates in the maturation of early endosomes to late 

endosomes in mammalian cells (Arighi et al., 2004). Retromer consists of five subunits: 

vacuolar protein sorting (Vps)-35, Vps29, Vps26, SNX1 and SNX2. From endosomal 

compartments, Vps35 binds to an unknown motif on the CI-MPR, mediating recycling of 

CI-MPR to the TGN (Arighi et al., 2004; Seaman, 2004). Recruitment of retromer to 

endosomal membranes requires SNX1 and 2, which each contain a PX domain that binds 

Ptdlns(3)P (Cozier et al., 2002), and a BAR domain, which senses membrane curvature 

(Peter et al., 2004). SNX1 forms multimers, which, in combination with the BAR 

domain, may cause membrane curvature and tubulation (Carlton et al., 2004). Like 

retromer, TIP47 also directs transport ofMPRs from endosomes to the TGN. TIP47links 

a diaromatic amino acid motif in the cytosolic domain of the CI- and CD-MPRs (FW) 

and HIV-gp160 (YW) to the late endosome localized GTPase Rab9, thus concentrating 

these molecules at the late endosomes and mediating TGN transport (Blot et al., 2003; 

Carroll et al., 2001; Diaz and Pfeffer, 1998). Depletion ofTIP47 results in a reduction of 
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CI-MPR half-life, presumably because the receptor fails to recycle to the TGN and gets 

destroyed in lysosomes (Diaz and Pfeffer, 1998). Also, expression of a TIP47 interfering 

mutant blocks gp160 transport to the TGN and reduces HIV virion production (Blot et al., 

2003). Despite these findings, the role of TIP47 for endosomal transport is quite 

controversial. Several reports found that TIP4 7 functions in the storage of intracellular 

lipid droplets (Miura et al., 2002; Wolins et al., 2001; Wolins et al., 2005), and the 

structure of TIP47 was solved bound to a neutral lipid droplet (Hickenbottom et al., 

2004). Some have suggested TIP47 may not effect CI-MPR function, based on a report 

showing that siRNA depletion of TIP47 has no effect on CI-MPR transport (Medigeshi 

and Schu, 2003). However, a negative result does not prove TIP47 has no function in 

endosome-to-TGN transport-most likely, TIP47 functions in both roles. The TIP47 

structure shows this molecule curved around a lipid droplet (Hickenbottom et al., 2004), 

raising the intriguing possibility that TIP47 somehow senses the curvature of a budding 

vesicle. Together, TIP47 and Retromer function to recycle the MPRs to the TGN from 

later endosomal compartments. 

The complicated nature of sorting motifs and protein trafficking is illustrated by the 

presence of multiple sorting motifs on the cytosolic domain of the CI-MPR, which binds 

to adaptor proteins, GGAs, PACS-1, TIP47 and the retromer complex. This has produced 

confusion in the literature regarding which sorting molecule is responsible for which 

trafficking itinerary, and has led some to discount the individual importance of these 

sorting proteins. Most likely, the cell utilizes different sorting motifs depending on which 

sorting step needs to occur. Perhaps localized differences in membrane identity direct 
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Groove 

Figure 9. Ribbon diagram of the CK2 holoenzyme. The regulatory f3 subunits (blue and red) interact 
with each other and with both catalytic a subunits (yellow and grey) . The catalytic core and the acidic 
groove of the regulatory subunit are indicated. One theory of CK2 activation is that basic compounds 
such as polyamines, or proteins with clusters of basic residues, such as FGF-2 interact with the acidic 
groove of the regulatory subunit, causing a conformational change that increases the enzymatic activity 
of the catalytic subunit. In Chapter 3, I describe a cluster of basic residues on PACS-1 that is required to 
bind and activate CK2. The ribbon diagram is from Niefind et al., 2001. 

different sorting proteins to the CI-MPR to direct transport. Alternatively, 

phosphorylation can control which sorting proteins can bind to an itinerant protein. For 

instance, phosphorylation of Ser2484 on the CI-MPR cytosolic domain enhances binding to 

GGAs or PACS-1 (Kato et al., 2002 and Chapter 3) and CK2 phosphorylation of serine 

residues within the GGA3 and PACS-1 autoregulatory domains controls their ability to 

bind to cargo proteins (Doray et al., 2002 and Chapter 2). A central player in these 

phosphorylation events is protein kinase CK2. 

Protein kinase CK2 

Acidic and acidic-dileucine motifs often contain a serine or threonine residue that can be 

phosphorylated by protein kinase CK2 (CK2). CK2 is a ubiquitous protein kinase with 

more than 300 putative polypeptide substrates and is a heterotetramer composed of two 

catalytic subunits (aa, aa', or a'a') and two regulatory~ subunits (Pinna, 2002). The 
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regulatory ~ subunits form a dimer that interacts with the catalytic core of the a subunits 

to direct phosphorylation of the consensus sequence [Sff]xx[D/E/pS/pT] with an average 

of 5 acidic residues surrounding the substrate SIT (Chantalat et al., 1999; Meggio and 

Pinna, 2003; Niefind et al., 2001). The importance of CK2 is illustrated by disruption of 

the catalytic a' subunit gene in inice, which leads to aberrant spermatogenesis (Xu et al., 

1999), and disruption of the regulatory ~ subunit gene, which leads to embryonic lethality 

(Buchou et al., 2003). In yeast, disruption of the genes encoding the two catalytic 

subunits is lethal (Padmanabha et al., 1990). Serine or threonine residues that are 

phosphorylated by CK2 are often dephosphorylated by protein phosphatase 2A, a 

ubiquitous phosphatase found in all cells (Sontag, 2001). The dynamic interplay between 

CK2 and PP2A is evidenced by the observation that these enzymes can form a complex 

in cells (Heriche et al., 1997). Unfortunately, whether or not the activity of CK2 and 

PP2A is controlled by upstream regulators remains unknown. Additionally, comparative 

studies to determine the relative expression of these two enzymes in different tissues are 

lacking. Regardless, CK2 and PP2A function as master regulators of protein traffic in the 

TGN/endosomal system by controlling the phosphorylation of cargo proteins, as well as 

the activity of the trafficking machinery. 

Despite being the first kinase activity observed (Burnett and Kennedy, 1954), the 

regulation of CK2 has long remained enigmatic. No known CK2 stimulator produces a 

huge increase in kinase activity. However, binding of polyamines or substrate proteins to 

an acidic groove on the regulatory ~ subunit increases kinase activity 3-fold (Leroy et al., 

1997). For instance, FGF-2 binding to CK2~ stimulates kinase activity for nucleolin 

(Bonnet et al., 1996), and correlates with an enhancement of DNA synthesis (Skjerpen et 
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al., 2002). Together with the CK2 holoenzyme crystal structure, biochemical data 

suggests polyamine binding to the ~ subunit results in a conformational change in the 

catalytic core that increases enzyme activity (Leroy et al., 1997; Niefind et al., 2001). 

These increases in kinase activity are small, but may be significant when coupled with 

targeting of the kinase to substrate proteins. In Chapter 3, I present evidence supporting 

this hypothesis, showing that PACS-1 binds directly to the regulatory subunit of CK2, 

stimulates CK2 activity, and that this interaction is required for the phosphorylation of 

PACS-1 itself, as well as PACS-1 binding partners. 

Conclusion 

While the importance of P ACS-1 for localizing acidic cluster containing membrane cargo 

to the TGN is well established, no information pertaining to the regulation of its sorting 

activity has been reported. For many cargo molecules, including furin, CI-MPR, VMAT2 

and VZV -gE, phosphorylation of specific residues within their acidic clusters enhances 

binding to PACS-1 (Waites et al., 2001; Wan et al., 1998), whereas others, including 

PC6B and HIV -1 Nef, contain non-phosphorylatable acidic clusters (Piguet et al., 2000; 

Xiang et al., 2000). Together, these results suggest that binding of PACS-1 to cargo 

acidic clusters may be regulated by more than just the phosphorylation state of the cargo 

protein. Interestingly, PACS-1 itself contains an acidic cluster with a potential CK2 

phosphorylation site ( ... S278EEEEE ... ). The striking similarity between the acidic cluster 

in PACS-1 to acidic clusters found on PACS-1 cargo molecules such as furin raises the 

possibility that the PACS-1 acidic cluster may control PACS-1 sorting activity by 

interacting with the PACS-1 cargo binding region (FBR) and thereby preventing the 
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interaction of PACS-1 with cargo proteins. In addition, the overlapping nature of the 

acidic- and acidic-dileucine-trafficking motifs suggests that the sorting activity of PACS 

and GGA sorting proteins may be coordinated-and may explain the differences 

observed regarding the trafficking itineraries of furin, which binds P ACS-1 but not GGAs 

and CI-MPR, which binds both PACS-1 and GGAs (Lin et al., 2004; Mallet and 

Maxfield, 1999). The requirement of CK2 phosphorylation of cargo proteins for binding 

to PACS and GGAs, as well as for the known and potential regulation of GGA and 

PACS-1 function, respectively, raised the possibility that this kinase might associate with 

these sorting molecules to control P ACS-1 and GGA directed protein sorting. This thesis 

explores the hypothesis that protein kinase CK2 controls a phosphorylation cascade that 

regulates the function of PACS-1 and GGA3, and thus, trafficking of certain itinerant 

membrane proteins in the trans-Golgi network (TGN)/endosomal system. 
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Abstract 

P ACS-1 is a cytosolic sorting protein that directs the localization of membrane proteins 

in the trans-Golgi network (TGN)/endosomal system. PACS-1 connects the clathrin 

adaptor AP-1 to acidic cluster sorting motifs contained in the cytosolic domain of cargo 

proteins such as furin, the cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor and in viral 

proteins such as HIV -1 Nef. Here we show that an acidic cluster on PACS-1, which is 

highly similar to acidic cluster sorting motifs on cargo molecules, acts as an 

autoregulatory domain that controls PACS-1-directed sorting. Biochemical studies show 

Ser278 adjacent to the acidic cluster is phosphorylated by CK2 and dephosphorylated by 

PP2A. Phosphorylation of Ser278 by CK2 or mutation of Ser278 ___.., Asp increased the 

interaction between PACS-1 and cargo, whereas a Ser278 ___.., Ala substitution decreased 

this interaction. Moreover, the Ser278 ___.., Ala mutation yields an interfering mutant PACS-

1 molecule that selectively blocks retrieval of PACS-1-regulated cargo molecules to the 

TGN. These results suggest that coordinated signaling events regulate transport within 

the TGN/endosomal system through the phosphorylation state of both cargo and the 

sorting machinery. 

Key Words: autoregulatory domain /CK2/N ef /P ACS-1 /phosphorylation 
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Introduction 

The control of homeostasis and disease requires that cellular or pathogen proteins are 

correctly modified and targeted to specific cellular compartments. Many of these 

modification and targeting steps rely on the communication between the dynamic and 

highly regulated network of late secretory pathway organelles that comprise the trans

Golgi network (TGN)/endosomal system (Gruenberg, 2001). In addition to housing 

several biochemical reactions, the TGN orchestrates the routing of proteins to lysosomes, 

secretory granules, and, in polarized cells, to the apical and basolateral surfaces. The 

TGN also receives molecules internalized from the cell surface via a series of complex 

and highly dynamic endosomal compartments. Precisely how the TGN/endosomal system 

controls the sorting and localization of proteins is incompletely understood, but numerous 

studies show the requirement for the orchestrated interaction of many cellular factors 

including various small molecules, lipids, cytosolic and membrane proteins and 

components of the cytoskeleton (Gu et al., 2001). 

The localization of many membrane proteins within the TGN/endosomal system relies 

upon specific sorting motifs contained within the cytosolic domain of these proteins 

(Bonifacino and Traub, 2003). One of these motifs is represented by clusters of acidic 

residues, often containing serine or threonine residues that can be phosphorylated by 

casein kinase 2 (CK2) or, less frequently, casein kinase 1 (CK1, for reviews, see 

(Bonifacino and Traub, 2003; Gu et al., 2001; Thomas 2002). Membrane proteins that 

contain acidic sorting motifs include processing enzymes such as furin (Jones et al., 

1995), PC6B (Xiang et al., 2000) and carboxypeptidase D (CPD, Kalinina et al., 2002); 
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receptors such as the cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CI-MPR, Chen 

et al., 1997); transporters such as VMAT2 (Waites et al., 2001); SNAREs including 

V AMP-4 (Zeng et al., 2003); a number of pathogen molecules including the envelope 

glycoproteins of many herpes viruses such as varicella-zoster virus gE (VZV -gE, 

Alconada et al., 1999) and hum·an cytomegalovirus gB (HCMV gB, Norais et al., 1996), 

as well as human immunodeficiency virus type 1 (HIV -1) Nef (Piguet et al., 2000). 

Perhaps the best studied of these acidic cluster motifs is the one present in the cytosolic 

domain of furin (Thomas, 2002b). The phosphorylation state of the furin acidic cluster 

controls in large part the dynamic sorting itinerary of the endoprotease including the 

localization of furin to the TGN (Jones et al., 1995), recycling of furin from early 

endosomes to the cell surface (Molloy et al., 1998) and, in neuroendocrine cells, removal 

of furin from immature secretory granules (Dittie et al., 1997). By contrast, 

dephosphorylation of the furin acidic cluster by specific isoforms of protein phosphatase 

2A (PP2A) allows transport of furin from sorting/recycling endosomes to the TGN 

(Molloy et al., 1998), apparently via a late endosome intermediate (Mallet and Maxfield, 

1999). Thus, the coordinated activities of CK2 and PP2A control the complex, acidic 

cluster-mediated trafficking of furin. 

The phosphorylated furin acidic cluster binds to the sorting protein PACS-1 

(nhosphofurin f!Cidic duster §.orting protein-1), which is a sorting connector that links 

furin to the AP-1 clathrin adaptor and is required for localizing furin to the TGN (Crump 

et al., 2001; Wan et al., 1998). PACS-1 is not exclusively dedicated to the localization of 

furin, as it is also required for the TGN localization of a number of membrane proteins 
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that contain acidic cluster sorting motifs. These include cellular proteins, such as CI-MPR 

(Wan et al., 1998), PC6B (Xiang et al., 2000), and VMAT2 (Waites et al., 2001) as well 

as several viral proteins including HCMV gB (Crumpet al., 2003) and HIV-1 Nef (Piguet 

et al., 2000). PACS-1 binding to HIV -1 Nef is required for the ability of this viral protein 

to downregulate cell-surface major histocompatibility class-1 (MHC-1) complexes 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002; Piguet et al., 2000). 

While the importance of P ACS-1 for localizing acidic cluster containing membrane cargo 

to the TGN is well established, no information pertaining to the regulation of its sorting 

activity has been reported. For many cargo molecules including furin, CI-MPR, VMAT2 

and VZV -gE, phosphorylation of specific residues within their acidic clusters enhances 

binding to PACS-1 (Waites et al., 2001; Wan et al., 1998), whereas others including 

PC6B and HIV -1 Nef contain non-phosphorylatable acidic clusters (Piguet et al., 2000; 

Xiang et al., 2000). Together, these results suggest that binding of PACS-1 to cargo 

acidic clusters may be regulated by more than just the phosphorylation state of the cargo 

protein. Interestingly, P ACS-1 itself contains an acidic cluster with a potential CK2 

phosphorylation site, .. S278EEEEE .. , located C-terminal to the cargo-binding domain 

(named the FBR, see Fig. 1A). The striking similarity between the acidic clusters in 

PACS-1 to those in cargo molecules such as furin raises the possibility that the PACS-1 

acidic cluster may control PACS-1 sorting activity. 

In this report we show that the P ACS-1 acidic cluster acts as an autoregulatory domain 

for P ACS-1-directed protein trafficking and is itself a target of CK2 phosphorylation and 
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PP2A dephosphorylation. We demonstrate that the PACS-1 acidic cluster associates with 

the cargo-binding region of PACS-1 in a phosphorylation dependent manner. Using 

biochemical, cellular- and cell-free studies, we show that the phosphorylation state of the 

P ACS-1 acidic cluster regulates the ability of P ACS-1 to bind to and sort cargo proteins 

to the TGN. Disruption of PACS-1 phosphorylation by a Ser278 ~Ala substitution results 

in an interfering mutant that inhibits PACS-1-directed endosome-to-TGN sorting. These 

results provide new insight into how a coordinated signaling mechanism controlling the 

phosphorylation of both the cargo and a sorting connector can regulate TGN/endosomal 

sorting. 
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Results 

Inspection of the PACS-1 protein sequence reveals an acidic cluster, -S278EEEEE-, C

terminal to the cargo-binding region (FBR, residues 117-266) that is similar to the acidic 

cluster sorting motifs on many membrane cargo proteins that bind to the PACS-1 FBR 

(Fig. IA). Interestingly, the serine residue within the PACS-1 acidic cluster forms a 

consensus sequence for CK2 phosphorylation. To determine if Ser278 is a major site of 

phosphorylation in PACS-1, cells expressing wild type PACS-1 or PACS-1 with a Ser278 

--+ Ala substitution (PACS-1 S278A) were incubated with 32Pi and the immunoprecipitated 

PACS-1 proteins were resolved by SDS PAGE. Quantification of the incorporated 

radioactivity showed that PACS-1 S278A contained 50% less 32P than wild type PACS-1, 

indicating that Ser278 is a major PACS-1 phosphorylation site in vivo (Fig. 1B). 

Next we conducted a senes of in vitro studies to characterize the reversible 

phosphorylation of PACS-1 at Ser278. First, we showed that Ser278 could be 

phosphorylated by CK2 (Fig. IC). GST-PACS-1 240_479 (GST-MR, which contains the 

PACS-1 acidic cluster) or GST-MRS278A was incubated with purified CK2 and [y-

32P]ATP. GST-MRS278A incorporated significantly less 32P than did GST-MR, suggesting 

that Ser278 within the PACS-1 acidic cluster is a substrate for CK2. Moreover, neither 

protein kinase A nor protein kinase C could phosphorylate GST-MR despite their ability 

to efficiently phosphorylate a control substrate (data not shown). Second, to 

unequivocally identify Ser278 as a CK2 phosphorylation site, we conducted phosphoamino 

acid analysis on GST-MRS278T following CK2 phosphorylation (Fig. 10). The Ser278 -

Thr substitution was chosen because GST-MR lacks a phosphorylatable threonine 
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residue. Thus, the formation of pThr in GST-MRS278T following incubation with CK2 

must be due to phosphorylation at residue 278 and not to steric inhibition of 

phosphorylation at some other Ser/Thr residue. Replicate samples of GST-MR, GST

MRS278A and GST-MRS278T were incubated with recombinant CK2 and [y- 32P]ATP. 

Phosphoamino acid analysis of GST -MR and GST -MRS278A showed a prominent signal 

of only pSer. By contrast, analysis of GST-MRS278T revealed pThr in addition to pSer. 

These data strongly indicate that Ser278 is a major CK2 phosphorylation site in PACS-1. 

Third, because many cargo acidic cluster motifs that require CK2 phosphorylation for 

binding to PACS-1 are dephosphorylated by PP2A (Molloy et al., 1998; Varlamov et al., 

2001), we investigated whether PP2A can similarly dephosphorylate the CK2-

phophorylated GST-MR (Fig. 1E). Consistent with a potential role for PP2A at this step, 

e2P]-GST-MR was efficiently dephosphorylated by PP2A and this reaction was blocked 

by okadaic acid, a PP2A specific inhibitor. By contrast, protein phosphatase 1, PP1, 

failed to dephosphorylate e2P]-GST-MR despite its ability to efficiently dephosphorylate 

a control substrate (data not shown), suggesting a role for PP2A as the PACS-1 Ser278 

phosphatase. 

We conducted metabolic labeling studies to determine whether endogenous PACS-1 is 

phosphorylated in vivo. Cells were incubated with 32Pi and endogenous PACS-1 was 

immunoprecipitated with affinity purified anti-PACS-1 antibodies but not with an IgG 

control (Fig. 1F). In agreement with our in vitro studies, incubation of the cells with 

okadaic acid increased the amount of 32P incorporated into PACS-1 by two-fold. By 

contrast, and in agreement with the analysis ofPACS-1 S278A (Fig. 1B), incubation of the 
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cells with the CK2 inhibitor DRB decreased the amount of 32P incorporated into 

endogenous PACS-1 by to approximately 50% relative to control conditions. Together 

with our in vitro studies, these data strongly implicate CK2 and PP2A as the enzymes that 

control the phosphorylation state of PACS-1 Ser278 • 

The reversible phosphorylation of Ser278 raised the possibility that, similar to PACS-1 

cargo proteins, the PACS-1 acidic cluster may interact with the PACS-1 FBR. To test this 

possibility, non-phosphorylated or CK2-phosphorylated GST-MR was incubated with 

Trx-PACS-lFBR and captured using glutathione agarose (Fig. 2A). We found that GST

PACS-1MR indeed bound to Trx-PACS-1FBR. Surprisingly, however, whereas 

phosphorylation of most PACS-1 cargo proteins enhanced binding to the PACS-1 FBR, 

the phosphorylation of GST-PACS-1MR by CK2 diminished binding to Trx-PACS-

1FBR. To test whether this reduced binding was due specifically to phosphorylation of 

Ser278 , we measured the binding of the PACS-1 FBR to GST-MR constructs containing 

either a Ser278 ._ Ala or a Ser278 ._ Asp substitution. Consistent with the results using 

CK2-phosphorylated molecules, GST-MRS278A exhibited stronger binding to Trx-PACS-

1FBR than the GST-MRS278D. 

We performed competitive binding assays to test whether GST-MR, which contains the 

PACS-1 acidic cluster, competes with cargo protein aGidic clusters for binding to the 

PACS-1 FBR (Fig. 2B). GST-PACS-1MR was pre-incubated with Trx-PACS-1 FBR and 

then mixed with increasing concentrations of Trx-furinS773•775D, which contains the CK2 

phosphomimic furin cytosolic domain that binds to the PACS-1 FBR (Crump et al., 
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2001) or Trx alone. GST-PACS-1 MR was captured using glutathione agarose and bound 

Trx-PACS-1 FBR was detected by western blot. Using this assay, we found that Trx

furinS773.775D competed in a dose-dependent manner with GST-MR for binding to the 

PACS-1 FBR whereas Trx alone had no effect. Together, the data in figures 2A and 2B 

indicate that binding of the PACS-IMR to the PACS-1 FBR precludes cargo binding to 

PACS-1. 

To examine the importance of Ser278 phosphorylation in the context of full-length PACS-

1, we tested the ability of PACS-1S278A or PACS-1S278D to bind to the PACS-1 cargo 

protein HIV-1 Nef (Fig. 2C). We previously showed that the Nef acidic cluster, EEEE65 , 

is required for binding to PACS-1 and for PACS-1 dependent sorting of HIV-1 Nef 

reporter proteins to the TGN (Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002; Piguet et al., 2000). 

Because the Nef acidic cluster cannot be phosphorylated by CK2, only CK2 

phosphorylation of the putative PACS-1 autoregulatory domain may regulate Nef-PACS-

1 binding. Cells expressing P ACS-1, P ACS-1 S278A, or P ACS-1 S278D were harvested and 

incubated with GST-Nef. Quantification of proteins binding to HIV-1 Nef showed that 

the S278D substitution enhanced PACS-1 binding to GST-Nefby more than 50% whereas 

the S278A substitution inhibited PACS-1 binding to GST-Nef by nearly 80%. Thus, the 

ability of PACS-1 to bind cargo is regulated by the phosphorylation state oft Ser278 • 

The Ser278 ~ Ala/ Asp substitutions could potentially inhibit the interaction of PACS-1 

with AP-I due to some indirect structural deformation. To test this possibility, PACS-1 

proteins were immunoprecipitated from cells expressing PACS-1, PACS-1 S278A, PACS-
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1 S278D, or PACS-1Admut, which contains an alanine substitution of E168TELQLTF175 

within the PACS-1 FBR that blocks binding to AP-1 but not cargo (Crumpet al., 2001). 

Co-immunoprecipitation analysis showed that each PACS-1 construct, except PACS-

1Admut, associated with AP-1 (Fig. 20). Together, the data in figure 2 show that 

phosphorylation at Ser278 terminates the autoinhibitory domain to the cargo binding 

domain, thereby promoting binding of PACS-1 to cargo proteins. 

The inhibitory effect of the Ser278 ~ Ala substitution on the ability of PACS-1 to bind 

cargo proteins suggested that expression of PACS-1 S278A in cells might interfere with 

PACS-1 dependent sorting. Therefore, we examined the effect of PACS-1 S278A and 

PACS-1S278D on the TGN sorting of the HIV-1 Nef reporter construct 44Nef (Fig. 3A). 

44Nef is a chimera composed of the CD4 extracellular and transmembrane domains fused 

to cytosolic HIV -1 Nef. Using this construct, CD4 antibody uptake assays showed that 

co-expression of the reporter with either PACS-1 or PACS-1 S278D had no effect on the 

efficient delivery of internalized 44Nef to the TGN. By contrast, co-expression of PACS-

1 S278A blocked the sorting of internalized 44Nef to the TGN and caused the reporter to be 

mislocalized to a dispersed, punctate endosomal population. The interfering effect of 

PACS-1S278A on the sorting of 44Nef to the TGN was indistinguishable from the 

missorting of 44NefAla, which contains an EEEE65 ~ AAAA65 substitution that cannot 

bind to PACS-1 (Piguet et al., 2000). 

Next, we used a cell-free assay to unequivocally establish the role of PACS-1, and in 

particular the phosphorylation state of Ser278 , in endosome-to-TGN sorting (Fig. 3B). This 
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assay utilizes the activity of a resident TGN- tyrosylprotein sulfotransferase that sulfates 

Tyr residues in the lumenal domain of cargo proteins to demonstrate sorting to the TGN. 

A 44Nef mutant, 44Nef-Y, was constructed containing the cholecystokinin tyrosine 0-

sulfation motif within the CD4 lumenal domain. Cells expressing 44Nef-Y were treated 

with cycloheximide to block protein synthesis and promote accumulation of the nascently 

synthesized 44Nef-Y in late secretory pathway compartments. The membrane fraction 

from these cells was incubated with the unlabeled sulfate donor PAPS (3 '

phosphoadenosine 5' -phosphosulfate) to quench any 44Nef-Y present at the TGN but not 

in endosomal compartments, which lack the sulfotransferase. The quenched membrane 

preparation was then incubated with cytosol from control C6 cells, AS 19 PACS-1 

antisense cells, or AS 19 cells expressing PACS-1, PACS-1 S278D or PACS-1 S278A. Each 

sample was incubated with an ATP regenerating system in the presence of C5S]-PAPS to 

promote endosome-to-TGN transport. Using this assay, we found that addition of cytosol 

from control cells (C6) but not cytosol from PACS-1 antisense cells (AS 19), which 

contain reduced levels of P ACS-1, supported endosome-to-TGN transport as measured 

by an increase in C5S]-labeled 44Nef-Y. By contrast, cytosol from AS19 cells replete 

with PACS-1 rescued the endosome-to-TGN transport of 44Nef-Y demonstrating the 

importance of PACS-1 in the retrieval of membrane cargo from endosomes to the TGN. 

Next, we analyzed the PACS-1 phosphorylation state mutants and found that only PACS-

1S278D but not PACS-1S278A rescued the endosome to TGN sorting of 44Nef-Y, 

supporting a role for the phosphorylation of Ser278 as a key regulator of PACS-1 sorting 

activity. We suspect that the less efficient rescue of 44Nef-Y sorting by PACS-1S278D 

compared to P ACS-1 may reflect a requirement for the temporal regulation of P ACS-1 
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phosphorylation in directing protein sorting. Nonetheless, these results demonstrate that 

PACS-1 directs the endosome-to-TGN transport and that its sorting activity is regulated 

by the phosphorylation state of Ser278 • 

The immunofluorescence and in vitro transport studies showed that phosphorylation of 

PACS-1 controls the endosome-to-TGN transport of the 44Nef reporter and suggested 

that PACS-1 S278A may act as an interfering mutant to selectively block the sorting of 

PACS-1 cargo proteins. To test this possibility we first examined the effect of PACS-

1S278D and PACS-1 S278A on the ability of HIV-1 Nef to downregulate MHC-1 molecules 

(Fig. 4 ). Cells expressing HIV -1 Nef alone or together with either PACS-1 or PACS-

1S278D caused the redistribution of cell surface MHC-1 to the TGN whereas co-expression 

of PACS-1S278A blocked MHC-1 downregulation. Second, we determined whether 

PACS-1S278A could affect the TGN localization of CI-MPR and furin (Fig. 5A). 

Expression of PACS-1 or PACS-1 S278D in A 7 cells had no effect on the paranuclear 

localization of either endogenous CI-MPR or co-expressed Flag-tagged furin (fur/f) both 

of which overlapped with the staining pattern of TGN46. By contrast, expression of 

P ACS-1 S278A caused both CI-MPR and fur/f to redistribute to an endosomal population 

that no longer overlapped with TGN46. Finally, to establish that PACS-1S278A selectively 

blocked the sorting of PACS-1 cargo, we examined the effects of PACS-1 S278A and 

PACS-1S278D on the distribution of several secretory compartment markers (Fig. 5B). In 

addition to their lack of effect on the localization of TGN46, which does not require 

PACS-1 to localize to the TGN, we found that neither PACS-1 mutant affected the 

localization of AP-I or markers for early endosomes (internalized transferrin), late 
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endosomes (LBPA) or the Golgi cisternae (mannosidase II). Together, these analyses 

show that the sorting activity of PACS-1 is controlled by the phosphorylation state of an 

autoregulatory domain and that interference with this autoregulatory mechanism 

specifically blocks PACS-1-directed protein traffic in the TGN/endosomal system. 
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Discussion 

In this study, we have identified a biochemical mechanism that controls the sorting 

activity of PACS-1. We discovered that the phosphorylation state of an autoregulatory 

domain within P ACS-1 controls binding of this sorting connector to cargo proteins. CK2 

phosphorylation of Ser278 within this autoregulatory domain weakens the interaction 

between the PACS-1 FBR and the P ACS-1 autoregulatory domain (Figs. 1 and 2), 

thereby enhancing binding to cargo (Fig. 2). These interactions are competitive, such that 

the unphosphorylated PACS-1 autoregulatory domain precludes binding of cargo proteins 

to the PACS-1 FBR (Fig. 2). Moreover, immunofluorescence and cell-free transport 

studies showed that both PACS-1 and the phosphomimic PACS-1 mutant, PACS-1 S278D, 

support endosome-to-TGN sorting of cargo (Fig. 3). By contrast, the non

phosphorylatable PACS-1 mutant, PACS-1 S278A, fails to support this sorting step and in 

cellular studies disrupts both the TGN localization of PACS-1 cargo and Nef-mediated 

downregulation of MHC-1 (Figs. 4 and 5). Together, our results demonstrate that the 

sorting capacity of PACS-1 is regulated by the phosphorylation state of an autoregulatory 

domain, revealing a fundamental mechanism used to control the regulation of protein 

traffic in the TGN/endosomal system. 

The control of PACS-1 function by the coordinated activities of CK2 and PP2A is highly 

reminiscent to the role of these two enzymes in controlling the trafficking of furin. The 

phosphorylation state of furin's cytosolic acidic cluster sorting motif, which mediates 

binding to PACS-1, controls the trafficking itinerary of the endoprotease (Molloy et al., 

1999; Thomas 2002). However, whereas CK2 phosphorylation of acidic cluster sorting 
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motifs within the furin cytosolic domain or other cargo proteins including CI-MPR, VZV 

gE and VMAT-2 increases their binding to the PACS-1 FBR, CK2 phosphorylation of 

Ser278 within the P ACS-1 acidic cluster weakens the binding of these residues to the 

PACS-1 FBR (Waites et al., 2001; Wan et al., 1998 and Fig. 2). These opposite effects of 

CK2 phosphorylation on binding of the PACS-1 FBR to the PACS-1 autoregulatory 

domain versus membrane cargo acidic clusters suggests a simple model whereby CK2 

phosphorylation promotes protein sorting by both activating PACS-1 and increasing the 

affinity of PACS-1 for phosphorylated membrane cargo proteins. But how CK2 

phosphorylation of acidic cluster motifs within membrane cargo and PACS-1 influence in 

a completely opposite manner the binding of these various acidic motifs to the PACS-1 

FBR remains unknown. Moreover, acidic cluster binding to the PACS-1 FBR may be 

more complex than a simple phosphorylation switch as the non-phosphorylatable Nef and 

PC6B acidic clusters bind to PACS-1 (Piguet et al., 2000; Xiang et al., 2000). Together, 

these studies suggest that, unlike that shown for many phosphopeptide binding modules 

including the 14-3-3 and forkhead modules (Durocher et al., 2000; Muslin et al., 1996), 

the PACS-1 FBR may not contact the phosphoamino acids directly but may instead 

recognize other acidic cluster determinants that would be masked or unmasked by the 

phosphorylation of embedded Ser/Thr residues. Perhaps phosphorylation of cargo 

proteins increases the affinity of cargo for the PACS-1 FBR whereas phosphorylation of 

the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain triggers a conformational change that unmasks the 

FBR to promote cargo binding (Figure 6). Alternatively, subtle structural differences 

between the phosphorylated PACS-1 acidic cluster and the phosphorylated acidic clusters 
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on furin or CI-MPR may result in a different set of contacts between these motifs and the 

cargo binding residues within the FBR. 

Blocking phosphorylation at Ser278 in PACS-I has a profound effect on the trafficking of 

PACS-I cargo. For example, the PACS-IS278A mutant blocked the HIV-1 Nef-mediated 

downregulation of cell-surface MHC-I molecules to the trans-Golgi network (Figure 4) 

and caused the mislocalization of furin and MPR from the TGN to dispersed endosomal 

compartments (Fig. 5A). The lack of a measurable effect of PACS-I S278A on markers for 

the TGN and Golgi cisternae, as well as for early and late endosomal compartments (Fig. 

5B), further demonstrated the selectivity of this interfering mutant for disrupting the 

trafficking and localization of membrane proteins that are sorted by PACS-I. The 

selective disruption in protein traffic caused by PACS-IS278A is very similar to that 

observed in cells lacking either PACS-I (Wan et al., I998) or the AP-IA adaptor (Meyer 

et al., 2000), as well as in cells expressing PACS-IAdmut (Crumpet al., 200I). Because 

PACS-1 forms a ternary complex with AP-1 and cargo proteins (Crumpet al., 200I), the 

similar sorting defect caused by both PACS-1 S278A and PACS-IAdmut reflects the 

selective inhibition of the two arms of this protein complex. Moreover, as the PACS-I 

S278A mutation has no measurable effect on PACS-I binding either to AP-I (Fig. 20) or 

to cellular membranes (data not shown), a simple explanation for how PACS-IS278A acts 

as an interfering mutant may be that it competes with endogenous P ACS-1 for membrane 

recruitment and adaptor complexes but fails to bind to cargo. 
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To directly test the ability of PACS-1 to control endosome-to-TON sorting, we used an in 

vitro re-sulfation assay that quantitatively measures the sorting of tyrosine

phosphorylatable reporter proteins to the TON (Itin et al., 1997). We found that cytosol 

from control cells, but not from PACS-1 antisense cells, supports endosome-to-TON 

transport of a tyrosine-sulfatable Nef reporter, 44Nef-Y (Fig. 3). In addition, PACS-1 

antisense cytosol replete with either PACS-1 or containing P ACS-1 S278D restored 

endosome-to-TON transport of 44Nef-Y whereas cytosol containing PACS-1 S278A could 

not. These data combined with the immunofluorescence studies demonstrate the 

importance of PACS-1, and in particular the phosphorylation state of Ser278 , for directing 

the endosome-to-TON sorting of membrane cargo proteins. The requirement for PACS-1 

to direct endosome-to-TON transport is in agreement with earlier cell-free assays 

demonstrating that the phosphorylation state of the furin and CPO acidic clusters, which 

bind to PACS-1, have no effect on TON budding or retention (Kalinina et al., 2002; Wan 

et al., 1998). However, the transport assay does not show whether PACS-1 mediates 

retrieval specifically from early endosomes, late endosomes, or both. Previous studies 

showed that 44Nef reporter mutants unable to bind to PACS-1 accumulate in an acidified 

late endosome-like compartment (Piguet et al., 2000) whereas AP-1, a PACS-1 effector, 

is required for retrieval of membrane cargo from early endosomes to the TON (Meyer et 

al., 2000). Because PACS-1 is required for multiple sorting steps including endosome-to

TON sorting, retrieval of furin from immature secretory granules, and for recycling of 

phosphorylated furin from endosomes to the cell surface (Thomas 2002), it is possible 

that PACS-1 participates in the retrieval of membrane proteins from multiple post-TON 

compartments. 
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Whereas the diverse roles of autoregulatory domains in regulating processes ranging 

from protease activation to signal transduction is well established (Anderson et al., 2002; 

Pufall and Graves, 2002), the roles of autoregulatory domains in regulating the activities 

of trafficking proteins are only now beginning to emerge. Recent reports describe 

autoregulatory domains in the GGA1 and GGA3 adaptors, which direct anterograde 

sorting from the TGN to endosomes (Doray et al., 2002; Ghosh and Kornfeld, 2003a). 

Similar to PACS-1, autoinhibition of GGA1 is controlled by the CK2-catalyzed 

phosphorylation of a serine residue (Ser355) within a cluster of acidic residues but, 

interestingly, in an opposite manner to that of PACS-1. Whereas CK2 phosphorylation of 

the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain promotes cargo binding (Fig. 2), CK2 

phosphorylation of the GGA1 autoregulatory domain inhibits cargo binding (Doray et al., 

2002). Perhaps CK2 phosphorylation promotes endosome-to-TGN sorting by 

simultaneously activating PACS-1 and inhibiting GGAl. Conversely, activation of PP2A 

would drive movement from the TGN to endosomes by simultaneously activating GGA1 

and inhibiting PACS-1. Indeed, our findings that inhibition of either CK2 or PP2A 

decreased or increased, respectively, the phosphorylation of endogenous PACS-1 (Fig. 

2), suggests that a balance in the activities of these two enzymes controls PACS-1 sorting 

activity. Whether GGAs and PACS-1 intimately participate in controlling protein 

localization is currently being investigated. Together these findings provide new insight 

into how the localization of membrane cargo molecules is controlled by the CK2 and 

PP2A-mediated activities of PACS-1 and GGAs. Elucidating the signaling pathways that 
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control these phosphorylation events will be an important step for understanding 

trafficking in the TGN/endosomal system. 
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Materials and Methods 

Cell lines 

BSC-40 epithelial cells, A 7 melanoma cells, AS 19 PACS-1 antisense cells and control 

C6 cells containing empty vector were cultured as previously described (Wan et al., 

1998). 

DNA constructs 

pGEX3X-MR (containing PACS-1 residues 257 to 449) and pET32-PACS-1 FBR 

(containing PACS-1 residues 117 to 256) expressing GST- and His/thioredoxin (Trx)

fusion proteins were previously described (Crumpet al., 2001). PACS-1 point mutants 

were generated by standard PCR methods and subcloned into pGEX3x to produce pGEX

PACS-1MRS278A, pGEX-PACS-1MRS278D and pGEX-PACS-1MRS278T. pGEX

Nef and pCMX44Nef Notl were obtained from D. Trono (Piguet et al., 1998 ; Piguet et 

al., 2000). pGEX3X-CK2a was obtained from D. Litchfield. 

Recombinant virus 

Vaccinia virus (VV) and adenovirus (A V) were constructed using standard methods 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002). VV recombinants expressing human HA-tagged 

PACS-1 and FLAG-tagged furin were previously described (Crumpet al., 2001 ; Molloy 

et al., 1994). VV recombiants expressing HA-tagged PACS-1S278A and PACS-1S278D 

were made by replacing the mutation from pGEX-PACS-1MR plasmid into 

pZVneo:PACS-1ha. The A V expressing 44Nef sequence was constructed by subcloning 

44Nef from pCMX44Nef Notl into pAdtet7. 44Nef-Y was generated by inserting the 
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cholecystokinin tyrosyl sulfation motif (SAEDYEYPS) after Lys26 of 44Nef m 

pAdtet44Nef. 

Protein purification 

pGEX or pET32a-Trx vectors encoding the various PACS-1 proteins were transformed in 

to BL21 (DE3) pLysS (Novagen). GST fusion proteins were purified using glutathione 

agarose (Sigma) following the manufacturers protocol. Thioredoxin (Trx) fusion proteins 

were purified using Ni-NT A-agarose following the manufacturers protocol (Qiagen). 

Metabolic labeling and immunoprecipiations 

To label recombinant PACS-1, BSC-40 cells were infected with VV expressing HA

tagged PACS-1 or PACS-1S278A (m.o.i. = 10) for 4 hours, washed and incubated with 

phosphate free media for 1 hr. 0.5 mCi/ml [32PJ sodium orthophosphate (NEN 

NEX053C) was then added for 3 hrs. The labeled cells were washed with PBS, lysed 

with 500 ~-tl mRIPA (1 %NP40, 1% sodium deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris pH 

8.0) plus 1 mM CaC12, 50 mM NaF, 80 mM B-glycerol phosphate and 0.1 ~-tM 

orthovanadate. HA-tagged PACS-1 proteins were immunoprecipitated with mAb HA.11 

(Berkeley Antibody Co.), separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by autoradiography. To 

label endogenous PACS-1, A7 cells were grown to confluency, incubated with phosphate 

free media for 2 hours, then labeled with 0.6 mCi/ml [32PJ sodium orthophosphate (NEN 

NEX053C) for 2 hr in the absence or presence of either 100 ~-tM 5,6-

dichlorobenzimidazole riboside (ORB) or 20 nM okadaic acid (OA). The cells were lysed 

with PBS plus 1% NP-40 containing protease inhibitors (Complete, Sigma). PACS-1 was 
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immunoprecipitated overnight using affinity purified rabbit anti PACS-1 antibody 601 

(antigen, PACS-1 KGSLGKDTTSPME433). The immunoprecipitates were washed, split 

into two, and each half separated by SDS-PAGE. One half was used for PACS-1 

autoradiography and the other for control western blot with mAb anti-PACS-1 (BD 

Transduction Labs). Co-immunoprecipitation of PACS-1 constructs with AP-1 were 

performed as previously described (Crumpet al., 2001). 

In vitro phosphorylation/ dephosphorylation 

1pg purified GST-PACS-IMR was incubated with 0.02 !-!1 purified bovine CK2 in 50 !-!1 

reaction buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.5, 140 mM KCl, 10 mM MnC12 and 100 1-!M ATP) and 

10 !-!Ci [y-32P]ATP. The reaction mixture was incubated for 1 hour at 30°C, separated by 

SDS-PAGE and analyzed by autoradiography. For the dephosphorylation assays, Sf9 

extract containing over-expressed PP2A holoenzyme (A, C and Ba subunits) was 

prepared as described (Molloy et al., 1998). Five pg CK2 phosphorylated GST-PACS

lMR were incubated for 30 minutes at 37°C with 5 pl PP2A extract and in assay buffer 

(25 mM Tris pH 7.4, 0.2 mM MnC12, 0.2 mg/ml BSA and 1 mM DTT) in the presence or 

absence of 10 nM okadaic acid (Calbiochem). GST-PACS-1 MR proteins were seperated 

by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by autoradiography. 

Phosphoamino acid analysis 

CK2 phosphorylated GST-MR, GST-MRS278A and GST-MRS 278T were prepared as 

above except that recombinant CK2a was used. 32P-labeled proteins were separated by 

SDS-PAGE and either dried and exposed to X-ray film to observe protein 
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phosphorylation or transferred to PVDF membranes. The protein bands were excised, 

hydrolyzed in 6N HCl and analyzed by two-dimensional thin layer chromatography as 

previously described (Jones et al., 1995). Radioactive samples were visualized by 

phosphorimage analysis. 

GST protein binding assays 

One 11g of GST, GST-MR, GST-MRS278A, GST-MRS278D or their CK2 phosphorylated 

forms was incubated with 1 11g of Trx-PACS-1FBR in 200 111 GST binding buffer (10 

mM Tris pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1% NP40) at room temperature for 1 hr. Proteins bound 

to glutathione agarose were washed with GST -binding buffer and analyzed by western 

blot using anti-Trx mAb 46-0436 (Invitrogen). Furin competition assays were conducted 

as above with the addition of indicated amounts of Trx-furinS773•775D or Trx alone to the 

binding reaction for one hr after a one hr pre-incubation. For the GST-Nef binding 

experiments, A 7 cells were infected with VV expressing PACS-1, PACS-1 S278A or 

PACS-1S278D (m.o.i. = 5) for 16 hours and lysed with GST-binding buffer. 2 ]lg of GST

Nef were incubated with this lysate. Bound epitope-tagged PACS-1 molecules were 

analyzed by western blot using the anti-HA mAb HA.11. 

Immunofluorescence microscopy 

Furin, MPR, TGN46, AP-1, mannosidase Il, LBPA, and transferrin uptake- A7 cells 

grown to 80% confluency and infected with recombinant VV expressing either PACS-1, 

PACS-1S 278A or PACS-1S278D alone (m.o.i. = 10), or co-infected with VV:fur/f 

expressing Flag-tagged furin (m.o.i. = 3) with each of the PACS-1 expressing VV 
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recombinants (m.o.i. =7, total m.o.i. = 10). Cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 

and processed for immunofluorescence as previously described (Blagoveshchenskaya et 

al., 2002; Crumpet al., 2001). Primary antibodies to the FLAG tag (mAb Ml, Kodak, 

1 :300), TGN46 (Serotech, 1 :30), CI-MPR (from B. Hoflack, 1 :200), AP-I (mAb 100/3, 

Sigma, 1 :50), LBPA (mAb 6C4, from J. Gruenberg, 1: 10) mannosidase II (from K. 

Moremen, 1 :200) were used to localize antigens. Iron-loaded rhodamine-transferrin 

(Molecular Probes) was used as described (Crump et al., 2001). Following incubation 

with fluorescently labeled secondary antisera, all images were captured using a 63x oil 

immersion objective on a Leica DM-RB microscope and processed with the Scion Image 

1.62 program. 

MHC-1 and TGN-46- A7 cells grown to 80% confluency were infected with VV:WT, VV 

expressing HIV-1 Nef (m.o.i. = 10) or co-infected with VV expressing HIV-1 Nef (m.o.i. 

= 3) and either PACS-1, PACS-1S278A or PACS-1S278D (m.o.i. = 7, m.o.i. = 10 total) for 

5 hr. Cells were then processed for immunofluorescence. Primary antibodies to MHC-1 

(mAb w6/32; 1: 100) and TGN-46 (Serotech, 1 :30) were incubated at 4 C overnight 

followed by incubation with fluorescently labeled species-specific secondary antibodies 

(Southern Biotech). 

CD4 antibody uptake- A 7 cells were infected with A V expressing 44Nef, or 44NefAla 

proteins for 24 hr (m.o.i. = 5) then infected with VV expressing PACS-1, PACS-1 S278A 

and PACS-1S278D (m.o.i. = 10) for an additional 4 hr. The CD4 mAb Ab-2 (Labvision) 

was added to the media for 1 hr uptake and the cells were then washed and incubated in 
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the absence of antibody for an additional 30 min. The cells were fixed with 4% 

paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with Triton-XlOO and stained with sheep anti-TGN46 

(Serotech) followed by secondary mouse-FITC and sheep-TxRd antibodies. 

In vitro transport assay 

The endosome-to-TGN transport assay is based on a previously published method but 

with several modifications (Itin et al., 1997). Membrane preparation- A 7 cells were 

cultured in sulfate-free media (Sigma) for 24 hr, infected with AV expressing 44Nef-Y 

(m.o.i. = 2) for 16 hr, and then treated with 20 !!g/ml cycloheximide for 4 hr. The cells 

were washed twice with cold PBS, scraped into PBS, pelleted and resuspended in 4 ml 

homogenization buffer (HB; 8.5% sucrose (w/v) in 3 mM imidazole) containing protease 

inhibitors (Boehringer Mannheim). The cells were passed repeatedly ( -10 times) through 

a 22g needle, post-nuclear supernatant (PNS) was collected, and sedimented over a 50% 

sucrose cushion (Beckman TLS 55, 45k rpm, 20 min). 500 !!1 of resuspended membranes 

were diluted to 2 ml H20, adjusted to 12.5 mM Hepes pH 7.0, 1 mM OTT, 1.5 mM 

MgOAc, 60 mM KCl and supplemented with 60 Jll ATP regenerating system (100 mM 

ATP (pH 7.0), 800 mM creatine phosphate, 4 mg/ml creatine kinase), and 10 Jll of 5 mM 

cold PAPS, followed by incubation for 15 min at RT. Membranes were then diluted to 4 

ml of HB, re-sedimented on a 50% sucrose cushion and stored at -70°C. 

Cytosol preparation- C6 control and AS 19 P ACS-1 antisense cells were grown to 

confluency and infected with VV expressing PACS-1, PACS-1 S278A or PACS-1 S278D 

(m.o.i = 5) for 24 hr. The cells were washed, sedimented and resuspended in 1 ml of 
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cytosol buffer (100 mM KCl, 8.5% sucrose w/v, 1 mM MgC12, 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.4)). 

The resuspended cells were passed through a 22g needle and the post-nuclear supernatant 

was clarified (Beckman TLA100.3, 45k rpm, 30 min). The cytosol layer (lower) was 

collected and stored at -70°C. 

In vitro re-sulfation assay- A 200 Ill reaction containing cytosol (1 mg/ml), donor 

membrane, an ATP regenerating system and 35S-PAPS (NEN, 20uCi/assay) was 

incubated at 3]CC for one hr. The membranes were solubilized in IP buffer (20 mM Tris 

pH 7.4, 200mM NaCl, 1% NP40) and the 44Nef-Y- chimera was immunoprecipitated 

with anti CD4 mAb Ab-4 (Calbiochem) at 4°C. Immune complexes were collected with 

protein G sepharose, separated by SDS-PAGE, analyzed by autoradiography for 35S 

incorporation and western blotted for 44Nef-Y protein load. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. PACS-1 Ser278 is phosphorylated by CK2 and dephosphorylated by PP2A. 

(A) Schematic diagram of PACS-1 showing the atrophin related region (ARR), the furin 

binding region (FBR) which interacts with cargo molecules and AP-I I AP-3 adaptor 

complexes, the middle region (MR) which contains the autoregulatory acidic cluster and 

Ser278 , and the C-terminal region (CTR). The acidic cluster in the PACS-1 MR as well as 

acidic cluster sequences contained in membrane cargo molecules, which bind to the 

PACS-1 FBR, are indicated. (B) In vivo phosphorylation of expressed PACS-1. BSC40 

cells infected with VV recombinants expressing either epitope (HA)-tagged P ACS-1 or 

PACS-1 S278A were labeled with 32Pi, and the immunoprecipitated PACS-1 proteins were 

separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by autoradiography (upper panel). A western blot 

using the anti-HA mAb HA.ll shows equal expression and loading of the two proteins 

(lower panel). (C) In vitro CK2 phosphorylation of GST-MR. GST-MR or GST

MRS278A was incubated with CK2 and [y-32P]ATP, separated by SDS-PAGE and 

analyzed by autoradiography. (D) PACS-1 MR is phosphorylated at amino acid 278. 

GST-MR or GST-MRS278T was phosphorylated by CK2 with [y-32P]ATP, separated by 

SDS-PAGE, transferred to PVDF, acid hydrolyzed, and subjected to 20 thin layer 

chromatography. The position of phosphoserine (pS), phosphothreonine (pT) and 

phosphotyrosine (pY) standards are shown. (E) PP2A dephosphorylates GST-PACS-1 

MR. In vitro CK2 phosphorylated 32P-GST-MR was incubated without (control) or with 

recombinant PP2A in the presence or absence of 10 nM okadaic acid (OA), separated by 

SDS-PAGE and analyzed by autoradiography. (F) CK2 and PP2A regulate 

phosphorylation of endogenous PACS-1 in vivo. A7 cells were labeled with 32Pi, treated 
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or not with either 100~-tM DRB or 20 nM OA, and endogenous PACS-1 was 

immunoprecipitated, separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by autoradiography. All 

autoradiography was quantified using NIH image 1.61 software. 32P incorporation was 

normalized to PACS-1 protein loading and presented relative to control PACS-1 

phosphorylation. Bar graphs ·represent the mean ± SE of at least three separate 

experiments. 

Figure 2. Phosphorylation of PACS-1 Ser278 promotes PACS-1 binding to cargo 

proteins. (A) Phosphorylation of PACS-1 Ser278 inhibits PACS-1 MR binding to the 

PACS-1 FBR. GST-MR, GST-MRS278A, GST-MRS278D, or CK2-phosphorylated GST

MR were incubated with Trx-PACS-lFBR and captured using glutathione agarose. 

Bound Trx-PACS-lFBR was analyzed by western blot (upper panel). Incomplete 

phosphorylation of GST-MR may explain the slightly greater binding of Trx-PACS

lFBR to CK2 phosphorylated GST-MR compared with GST-MRS278D. (B) The PACS-1 

MR acidic cluster competes with cargo proteins for binding to the PACS-1 FBR. GST

capture assays were performed as in (A), with the addition of varying concentrations of 

Trx-furinS773.775D (Trx-furin S -4 D) or Trx alone to the binding reaction. (C) Ser278 

regulates binding to cargo proteins. Epitope-(HA)-tagged PACS-1, PACS-1 S278A and 

PACS-1 S278D were expressed in replicate plates of A 7 cells using VV recombinants. Cell 

lysates were incubated with GST-Nef and GST-Nef was captured using glutathione 

agarose. PACS-1 proteins bound to GST-Nef were analyzed by western blot using the 

anti-HA mAb HAll (top panel). GST-Nef input and expression of PACS-1 proteins is 

shown (lower panels). (D) Mutation of PACS-1 Ser278 does not effect binding to AP-1. 
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Epitope-(HA)-tagged PACS-1, PACS-1S278A, PACS-1S278D or PACS-lAdmut were 

expressed in A 7 cells and immunoprecipitated with mAb HAll. Precipitated proteins 

were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot using mAb 100/3 (AP-1) or 

mAb PACS-1. All data were quantified as described in the legend to Figure 1. 

Figure 3. Phosphorylated PACS-1 directs endosome-to-TGN transport. (A) PACS-1 

S278A expression disrupts the TGN localization of 44Nef. A 7 cells were infected with 

recombinant virus expressing 44Nef as well as PACS-1, PACS-1 S278A or PACS-1 S278D. 

Localization of 44Nef was determined by CD4 antibody uptake. The cells were fixed, 

permeabilized and co-stained with the TGN marker anti-TGN46 followed by fluorescent 

secondary antisera. As a control, a mutant Nef reporter, 44NefAla, which does not bind 

PACS-1, was also expressed. (B) PACS-1 directs endosome-to-TGN sorting in a cell free 

assay. A7 cells were infected with AV expressing 44Nef-Y after which membranes from 

these cells were harvested and quenched with cold PAPS. The quenched membranes 

were incubated in the absence (background, bkg) or presence of cytosol from C6, 

(control), AS 19 (P ACS-1 antisense) or from AS 19 cells expressing PACS-1 

(AS19+PACS-l), PACS-1 S278A (AS19+ S278A) or PACS-1 S278D (AS19 +S278D) and 

with the sulfate donor 35S-PAPS. 44Nef-Y was immunoprecipitated and 35S incorporation 

was determined by autoradiography, and protein load by western blot. 35S incorporation 

was quantified using NIH image 1.61 software, normalized for protein load and presented 

relative to 44Nef-Y labeling with AS19 cytosol. Bar graph represents the mean± SE of 

three separate experiments. 
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Figure 4. Expression of PACS-1 S278A blocks HIV-1 Nef-mediated MHC-1 

downregulation. A 7 cells were infected with VV:WT or co-infected with VV 

recombinants expressing Nef and either PACS-1, PACS-1S278A or PACS-1S278D. Cells 

were fixed, permeabilized and incubated with anti MHC-I and anti-TGN46 followed by 

fluorescently labeled secondary antisera. The expression of PACS-1 alone has no effect 

on MHC-I localization (Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002 and data not shown). In many 

experiments P ACS-1 S278D causes cargo proteins to show a more compact TGN staining 

pattern than that observed with controls, indicating this PACS-1 mutant is constitutively 

active. 

Figure 5. Expression of PACS-1 S278A disrupts furin and CI-MPR localization. (A) 

A 7 cells were co-infected with VV co-expressing flag-tagged furin (fur/f) and PACS-1, 

PACS-1S278A or PACS-1S278D. The cells were fixed, permeabilized and incubated with 

anti-TGN46 and either M1 (fur/flag) or anti-CI-MPR followed by fluorescently labeled 

secondary antisera. (B) A 7 cells infected with VV expressing PACS-1, PACS-1 S278A or 

PACS-1S278D were fixed, permeabilized and stained with anti-y-adaptin, anti-LBPA, anti

mannosidase II. A replicate plate of cells was incubated with rhodamine-transferrin prior 

to fixation. 

Figure 6. A working model of the CK2/PP2A regulation of PACS-1 sorting activity. 

In the Ser278 nonphosphorylated state, the PACS-1MR is bound to the PACS-1 FBR, 

thereby preventing cargo binding. This conformation is mimicked by P ACS-1 S278A. CK2 

phosphorylation of Ser278 disrupts the PACS-1 MR-FBR interaction and permits binding 
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of cargo molecules to the FBR. This conformation is mimicked by PACS-1S278D. In 

addition, CK2 phosphorylation of cargo proteins increases their affinity for activated 

PACS-1 and thus their association with AP-1 (Crumpet al., 2001; Teuchert et al., 1999). 

Inactivation of PACS-1 sorting activity is achieved by PP2A-catalyzed 

dephosphorylation of Ser278 , which promotes binding of the PACS-1 MR and FBR 

regions. Whether the MR and FBR domains interact intramolecularly as depicted or 

intermolecularly remains to be determined. 
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Abstract 

The cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CI-MPR) follows a highly 

regulated sorting itinerary to deliver hydrolases from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) to 

lysosomes. Cycling of CI-MPR between the TGN and early endosomes is mediated by 

GGA3, which directs TGN export, and PACS-1, which directs endosome-to-TGN 

retrieval. Despite executing opposing sorting steps, GGA3 and PACS-1 bind to an 

overlapping CI-MPR trafficking motif and their sorting activity is controlled by the CK2 

phosphorylation of their respective autoregulatory domains. But how CK2 coordinates 

these opposing roles is unknown. We report a CK2-activated phosphorylation cascade 

controlling PACS-1- and GGA3-mediated CI-MPR sorting. PACS-1links GGA3 to CK2, 

forming a multimeric complex required for CI-MPR sorting. PACS-1-bound CK2 

stimulates GGA3 phosphorylation, releasing GGA3 from CI-MPR and early endosomes. 

Bound CK2 also phosphorylates PACS-1Ser278 , promoting binding of PACS-1 to CI

MPR to retrieve the receptor to the TGN. Our results identify a CK2-controlled cascade 

regulating hydrolase trafficking and sorting of itinerant proteins in the TGN/endosomal 

system. 

Key Words: PACS-1/GGA3/CK2/CI-MPR/endosome 
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Introduction 

The localization and trafficking of itinerant membrane cargo proteins within the trans

Golgi network (TGN)/endosomal system relies upon canonical sorting motifs within their 

cytosolic domains, which are recognized by components of the vesicular trafficking 

machinery (Robinson, 2004). These motifs include tyrosine (YXX<j>) and dileucine 

([D/E]xxxL[LII]) based signals, which bind to the heterotetrameric adaptors (APs), 

acidic-dileucine (DxxLL) based motifs, which bind to GGAs and acidic cluster based 

motifs, which bind to P ACS proteins. The cytosolic domain of one membrane protein, the 

cation-independent mannose-6-phosphate receptor (CI-MPR), requires motifs that bind to 

each of these three groups of sorting molecules to localize to the TGN and to efficiently 

sort cathepsin D to lysosomes (Chen et al., 1997a; Ghosh et al., 2003b; Meyer et al., 

2000; Puertollano et al., 2001b; Wan et al., 1998). The GGAs sort the CI-MPR into 

clathrin-coated vesicles at the TGN and may also mediate CI-MPR trafficking between 

endosomal compartments (Doray et al., 2002c; Mattera et al., 2003; Puertollano and 

Bonifacino, 2004). By contrast, PACS-1 and AP-1, which mediate endosome-to-TGN 

retrieval, are required to localize CI-MPR to the TGN (Crump et al., 2001; Meyer et al., 

2000; Wan et al., 1998). In addition, other sorting molecules including TIP47, Retromer, 

and EpsinR also function in the endosome-to-TGN retrieval of CI-MPR (Arighi et al., 

2004; Diaz and Pfeffer, 1998; Saint-Pol et al., 2004; Seaman, 2004), supporting the 

highly regulated and complex trafficking pathway followed by this multifunctional 

receptor. 
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We identified PACS-1 through its binding to the protein kinase CK2 (CK2) 

phosphorylated acidic cluster ( ... EECPpSDpSEEDE ... ) on the furin cytosolic domain 

(Fig. IA and (Wan et al., 1998). The 140 amino acid PACS-1 cargo binding region (FBR, 

Fig. 1 A) contains an 8-amino acid segment ETELQL TF175 that binds AP-I, and is 

required for correct subcellular localization of furin and CI-MPR to the TGN (Crumpet 

al., 2001 ). PACS-1 also binds to acidic cluster motifs on several additional itinerant 

cellular proteins (Thomas 2002), including proprotein convertase 6B (Xiang et al., 2000), 

polycystin-2 (Kottgen et al., 2005) and V AMP4 (Hinners et al., 2003), as well as the viral 

proteins HCMV gB (Crump et al., 2003) and HIV -1 Nef (Piguet et al., 2000). Studies 

using interfering mutant-, siRNA- and antisense-based methods show PACS-1 is required 

for the TGN localization of each of these proteins, suggesting a broad role for PACS-1 in 

cellular homeostasis and disease. 

Similar to furin, binding of PACS-1 to the CI-MPR cytosolic domain (CI-MPRc0 ) 

requires the CK2 phosphorylatable acidic cluster ... DDpSDEDLLHI, located at the CI

MPRco C-terminus (Wan et al., 1998). Interestingly, the three GGA family members (1-

3) also bind to this phosphorylated motif on the CI-MPRco but require the dileucine motif 

for binding, which furin lacks (Puertollano et al., 2001a). The GGAs contain three 

principal domains including the VHS domain, which binds to cargo proteins, the GAT 

domain, which binds to ARFl, a hinge segment, which ·binds clathrin and contains an 

autoregulatory acidic-dileucine motif (GGAl and 3 only), and the GAE domain, which 

binds to several accessory proteins (Fig. lB and Bonifacino, 2004). Through these 

interactions, the GGAs function as monomeric clathrin adaptors that link itinerant cargo 
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directly to clathrin (Puertollano et al., 2001b). However, why GGAs and PACS-1 share 

overlapping binding sites on the CI-MPRc0 is not known. 

The functional similarities shared by P ACS-1 and GGAs extend to regulation of their 

cargo binding. The sorting activity of PACS-1 is regulated by the CK2- and PP2A

controlled phosphorylation of an autoregulatory domain (Scott et al., 2003). 

Phosphorylation of PACS-1 Ser278 within the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain activates 

cargo binding and is required for the endosome-to-TGN transport of furin, CI-MPR and 

HIV-1 Nef. Similar to PACS-1, GGA1 and GGA3 binding to cargo proteins is regulated 

by CK2 phosphorylation of an autoregulatory domain within the GGA1 and GGA3 hinge 

segment (Doray et al., 2002b; Ghosh and Kornfeld, 2003a). Phosphorylation of 

GGA1Ser355 (which corresponds to GGA3Ser388 , see Fig. 1B) within the GGA1 

autoregulatory domain inhibits binding to CI-MPR. Therefore, CK2 phosphorylation of 

the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain promotes cargo binding (Scott et al., 2003), whereas 

CK2 phosphorylation of GGA1 or 3 autoregulatory domains inhibits cargo binding 

(Doray et al., 2002b). 

CK2 is a ubiquitous protein kinase with more than 300 putative polypeptide substrates 

and is a heterotetramer composed of two catalytic subunits (a a, a a', or a' a') and two 

regulatory B subunits (Meggio and Pinna, 2003). The regulation of this basally active 

kinase has long remained enigmatic, though the binding of the regulatory B subunit to 

polyamines or substrate proteins can increase kinase activity 3-fold (Litchfield, 2003). 

The requirement for CK2 phosphorylation for the regulation of PACS-1, GGA1 and 
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GGA3 action led us to determine how this kinase may control the PACS-1 and GGA3-

mediated trafficking of CI-MPR. We report that PACS-1 binds to GGA3 and recruits 

CK2, forming a multimeric complex, which regulates PACS-1/GGA3-mediated sorting 

of CI-MPR between the TGN and early endosomes. Together our results describe a novel 

cellular mechanism for the phospho-regulation of membrane protein traffic through the 

TGN/endosomal system. 
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Results 

PACS-1 binds to GGA3 

Despite regulating opposing CI-MPR trafficking steps, PACS-1 and GGAs share several 

biochemical functions. These include binding to the CI-MPRco at a C-terminal acidic 

cluster and the regulation of their binding to membrane cargo by the CK2 

phosphorylation of an autoregulatory domain (Doray et al., 2002b ;Puertollano et al., 

2001a; Scott et al., 2003; Wan et al., 1998). These common properties led us to ask if 

GGA3 and PACS-1 associate in vivo. Accordingly, we immunoprecipitated PACS-1 from 

rat brain cytosol (RBC) and found that GGA3 co-precipitated with PACS-1 (Fig. 1 C). To 

determine if PACS-1 bound directly to GGA3 and to identify the GGA3 binding region 

of PACS-1, we used glutathione-S-transferase (GST)-tagged PACS-1 fusion proteins 

corresponding to predicted domains of PACS-1 (Fig. 1A) to capture Thioredoxin (Trx)

tagged GGA3vHs+GAT (Fig. 1D). Only GST-PACS-1FBR• which binds to cargo including 

CI-MPRco, was able to precipitate Trx-GGA3vHs+GAT- Reciprocal mapping experiments 

using purified GST-GGA3 constructs (Fig. 1B) showed that the GGA3 VHS domain, 

which binds the CI-MPRc0 , was sufficient to bind Trx-PACS-1FBR (Fig. 1E). These 

results demonstrate a direct interaction between PACS-1 and GGA3 through their cargo 

binding regions. 

To further define the GGA3 binding site on the PACS-1 FBR, we took advantage of a 

PACS-1 homologue, PACS-2, an ER/mitochondria trafficking protein that does not bind 

to GGA3 (Simmen et al., 2005). Through the FBR, PACS-1 and PACS-2 are 75% 

identical and 83% homologous. Serial mutation of non-homologous amino acids was 
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used to identify residues in the PACS-1 FBR required for binding GGA3. Using this 

approach, we found that mutation of P ACS-1 FBR residues K249IY to the corresponding 

PACS-2 residues (W 171 IA; hereafter PACS-1 FBR-GGAmut) disrupted GGA3 binding 

(Fig. IF). Because the PACS-1 FBR also binds AP-1 and CI-MPR, we tested whether the 

K 249 Y 251 ~ W A substitution interfered with binding to these molecules (Fig. 1 G). Protein 

binding studies showed that the K249Y251 ~ WA substitution had no effect on GST-PACS-

1FBR binding to purified AP-1 or Trx-tagged CI-MPRco· Therefore, we introduced the 

K 249Y251 ~ WA mutation into full-length PACS-1 (hereafter PACS-1GGArnu1), and 

compared the ability of hemagglutinin (HA)-tagged PACS-1 and HA-PACS-1GGArnut to 

co-immunoprecipitate co-expressed myc-GGA3 (Fig. 1H). In agreement with our in vitro 

binding studies, we found that myc-GGA3 co-immunoprecipitated with HA-PACS-1, but 

not with HA-PACS-1GGArnut· Thus, we identified a PACS-1 mutant that does not bind 

GGA3 and whose binding to cargo proteins or AP-1 is unaffected. 

Blocking the PACS-1/GGA3 interaction disrupts CI-MPR and GGA3 localization 

We expressed P ACS-1GGArnut in cells to determine if P ACS-1 binding to GGA3 is required 

for the steady state localization of their mutual cargo protein: CI-MPR. In control cells or 

PACS-1-expressing cells, CI-MPR demonstrated a paranuclear staining pattern that 

overlapped with TGN46 (Fig. 2A). However, in PACS-1GGArnu1-expressing cells, CI-MPR 

showed a pronounced redistribution to an endosomal population that overlapped with the 

early endosomal marker EEAl. As a control, we asked whether PACS-1GGArnut disrupted 

the localization of furin, which requires PACS-1 for endosome-to-TGN retrieval (Wan et 

al., 1998), but lacks the canonical D/ExxLL GGA-binding motif (Fig. 2B). We found that 
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expression of PACS-1 or PACS-1GGAmut failed to affect the TGN localization of FLAG

furin, suggesting that PACS-1GGAmut selectively disrupts the trafficking of itinerant cargo 

that depend on binding to both PACS-1 and GGAs. Because GGA3 distributes between 

the TGN and early endosomes (Puertollano and Bonifacino, 2004), we also examined the 

localization of GGA3 in PACS-1GGAmu1-expressing cells (Fig. 2C). We found that 

expression of PACS-1GGAmut• but not PACS-1, caused a striking redistribution of GGA3 

from a paranuclear localization to a dispersed endosome population that overlapped with 

the redistributed CI-MPR. In addition, we tested the effect of an interfering mutant 

PACS-1 molecule, PACS-1Actmut• which fails to bind AP-1 and redistributes the CI-MPR 

and furin from the TGN (Crumpet al., 2001), on the localization of GGA3. We observed 

no effect of PACS-1Actmut expression on the localization of GGA3 (Fig. 2C), suggesting 

that the redistribution of GGA3 to endosomal compartments induced by PACS-1GGAmut 

expression results from the inability of PACS-1GGAmut to interact with GGA3. These 

findings suggest the PACS-1/GGA3 interaction is required for CI-MPR retrieval and for 

release of GGA3 from endosomal membranes. 

PACS-1 is required for CI-MPRfunction 

To better understand how PACS-1 and GGA3 might cooperate to direct trafficking of CI

MPR, we conducted protein-protein binding assays to define the PACS-1 binding site on 

the CI-MPRco· Previously, we found that truncation of the last ten amino acids 

( ... DDpS2484DEDLLHI) of the CI-MPRc0 , which contain a CK2 phosphorylatable acidic 

cluster and constitutes a DxxLL GOA-binding motif, abolished binding to the FBR 

region of PACS-1 (Wan et al., 1998). We used a GST-pull down strategy to determine 
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which CI-MPRco residues mediate direct binding to the PACS-1 FBR. First, we sought to 

determine if, similar to the interaction of PACS-1 and furin (Wan et al., 1998), as well as 

the CI-MPR with GGA3 (Kato et al., 2002), phosphorylation of CI-MPR Ser2484 would 

enhance binding to the PACS-1 FBR (Fig. 3A). We tested the binding of Trx-PACS-IFBR 

to GST-CI-MPRco phosphorylated by CK2 or to GST-CI-MPRco mutants containing a 

phosphomimic Ser2484-Asp or non-phosphorylatable Ser2484-Ala substitution. We found 

that both pre-incubation of GST-CI-MPRco with CK2 and the Ser2484-Asp substitution 

enhanced binding to Trx-PACS-1FBR• indicating that like other PACS-1 cargo proteins, 

CK2 phosphorylation of Ser2484 within the CI-MPR acidic cluster enhanced binding to 

PACS-1. Next, we conducted an alanine scan of each of the acidic residues from Asp2482 

to Asp2487 and found that alanine mutation of any of the acidic residues reduced binding 

to Trx-PACS-1FBR (Fig. 3B). Finally, we found that Leu2488-Ala and Leu2489-Ala 

mutations had no effect on Trx-PACS-IFBR binding whereas these mutations completely 

blocked Trx-GGA3vHs-GAT binding, as previously reported (Fig. 3C and (Puertollano et 

al., 2001a). Thus, PACS-1 and GGA3 share overlapping but not identical CI-MPR 

binding sites. 

The importance of CI-MPR Asp2485 , which is required for GGA binding and sorting of 

lysosomal enzymes (Chen et al, 1997a; Puertollano et al., 2001a), for binding to PACS-1, 

as well as the requirement of PACS-1 for the TGN localization of CI-MPR (Simmen et 

al., 2005; Wan et al., 1998), led us to determine if PACS-1 is required for CI-MPR 

function. Therefore, we investigated the effect of PACS-1 depletion on the sorting of 

lysosomal enzymes by CI-MPR. The sorting and maturation of cathepsin D, a ligand of 
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CI-MPR, to lysosomes was followed in metabolically labeled cells. The intracellular (C) 

and extracellular (E) forms of cathepsin D were immunoprecipitated from both the cells 

and medium after pulse-chase in the presence of mannose-6-phosphate. We found that 

siRNA depletion of PACS-1 (Fig. 3D), which redistributes CI-MPR from the TGN 

(Simmen et al., 2005), caused an -20% increase in secreted cathepsin D and a 

corresponding -20% decrease in intracellular cathepsin D compared to control cells (Fig. 

3E). As a positive control, and in agreement with previous studies (Meyer et al., 2000), 

we found that siRNA depletion of the jt1A subunit of AP-1 caused -50% of the newly 

synthesized procathepsin D to be released into the culture medium. Additionally, we 

observed no change in the half-life of CI-MPR in PACS-1-depleted cells (data not 

shown), indicating that this increased secretion of cathepsin D does not result from 

decreased CI-MPR stability. 

PACS-1 binds to and activates CK2 

The overlapping PACS-1 and GGA3 binding sites on CI-MPR, as well as the requirement 

for binding of PACS-1 to GGA3 to control the TGN localization of CI-MPR, suggested 

that the interaction between PACS-1, GGA3 and CI-MPR is tightly regulated. One clue 

to the underlying mechanism controlling the PACS-1/GGA3-dependent sorting of CI

MPR is the prominent role CK2 phosphorylation plays in the regulation of each protein 

(Doray et al., 2002b; Scott et al., 2003). Although earlier studies demonstrated that an 

AP-t-associated CK2 activity could phosphorylate GGA1 (Doray et al., 2002c), we 

speculated that a more direct association of CK2 with PACS-1 and GGA3 might afford 

greater signaling efficacy. Accordingly, we immunoprecipitated PACS-1 from RBC and 
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assayed the bound material for co-precipitating CK2 activity (Fig. 4A). We observed a 

~14 fold increase in PACS-1-associated CK2 activity compared to the control, which was 

blocked by the CK2-specific inhibitor TBB, but not the PKA inhibitor PKI. To identify 

the region of PACS-1 that associates with CK2, we used GST-PACS-1 segments (see 

Fig. 1A) to capture CK2a from RBC (Fig. 4B). Similar to our analysis of GGA3 binding 

(Fig. 1), we found that CK2a was captured solely by GST-PACS-1FBR· We more 

precisely identified PACS-1 FBR residues required for CK2 binding by testing a battery 

of GST-PACS-1FBR truncations and substitutions for their ability to capture CK2a from 

RBC (Fig. 4C). We found a 18-amino acid segment of the PACS-1 FBR between L 194 and 

A212 was required to capture CK2a (Fig. 4D). Next, we conducted an alanine scan of this 

PACS-1 segment and found that an R 196RKRY ~ AAAAA substitution (hereafter called 

PACS-1FBR-CKmut) blocked CK2a association with GST-PACS-1FBR whereas alanine 

substitution of adjacent 5-amino acid segments, including K201NRTI~AAAAA and 

L206GYKT~AAAAA, did not. As a control, we observed no difference between the 

binding of GST-PACS-1FBR or GST-PACS-1FBR-cKmut to purified AP-1, Trx-CI-MPRc0 , or 

Trx-GGA3vHS+GAT (Fig. 4E). Thus, PACS-1 associates with CK2 in vivo and the PACS-1 

FBR -CKmut substitution specifically blocks the CK2/P ACS-1 interaction. 

To determine which CK2 subunit associates with PACS-1, we conducted a yeast-two

hybrid analysis (Fig. 5A). We found that yeast expressing PACS-1 FBR and CK2~, but 

not CK2a or CK2a', supported growth under histidine selection. Moreover, co

transformation of P ACS-1 FBR-cKmut with CK2~ failed to support cell growth, further 

indicating that PACS-1 R 196RKRY is required for the interaction between the PACS-1 
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FBR and CK2~. To determine if the P ACS-1 FBR binds directly to CK2~ we conducted 

a protein-protein binding assay, and found that Trx-CK2~ bound directly to GST-PACS-

1FsR but not GST-PACS-1FBR-CKmut (Fig. 5B). Finally, to confirm the effect of the CKmut 

substitution in the context of full-length PACS-1, we expressed full-length HA-PACS-1 

or HA-PACS-1cKmut in cells, iminunoprecipitated the PACS-1 proteins and examined co

precipitating endogenous CK2a and ~ by western blot (Fig. 5C). In agreement with the in 

vitro protein capture studies, we found that HA-PACS-1, but not HA-PACS-1cKmut• co

precipitated CK2. 

One characteristic property of CK2 is the 3-fold activation observed upon binding of 

polycationic molecules or proteins containing clusters of basic amino acids to a patch of 

acidic residues in the regulatory ~ subunit (Bonnet et al., 1996; Leroy et al., 1997). As the 

R196RKRY cluster of basic amino acids in the PACS-1 FBR is required for binding to 

CK2~, we tested the effect of PACS-1 on CK2 activity levels using an in vitro kinase 

assay. Purified bovine CK2 holoenzyme was pre-incubated with increasing 

concentrations of GST, GST-PACS-1FBR or GST-PACS-1FBR-CKmut• and CK2 activity was 

scored as incorporation of 32P into a peptide substrate (Fig. 50). GST-PACS-1FBR 

stimulated CK2 activity ""'2.5 fold, whereas GST or GST-PACS-1FBR-cKmut had a lesser 

(""'0.5 fold) effect on CK2 activity. Thus, PACS-1 FBR binding stimulates the activity of 

the CK2 holoenzyme. 

We previously determined that CK2 phosphorylation of Ser278 within the PACS-1 

autoregulatory domain activates cargo binding and accounts for ,...50% of the incorporated 
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phosphate on PACS-1 (Scott et al., 2003). Thus, our finding that PACS-1 bound and 

activated CK2 suggested that this interaction may be critical for regulating the 

phosphorylation state of PACS-1. To test this possibility, we metabolically labeled 

replicate plates of cells expressing full-length HA-PACS-1, HA-PACS-1cKmut or HA

PACS-1 sz?sA with 32Pi, and quantified the amount of radio label incorporated into each 

protein (Fig. 5E). We observed -40% less 32P incorporation into HA-PACS-1cKmut 

compared to HA-PACS-1, whereas HA-PACS-1s278A exhibited -60% less 32P 

incorporation compared to HA-PACS-1. This indicated that the PACS-1/CK2 interaction 

is required for efficient PACS-1 phosphorylation, but does not reduce PACS-1 

phosphorylation to the level observed by Ser278~ Ala substitution. Therefore, to gauge 

whether the CKmut substitution affects PACS-1 Ser278 phosphorylation, we examined the 

32P incorporation into a PACS-1 sz?sA/CKmut double mutant. We predicted that if CK2 that is 

bound to PACS-1 phosphorylates only Ser278 , then PACS-1s27sA/CKmut would exhibit equal 

32P incorporation compared to PACS-1s278A- Conversely, if CK2 bound to PACS-1 

primarily phosphorylates residues other than Ser278 , then PACS-1smAICKmut would 

incorporate less 32P than PACS-1sz?sA· We observed no difference between the 32P 

incorporation of HA-PACS-1s278A and HA-PACS-1s27sA/CKmut• suggesting that CK2 binding 

to PACS-1 is required for efficient phosphorylation of Ser278 and thus the ability of 

PACS-1 to bind cargo. 

PACS-1-bound CK2 inactivates GGA3 to retrieve CI-MPR to the TGN 

The inhibitory effects of the CKmut substitution suggested that PACS-1cKmut may 

interfere with the PACS-1-dependent sorting of membrane cargo. To test this possibility, 
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we expressed PACS-1cKrnut in cells and determined any effect on the TGN localization of 

CI-MPR and furin. Similar to PACS-1GGArnut• PACS-1cKrnut caused CI-MPR to redistribute 

to an EEA1-positive compartment (Fig. 6A). We also found that PACS-1cKrnut caused 

furin to redistribute from the TGN, suggesting that PACS-1 binding to CK2 is required 

for the sorting of all PACS-1 cargo (Fig. 6B). To determine whether PACS-1cKrnut blocked 

PACS-1-dependent trafficking solely because this mutant cannot bind CK2 to 

phosphorylate Ser278, we expressed a double mutant, PACS-1 527801cKrnut• in cells (Fig. 6A). 

We previously showed that the phosphomimic construct PACS-1 52780 had no effect on 

PACS-1-dependent sorting when expressed in cells, and could rescue the disruption of 

endosome-to-TGN trafficking caused by depletion of PACS-1 in a cell-free assay (Scott 

et al., 2003). Therefore, based on our determination that CK2 bound to PACS-1 is 

required for efficient phosphorylation of Ser278 (Fig. 5), we predicted that the PACS-

1527801cKrnut double mutant would override the disruption of CI-MPR localization caused 

by PACS-1 CKrnut· Accordingly, we found that expression of PACS-1 527801cKrnut had no effect 

on the localization of CI-MPR (Fig. 6A). Together, these results suggest that PACS-1 

recruits CK2 and activates the kinase to promote cargo binding by phosphorylating Ser278 

in the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain. 

The ability of PACS-1cKrnut and PACS-1GGArnut to redistribute CI-MPR to EEA1-positive 

endosomes suggested that, as for PACS-1GGAmut• PACS-1cKmut might disrupt the steady

state localization of GGA3. Accordingly, we found that PACS-1cKrnut caused GGA3 to 

redistribute with CI-MPR to an endosome population (Fig. 6C). Because CK2 

phosphorylation of GGA3 blocks cargo binding (Doray et al., 2002b), we next asked 
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whether the ability of PACS-1 to bind GGA3 may affect the efficiency of GGA3 

phosphorylation by CK2. Therefore, we metabolically labeled cells expressing HA

PACS-1 or HA-PACS-1cKmut with 32Pi and quantified the amount of immunoprecipitated, 

32P-labeled, endogenous GGA3 (Fig. 6D). We found that HA-PACS-1 expression 

increased the amount of 32P-GGA3 whereas expression of HA-PACS-1cKmut reduced by 

~45% the amount of 32P-GGA3. These results suggest that PACS-1 recruits CK2 to 

GGA3, enabling CK2 to phosphorylate and inactivate the binding of GGA3 to CI-MPR. 

To further test this possibility, we determined whether PACS-1 could form a ternary 

complex with GGA3 and CK2~ in vitro and found that GST-GGA3vHs+GAT could capture 

Trx-CK2~ only in the presence of Trx-PACS-lFBR (Fig. 6E). Together, our results suggest 

PACS-1 recruits CK2 to phosphorylate both PACS-1 and GGA3, thereby inactivating 

GGA3 and activating PACS-1, thus causing PACS-1 to bind CI-MPR and direct its 

retrieval to the TGN. 
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Discussion 

The results presented here show that P ACS-1, GGA3 and CK2 form a multimeric 

complex to regulate the endosomal sorting and TGN retrieval of CI-MPR. We found that 

PACS-1 FBR binds directly to the cargo-binding VHS domain of GGA3 (Fig. 1). 

Substitution of PACS-1 residues K249 Y 251 (PACS-1GGAmut) blocked binding of PACS-1 to 

GGA3, but had no effect on adaptor, cargo protein or CK2 binding (Fig. 1). Likewise, 

mutation of the R196RKRY basic amino acid cluster (PACS-1cKmu1), blocked binding of 

PACS-1 to CK2B, but did not affect cargo, adaptor or GGA3 binding (Figs. 4 and 5). 

Expression of PACS-1GGAmut or PACS-1cKmut caused the redistribution of the CI-MPR and 

GGA3 from the TGN to an early endosomal compartment (Figs. 2 and 6). However, only 

PACS-1cKmut disrupted TGN localization of furin (Fig. 6), suggesting that the interaction 

of PACS-1 with GGA3 is specifically required for the trafficking of a subset of cargo 

proteins that bind to both PACS-1 and GGAs. Furthermore, binding of PACS-1 to CK2B 

stimulated CK2 activity (Fig. 5), and was required for the phosphorylation of both PACS-

1 Ser278 and GGA3, which forms a ternary complex with PACS-1 and CK2B (Figs. 5 and 

6). Considering the known requirement for CK2 phosphorylation to regulate cargo 

binding of PACS-1 and GGA3 (Doray et al., 2002b; Scott et al., 2003), one interpretation 

of these findings is that PACS-1 directs CK2 to GGA3 to initiate the retrieval of CI-MPR 

from endosomes to the TGN as depicted in the model shown in Figure 7. 

Previously, we and others reported that CI-MPR requires an acidic cluster/PACS-1 

dependent retrieval step to localize to the TGN (Wan et al., 1998), and function for 

lysosomal enzyme sorting (Chen et al., 1997a). Here we refine the CI-MPR residues 
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required for PACS-1 binding to include phosphorylation of Ser2484 as well as the presence 

of surrounding acidic residues, but not LL2489 required for GGA3 binding (Fig. 3 and 

(Puertollano et al., 2001 a). Thus, PACS-1 and GGA3 bind to overlapping but distinct 

motifs on the CI-MPR. In addition, siRNA depletion of PACS-1 disrupted maturation and 

lysosomal delivery of cathepsin D, but had no effect on CI-MPR stability. These results 

differ from those observed with depletion of the retromer subunit Vps26 (Arighi et al., 

2004) or TIP47 (Diaz and Pfeffer, 1998), molecules that function in retrieving CI-MPR 

from Hrs-coated maturing endosomal intermediates or late endosomes, respectively, to 

the TGN and whose depletion results in a dramatic reduction of CI-MPR half-life. This 

suggests that PACS-1 functions upstream of or in a separate pathway from retromer and 

TIP47 for sorting CI-MPR. Interestingly, the cytosolic domain of sortilin, which also 

sorts lysosomal cargo, binds to GGAs (Lefrancois et al., 2003; Nielsen et al., 2001) and 

PACS-1 (our unpublished data), and contains a cluster of acidic residues nearly identical 

to that found on the CI-MPR. Thus, the mechanism described here for control of CI-MPR 

trafficking may be common to other acidic-dileucine containing receptors. Possibly, the 

interaction of PACS-1 with CK2 and GGA3 prolongs movement of CI-MPR through 

endosomes, representing a timing mechanism to aid ligand uncoupling before retrieval of 

the receptor to the TGN. Alternatively, PACS-1 and GGA3 may combine to retrieve non

ligated CI-MPR to the TGN whereas ligated receptor would continue to the prelysosomal 

compartment to release cargo to lysosomes and then be retrieved to the TGN by a 

retromer- or TIP47-based pathway. The association of PACS-1 and GGA3 with non

ligated receptor in early endosomes may explain why depletion of PACS-1 or AP-1 has 

no effect on CI-MPR stability whereas disruption of retromer or TIP47 decreases the CI-
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MPR half-life (Arighi et al., 2004; Diaz and Pfeffer, 1998; Meyer et al., 2000; Seaman, 

2004). 

Our observation that the R196RKRY polybasic segment is required for PACS-1 to bind 

and activate CK2 in vitro and in vivo (Figs. 4 and 5) provides a mechanism for localizing 

this kinase to phosphorylate regulatory sites on PACS-1 and GGA3. In particular, our 

demonstration that blocking CK2~ binding to PACS-1 prevented activation of the CK2 

holoenzyme, caused a 40% decrease in PACS-1 phosphorylation (Fig. 5), and disrupted 

the TGN localization of CI-MPR, furin and GGA3 (Fig. 6), suggests that localization of 

CK2 to PACS-1 is required for activation of PACS-1 cargo binding. Exactly how PACS-

1 stimulates CK2 activity remains unknown, but may occur in a similar way as spermine 

or FGF-2, which are proposed to bind the acidic groove of CK2~, causing a 

conformational change in the CK2 holoenzyme that correlates with an increase in CK2 

activity (Bonnet et al., 1996; Leroy et al., 1997; Leroy et al., 1995). Additionally, our 

finding that PACS-1, GGA3 and CK2~ form a ternary complex in vitro (Fig. 6), and that 

expression of PACS-1cKmut disrupted the phosphorylation and localization of GGA3 

suggests that CK2 controls GGA3 phosphorylation through an interaction with PACS-1. 

The redistribution of CI-MPR we observed with expression of PACS-1GGAmut or PACS-

1cKmut (Fig. 6) is similar to our findings in cells lacking PACS-1 (Simmen et al., 2005; 

Wan et al., 1998), or expressing interfering mutant PACS-1 molecules that cannot bind 

cargo or AP-1 (Crumpet al., 2001; Scott et al., 2003), and further support the role of 

P ACS-1 in the endosome-to-TGN retrieval step of acidic cluster containing cargo 
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proteins as determined using a cell-free assay (Scott et al., 2003). Notably, the 

redistributed steady-state concentration of CI-MPR and GGA3 from the TGN to an 

EEAI-positive compartment we observed with expression of PACS-lGGAmut or PACS

lcKmut is reminiscent of that observed with overexpression of Rabaptin5, which shifts the 

localization of endogenous GGAI and CI-MPR to enlarged early endosomes (Mattera et 

al., 2003). However, expression of PACS-lAdmut• which does not bind AP-1, caused the 

redistribution of the CI-MPR from the TGN (Crumpet al., 2001), but had no effect on 

GGA3 localization (Fig. 2), suggesting a temporal ordering of molecular interactions 

such that P ACS-1 is required downstream of GGA3 in the en do somal sorting of CI-MPR 

and also recruits AP-I to retrieve this itinerant receptor to the TGN (see Fig. 7). These 

results suggest that PACS-1 must bind GGA3 for GGA3 to release from an early 

endosome compartment and that PACS-1 does not utilize GGA3 as a clathrin adaptor, 

rather AP-I or -3 must also be present (Crumpet al., 2001). We do not know how the 

block of PACS-1 binding to GGA3 traps GGA3 in this endosomal compartment, but it is 

possible that PACS-1 is required to receive the CI-MPR from GGA3 before GGA3 can 

release from this compartment, or perhaps PACS-1 affects the ability of GGA3 to interact 

with the early endosomal membrane, possibly by directing CK2 phosphorylation. 

Several reports have now identified phosphorylation sites on the GGAs (Doray et al., 

2002b; Kametaka et al., 2005; McKay and Kahn, 2004), including two CK2 sites thought 

to regulate GGA3 function: Ser355 of GGAI (which corresponds to Ser388 in GGA3) and 

Ser372 of GGA3. Phosphorylation of GGAI Ser355 promotes an intramolecular interaction 

of the GGA DxxLL autoregulatory domain with the cargo binding VHS domain (Doray 
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et al., 2002b), resulting in a conformational change that correlates with an inhibition of 

CI-MPR binding (Ghosh and Kornfeld, 2003a). CK2 phosphorylation of GGA3 Ser372 is 

required for EGF stimulated phosphorylation of GGA3 Ser368 by an unidentified kinase, 

which causes a conformational change in GGA3 that correlates with reduced association 

with membranes (Kametaka et al., 2005). Our finding that expression of PACS-1 

interfering mutants that cannot bind GGA3 or CK2, respectively, shifted the steady state 

distribution of GGA3 with CI-MPR from the TGN to an EEA1-positive compartment 

(Figs. 2 and 6) may represent the manifold effect of phosphorylation of GGA3 Ser272 and 

Ser388 on binding to cargo and membranes. Whether phosphorylation of PACS-1 at sites 

in addition to Ser278 control cargo and membrane association warrant further 

investigation. Nonetheless, our results suggest that a CK2-initiated phosphorylation 

cascade controls a novel cellular mechanism for regulating the dynamic movement of 

membrane protein traffic through the TGN/endosomal system. 
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Materials and methods 

Cell lines and recombinant virus 

A7 cells were cultured as previously described (Wan et al., 1998b). Viral recombinants 

were constructed using standard methods (Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002). Vaccinia 

virus (VV) recombinants expressing human HA-PACS-1, HA-PACS-1Admut• and HA

PACS-1s278A were previously described (Crumpet al., 2001; Scott et al., 2003). VV 

recombiants expressing HA-PACS-1cKmut and HA-PACS-1GGAmut were made by replacing 

the mutation from pGEX-PACS-1FBR-CKmut or pGEX-PACS-1FBR-GGAmut plasmid into 

pZVneo PACS-1ha. VV recombinants expressing HA-PACS-1snsAtCKmut• and HA-PACS

lsmotcKmut were made by subcloning the S278A or S278D mutations into pZVneo HA

PACS-1cKmut· Adenovirus (A V) recombinants expressing human HA-PACS-1, HA

PACS-1GGamut or myc-GGA3 (long form) were previously described 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002) or subcloned into pADtet7 HA-PACS-1 from pGEX

PACS-lFBR-GGAmut or pCR3.1 GGA3 and constructed using standard methods 

(Blagoveshchenskaya et al., 2002). 

DNA constructs 

pGEX3x plasmids expressing PACS-1 segments ARR, FBR, MR, and CTR, the PACS-1 

FBR truncations L\1, L\2, L\4, L\5, L\6, and pET32-PACS-1FBR expressing His/thioredoxin 

(Trx)-fusion proteins were previously described (Crump et al., 2001). PACS-1 FBR 

mutants ~3, K201 5A, L2065A, GGAmut and CKmut, GST-CI-MPRco mutants and pVP16 

PACS-1 FBR-cKmut were generated by standard PCR methods and subcloned into pGEX3x 

or pVP16. pET32-CK2~ was constructed by subcloning CK2~ from pGEX3x-CK2~. 
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pGEX3x-CK2~, pGBT9-CK2a, pGBT9-CK2a' and pGBT9-CK2~ were provided by D. 

Litchfield. PCR3.1GGA3 as well as pGEX constructs expressing the VHS, VHS+GAT, 

and Hinge+GAE domains of GGA3 were provided by J. Bonifacino. pET32-

GGA3vHs+GAT was subcloned from pGEX3xGGA3vHs+GAT using standard techniques. 

pVP16-PACS-1FBR and pGEX3xCI-MPRco were previously described (Wan et al., 1998). 

Yeast-two-hybrid 

HF7c yeast were transformed with pVP16-PACS-1FBR as well as pGBT9-CK2a, pGBT9-

CK2a' or pGBT9-CK2~ then grown on media lacking histidine supplemented with 1 

mM 3-aminotriazole according to standard methods (Clontech). 

Protein purification 

pGEX or pET32-Trx vectors were transformed into BL21 (DE3) pLysS cells (Novagen). 

GST- or Trx-fusion proteins were purified using glutathione sepharose (Amersham

Pharmacia) or Ni-NTA-agarose (Qiagen), respectively, according to the manufacturer's 

protocol. Purified porcine AP-I was provided by S. Tooze. Native CK2 was purified 

from bovine testicles as described (Litchfield et al., 1990). 

Metabolic labeling 

A7 cells were infected with VV expressing HA-tagged PACS-1 proteins (m.o.i. =3) for 

16 hours, washed and incubated with phosphate-free media for 1 hr after which 0.5 

mCi/ml 32Pi (NEN) was added for 2 hrs. The labeled cells were washed with PBS and 

lysed in labeling buffer (PBS with 1% TX-100, 50 mM NaF, 80 mM ~-glycerol 
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phosphate and 0.1 ~-tM orthovanadate). HA-PACS-1 proteins were immunoprecipitated 

with mAb HA.11 (Covance), separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by autoradiography. 

To label endogenous GGA3, A7 cells were infected with VV expressing HA-PACS-1 

proteins (m.o.i. =10) for 4 hr, processed as above, and endogenous GGA3 was 

immunoprecipitated from the cell lysate using mAb GGA3 (BD #612311), separated by 

SDS-PAGE and GGA3 phosphorylation determined by autoradiography. 

Co-immunoprecipitation 

Endogenous PACS-1 was immunoprecipitated using affinity purified rabbit PACS-1 

antibody 701 from RBC prepared as described (Simmen et al., 2005). The 

immunoprecipitates were analyzed by western blot with mAb GGA3 (BD). For co

immunoprecipitation of expressed proteins, HA-PACS-1 was immunoprecipitated with 

mAb HA.11 (Covance), and co-immunoprecipitating proteins analyzed by western blot 

with anti-myc mAb 9E10 (Santa Cruz), anti-CK2~ mAb (Abeam), or anti-CK2a 

(Upstate). 

Cathepsin sorting 

A 7 cells were treated twice with siRN As specific for P ACS-1 

(CUCAGUGGUCAUCGCUGUG), ~-t1A(AAGGCAUCAAGUAUCGGAAGA)ora 

control siRNA as described (Simmen et al., 2005). Protein·expression was determined by 

western blot using anit-PACS-1, anti-~-t1A Adaptin (provided by L. Traub), and anti

tubulin (Sigma). Cathepsin D pulse-chase analysis was performed as described (Meyer et 

al., 2000). Briefly, siRNA treated cells were labeled with 35S-Met/Cys (NEN) for 0.5 hr, 
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then chased with fresh medium containing excess methionine and 10 rnM M6P for 4 hr. 

Cathepsin D was immunoprecipitated from the media and cell extract using anti

cathepsin D (DAKO), separated by SDS-PAGE and detected by fluorography. 

Kinase assays 

Endogenous PACS-1 was immunoprecipitated from RBC using affinity purified rabbit 

anti-PACS-1 701, washed twice with PBS and once with kinase buffer (20 rnM MOPS, 

pH 7 .2, 25 mM ~-glycerol phosphate, 5mM EGT A, 1 mM sodium orthovanadate and 

1 mM DTT). Kinase assays were performed with 200 ~-tM CK2 substrate 

(RRRDDDSDDD), 100 ~-tM ATP, 15 rnM MgC12 and 5 ~-tCi y-32P-ATP in the absence or 

presence of 40 nM 4,5,6,7-tetrabromo-2-azabenzimidazole (TBB; provided by L. Pinna) 

or 400 nM PKI (Upstate). Reactions were incubated for 10 min at 30°C, stopped with 

trichloroacetic acid, spotted on to P81 paper, washed with 0.75 %phosphoric acid, and 

counted. Kinase assays to detemine the activation level of CK2 were performed as above 

using 40 ng native bovine CK2 and increasing amounts of GST, GST-PACS-1FBR or 

GST -PACS-1 FBR-CKmut· 

GST protein binding assays 

Lysate interactions. 3~-tg of each purified PACS-1 fragment was incubated with 500~-tl 

RBC for 2 hr at 4°C, followed by incubation with glutathione agarose for 30 min. 

Glutathione beads were pelleted, washed with In vitro binding buffer (25 mM Hepes pH 

7.2, 250 mM KCl, 2.5 mM MgOAc) +100mM NaCl and analyzed by western blot with 

anti-CK2a (Upstate). 
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Direct interactions. 1 1-1g of Trx-CK2B or Trx-CI-MPRco was incubated with 3 1-1g of 

GST, GST-PACS-1FBR• GST-PACS-1FBR-GGAmut or GST-PACS-1FBR-CKmut in GST-binding 

buffer (20mM Tris pH 7.5, 200 mM NaCl, 1% NP40) for 2 hr at RT, followed by 

incubation with glutathione agarose for 30 min. Glutathione beads were pelleted, washed 

twice with GST-binding buffer, once with mRIPA and analyzed by western blot with 

mAb anti-Trx antibody (Invitrogen). GST-PACS-1 pulldown of purified AP-1 was 

performed as described (Crumpet al., 2001). 

Ternary complex. 3!-!g GST-GGA3vHs+GAT was preincubated with 3!-!g Trx-PACS-1FBR for 

2 hr at RT, followed by the addition of 3 1-1g Trx-CK2B for 2 hr at RT, then glutathione 

agarose for 30 min. Glutathione beads were pelleted by centrifugation, washed with GST

binding buffer, and analyzed by western blotting with anti-Trx mAb. 

Immunofluorescence microscopy 

A 7 cells grown to 80% confluency were infected with VV expressing PACS-1, PACS-

1ooAmut• PACS-1cKmut• PACS-1Admut or PACS-1s278D/CKmut (m.o.i. = 10) or transfected with 

pCDNA FLAG-furin. Cells were fixed and processed for immunofluorescence as 

previously described (Crumpet al., 2001). Primary antibodies to the CI-MPR (S. Pfeffer, 

1:2), GGA3 (BD, 1:50), EEA1 (BD, 1:100), FLAG tag (mAb M1, Kodak, 1:300) and 

TGN46 (Abeam, 1: 1 00) were used to localize antigens. Following incubation with 

species- and subtype-specific fluorescently labeled secondary antisera (Molecular 

Probes), images were captured using a 60x oil immersion objective on an Olympus Fluo-
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View FV300 confocal laser scanning microscope and processed with the NIH Image J 

program or a 63x oil immersion objective on a Leica DM-RB microscope and processed 

with the scion image 1.62 program. CI-MPR, Flag-furin and GGA3 redistribution was 

quantified morphometrically by comparing the staining area and pixel intensity of these 

molecules for each construct/marker pair (n = 25), relative to the corresponding TGN 

stain (TGN46), according to the following formula: (Mean pixel intensity)0 Areao/(Mean 

pixel intensityh AreaT, where 0= outside the TGN and T= whole cell. Background was 

set to the spurious signal intensity observed in the nuclear area. Quantification of 

immunofluorescence images was done using NIH Image J. Values for each morphometric 

analysis are provided in the respective figure legend. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. PACS-1 binds to GGA3. (A) Diagram of PACS-1 showing the atropin-1-

related region (ARR), cargo binding region (FBR), which interacts with cargo and AP-

1/AP-3 adaptor complexes (Crumpet al., 2001; Wan et al., 19998), the middle region 

(MR), which contains the autoregulatory acidic cluster and Ser278 (Scott et al., 2003), and 

the C-terminal region (CTR) as well as GST-PACS-1 fusion proteins and PACS-1 cargo. 

(B) Diagram of GGA3 showing the VHS (Vps27, Hrs, Starn) domain, which binds to 

cargo proteins, the GAT (GGA and TOM) domain, which binds to ARF1, the hinge 

segment, which contains the autoregulatory acidic-dileucine motif and Ser388 , and the 

GAE (y-adaptin ear) domain (Bonifacino, 2004a) as well as GST-GGA3 fusion proteins 

and cargo. (C) Endogenous PACS-1 was immunoprecipitated from RBC (lower panel) 

using anti-PACS-1 or control IgG and co-precipitating GGA3 analyzed by 8% SDS

PAGE and western blot (upper panel). The immunoprecipitated PACS-1 is shown by 

western blot (bottom panel). ---D.1% of the GGA3 input co-precipitated with PACS-1. The 

GGA3 doublet may represent differential phosphorylation or the GGA3 long and short 

isoforms (Dell'Angelica et al., 2000). (D-G) The indicated GST -fusion proteins were 

incubated with the indicated Trx-fusion proteins or with purified AP-1, isolated with 

glutathione sepharose and analyzed by western blot using anti-Trx or anti-y-adaptin 

antibody (upper panels). Input of each GST-protein is also shown (lower panel). The Trx

PACS-1FBR band is shifted lower in (E) because Trx-PACS-1FBR migrates at the same size 

as GST-GGA3vHs· GST-GGA3vHs-GAT captured ,..,1% ofTrx-PACS-1FBR input, and GST

PACS-1FBR captured ,..,1 %, 0.5% and 1% of the Trx-GGA3vHs-GAT• y-adaptin and Trx-CI

MPRco input, respectively. (H) A7 cells infected with wild type (WT) adenovirus (AV) 
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or A V expressing Myc-GGA3, Myc-GGA3 and HA-PACS-1, or Myc-GGA3 and HA

PACS-1GGAmut were harvested and HA-tagged proteins immunoprecipitated and co

precipitating myc-GGA analyzed by western blot (upper panel). Lower panels show myc

GGA3 and HA-PACS-1 expression. 

Figure 2. PACS-lGGAmut disrupts CI-MPR trafficking. (A) A7 cells infected with WT 

vaccinia virus (VV) or VV recombinants expressing PACS-1 or PACS-lGGAmut were 

stained with antibodies to detect CI-MPR, TGN46 or EEA1 as indicated. Inset: 

colocalization of CI-MPR (green) and EEA1 (red) from the boxed area. CI-MPR staining 

outside the TGN area increased from 11±5% and 9±7% in the WT and PACS-1 

expressing cells, respectively, to 40±10% for PACS-1GGAmut expressing cells. (B) A7 cells 

expressing FLAG-furin were treated as in (A) and stained with anti-FLAG and anti

TGN46. (C) A7 cells infected with VV:WT or with VV expressing PACS-1, PACS-1Admut 

or PACS-1GGAmut and then co-stained with anti-GGA3 and anti-TGN46 or anti-CI-MPR. 

Inset: Colocalization of GGA3 (green) and CI-MPR (red) from the boxed area. GGA3 

staining outside the TGN area increased from 11±6%, 8±4% and 9±5% in the WT, 

PACS-1 and PACS-1Admut expressing cells, respectively, to 38±7% for PACS-1GGAmut 

expressing cells. Scale Bars = 20 !lm. 

Figure 3. PACS-1 is required for CI-MPR function. (A-C) GST, GST-CI-MPRco pre

incubated or not with CK2, or GST-CI-MPRco containing the indicated mutations was 

incubated with Trx-PACS-1FBR or Trx-GGA3vHs+GAT• isolated with glutathione sepharose 

and analyzed by western blot using anti-Trx (upper panels). Input of each GST-protein is 
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shown (lower panel). GST-CI-MPRc0 pulled down ,..,1% of the Trx-PACS-IFBR· (D) A7 

cells were treated with scrambled (scr.), PACS-1 or AP-I ~-t1A subunit siRNAs and cell 

lysates analyzed by western blot using anti-PACS-1, anti-~-t1A or anti-tubulin. (E) A7 

cells were treated with the indicated siRNA and Cathepsin D pulse chase experiments 

performed. Extracellular (E) and intracellular (C) fractions were immunoprecipitated with 

anti-cathepsin D and analyzed by fluorography. Precursor (P), intermediate (I) and 

mature (M) forms of cathepsin D are shown (lower panel). The graph shows the % of 

total cathepsin D forms (precurser + intermediate + mature) in cell extracts or secreted 

into the culture medium. Error bars represent mean and SD of three independent 

experiments. 

Figure 4. PACS-1 associates with CK2. (A) RBC was incubated with affinity purified 

anti-PACS-1 or control IgG to immunoprecipitate endogenous PACS-1 and co

precipitating CK2 activity was measured with an in vitro kinase assay in the absence or 

presence of 40 ~-tM TBB (CK2 inhibitor) or 400 ~-tM PKI (PKA inhibitor). Error bars 

represent mean and SD of three independent experiments. (B-D) GST-fusion proteins 

containing the indicated domains, truncations, or alanine substitutions of PACS-1 (see 

Fig. 1A and panel D) were incubated with RBC, captured with glutathione sepharose and 

analyzed by western blot using anti-CK2a (panel B and D, upper panel). Input of each 

GST-protein is also shown (panel B and D, lower panel). GST-PACS-1FBR captured ,..,3% 

of the input CK2a. Relative to GST-PACS-1FBR' the interaction ofCK2 with GST-~2 and 

GST-~6 was reduced 60% and 75%, respectively (n=3). (E) GST, GST-PACS-1FBR or 

GST-PACS-1FBR-CKmut was incubated with Trx-GGA3vHs+GAT' Trx-CI-MPRco or purified 
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AP-I, captured with glutathione sepharose and analyzed by western blot using anti-Trx or 

anti-y-Adaptin antibody (upper panels). Input of each GST -protein is shown (lower 

panel). 

Figure 5. PACS-1 binding to CK2fl activates CK2. (A) Yeast transformed with the 

indicated Gal4 activation and DNA binding domain (Gal4ad and Gal4bd) constructs were 

screened for growth on His+ and His- media. (B) GST, GST-PACS-lFsR or GST-PACS

lFBR-cKmut was incubated with Trx-CK2~, isolated with glutathione sepharose and 

analyzed by western blot using anti-Trx (upper panel). Input of each GST -protein is 

shown (lower panel). GST-PACS-IFBR captured 2.5% of the input Trx-CK2~. (C) A7 

cells infected with VV:WT or VV expressing HA-PACS-1 or HA-PACS-lcKmut were 

lysed, immunoprecipitated with HA antibody and any co-immunoprecipitating CK2a and 

CK2~ detected by western blot using subunit-specific antisera (upper panels). HA-PACS-

1 expression is shown (bottom panel). ~0.5% of the endogenous CK2a and CK2~ co

precipitated with expressed HA-PACS-1, respectively. (D) In vitro CK2 holoenzyme 

activity assayed in the absence or presence of purified GST, GST-PACS-IFBR or GST

PACS-lFBR-cKmut· Activity is normalized to a parallel sample assayed in the absence of 

added protein. Error bars represent mean and SD of three independent experiments. (E) 

A7 cells were infected with VV:WT or VV expressing HA-PACS-1, HA-PACS-lcKmut• 

HA-PACS-1 5278A or HA-PACS-1 5278ArcKmut and metabolically labeled with 32Pi. HA

proteins were immunoprecipitated with mAb HA.ll, resolved by SDS-PAGE and 

analyzed by autoradiography (upper panel). HA-PACS-1 expression is shown (bottom 

panel). Error bars represent mean and SD of three independent experiments. 
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Figure 6. PACS-lcKmut redistributes CI-MPR, furin and GGA3 and controls GGA3 

phosphorylation. (A) A 7 cells infected with VV expressing P ACS-1cKmut or P ACS-

1cKmutJs2780, then stained with anti-CI-MPR, anti-TGN46 or anti-EEAl. Inset: co

localization of CI-MPR (green)" and EEA1 (red). CI-MPR staining outside the TGN area 

was 13±6% and 10±5% in the WT and PACS-1 expressing cells (Fig. 2A), respectively, 

compared with 39±9% for PACS-1cKmut expressing cells and 11±7% in PACS-lcKmutJs2780 

expressing cells. (B) A7 cells transfected with FLAG-furin, infected with VV expressing 

PACS-lcKmut and stained with anti-FLAG and anti-TGN46. FLAG-furin staining outside 

the TGN area increased from 9±6% and 11±4% in the WT and PACS-1 expressing cells 

(Fig. 2B), respectively, to 36±5% in PACS-1cKmut expressing cells. (C) A7 cells infected 

with VV expressing PACS-1cKmut then stained with anti-GGA3 and anti-TGN46 or anti

CI-MPR. Inset: Colocalization of GGA3 (green) and CI-MPR (red). GGA3 staining 

outside the TGN area increased from 11 ±6 % and 8±4 % in the WT and PACS-1 

expressing cells (Fig. 2), respectively, to 36±5% in PACS-lcKmut expressing cells. Scale 

Bars= 20 !liD. (D) A7 cells were infected with WT:VV or VV expressing HA-PACS-1 or 

HA-PACS-1cKmut• metabolically labeled with 32Pi, and endogenous GGA3 was 

immunoprecipitated and analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. Error bars 

represent mean and SD of three independent experiments normalized to the PACS-1 

sample. (E) GST-GGA3vHs+GAT or GST alone was incubated with Trx-CK2B or Trx

PACS-1 FBR or both, isolated with glutathione sepharose and analyzed with anti-Trx mAb 

(upper panel). Input of each fusion protein is shown (lower panel). ""'0.1% of the Trx-
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CK2~ input was captured m the GST-GGA3vHs-GAT/Trx-PACS-1FsR/CK2~ ternary 

complex. 

Figure 7. Working model of PACS-1/GGA3/CK2 controlled CI-MPR trafficking. 

CI-MPR is phosphorylated upon TGN exit (Meresse and Hoflack, 1993), promoting 

binding to GGA3 which traffics with CI-MPR to endosomes (Puertollano et al., 2001a). 

PACS-1 is recruited to the early endosomal CI-MPR/GGA3 complex by the binding of 

the PACS-1 FBR to the GGA VHS domain (Figs. 1 and 2). PACS-1 then recruits and 

activates CK2 (Figs. 4 and 5), which catalyzes a phosphorylation cascade to regulate 

retrieval of CI-MPR from the early endosome. The bound CK2 phosphorylates the GGA3 

autoregulatory domain at Ser388 to release GGA3 from CI-MPR. CK2 may also 

phosphorylate GGA3 at additional sites to promote release of GGA3 from the early 

endosome membrane (Figs. 2 and 6 and (Kametaka et al., 2005). CK2 bound to the 

PACS-1 FBR then phosphorylates Ser278 on the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain to 

promote binding of PACS-1 to the CI-MPRco (Figs. 3 and 6). Whether CK2 that is bound 

to PACS-1 controls phosphorylation of the CI-MPR or other cargo molecules is not 

known. PACS-1 bound to CI-MPR then recruits AP-1 to recycle CI-MPR to the TGN. 

This model only depicts the switch in CI-MPR trafficking at the endosome that is 

regulated by the interaction between P ACS-1, GGA3 and CK2 and does not depict 

sorting molecules that contribute to other CI-MPR sorting· steps. 

Supplementary Figure 1. siRNA depletion of PACS-1 does not effect CI-MPR half

life. (A) A 7 cells were treated with the indicated siRNAs for 72 hours and analyzed by 
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western blot. (B) A7 cells were treated with scrambled (Scr), vps26, or PACS-1 siRNAs 

for 72 hours, then treated with 20 !!g/ml cyclohexamide for the indicated time points. 

After cyclohexamide treatment, the cells were scraped into 0.5 ml boiling SDS buffer, 

separated by SDS-PAGE and western blotted with anti-CI-MPR and tubulin antibodies. 
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CHAPTER 4. DISCUSSION 

Summary 

The results presented in this dissertation show that PACS-1, GGA3, and CK2 form a 

multimeric complex to regulate the endosomal sorting and TGN retrieval of cargo 

proteins with acidic- and acidic-dileucine trafficking motifs. We discovered that the 

PACS-1 FBR binds directly to both GGA3 and CK2. CK2 binds to P ACS-1 FBR to 

control the phosphorylation state of Ser278 within an autoregulatory domain on PACS-1, 

and to control the phosphorylation of GGA3. Blocking this phosphorylation or blocking 

the PACS-1/CK2 interaction interfered with the endosome-to-TGN retrieval of acidic 

cluster containing proteins, whereas blocking the PACS-1/GGA3 interaction only 

interfered with the endosome-to-TGN transport of proteins that contain both acidic 

cluster and acidic-dileucine motifs. These results suggest that the interaction of PACS-1 

with GGA3 is specifically required for the trafficking of a subset of cargo proteins that 

bind to both PACS-1 and GGAs. Considering the known requirement for CK2 

phosphorylation to regulate cargo binding of GGA3 (Doray et al., 2002b), one 

interpretation of these findings is that PACS-1 directs CK2 to GGA3 to initiate a 

phosphorylation "switch" that activates PACS-1 and inactivates GGA3, thereby driving 

retrieval of CI-MPR from endosomes to the TGN (Figure 1). Taken together, this work 

has broad implications on our understanding of PACS-1 function and allows the proposal 

of several new areas of investigation. 
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I \ 
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Figure 1. Working model of PACS-1/GGA3/CK2 controlled CI-MPR trafficking. CI-MPR is 
phosphorylated upon TGN exit (Meresse and Hoflack, 1993), promoting binding to GGA3 which traffics 
with CI-MPR to endosomes (Puertollano et al, 2001a). GGA3 is inactivated for endosome-to-TGN retrieval 
of the CI-MPR because an interaction with Rabaptin5 blocks GGA3 binding to clathrin (Mattera et al. , 
2003). PACS-1 is recruited to the early endosomal CI-MPR/GGA3 complex by the binding of the PACS-1 
FBR to the GGA VHS domain and by an interaction with Ptdlns(3)P (PI3P) on early endosomal 
membranes (discussed in Chapter 4 and Appendix C). PACS-1 then recruits and activates CK2, which 
catalyzes a phosphorylation cascade to regulate retrieval of CI-MPR from the early endosome. The bound 
CK2 phosphorylates the GGA3 autoregulatory domain at Ser388 to release GGA3 from CI-MPR. CK2 may 
also phosphorylate GGA3 at additional sites to promote release of GGA3 from the early endosome 
membrane (Kametaka et al., 2005). CK2 bound to the PACS-1 FBR then phosphorylates Ser278 on the 
PACS-1 autoregulatory domain to promote binding of PACS-1 to the CI-MPRcn· Whether CK2 that is 
bound to PACS-1 controls phosphorylation of the CI-MPR or other cargo molecules is not known. PACS-1 
bound to CI-MPR then recruits AP-1 to recycle CI-MPR to the TGN. 

Implications for future studies: 

Implications for PACS-1 cargo binding 

The studies presented here show that phosphorylation of PACS-1 Ser278 is required for 

retrieval of furin, CI-MPR and HIV-1 Nef to the TGN from an endosomal compartment. 

Additionally, the interaction of P ACS-1 with CK2 is required for TGN retrieval of furin 

and CI-MPR, whereas the interaction of PACS-1 with GGA3 is required for endosome-
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to-TGN retrieval of CI-MPR, but not furin. However, there are many other PACS-1 cargo 

proteins (see Chapter 1, Table 1) for which the importance of these interactions remains 

unknown. Of particular interest are membrane proteins that contain both acidic cluster 

and acidic-dileucine motifs, such as sortilin and B-secretase (BACE), which both bind to 

GGAs (Nielsen et al., 2001; Wahle et al., 2005) and contain potential PACS-1-binding 

acidic clusters. Future studies of P ACS-1 regulation could ascertain if expression in cells 

of the interfering PACS-1 molecules developed for this dissertation- PACS-1s278A, 

PACS-1cKmut and PACS-1aoAmu1-affect the endosome-to-TON retrieval of these proteins. 

Implications for PACS-1 regulation 

Whereas CK2 phosphorylation of acidic cluster sorting motifs within the furin cytosolic 

domain or other cargo proteins, including CI-MPR, VZV gE and VMAT-2, increases 

their binding to the PACS-1 FBR, CK2 phosphorylation of Ser278 within the PACS-1 

acidic cluster weakens the binding of these residues to the PACS-1 FBR (Waites et al., 

2001; Wan et al., 1998 and Chapter 2, Figure 2). How CK2 phosphorylation of acidic 

cluster motifs within membrane cargo and PACS-1 influence in a completely opposite 

manner the binding of these various acidic motifs to the P ACS-1 FBR remains unknown. 

Moreover, acidic cluster binding to the PACS-1 FBR may be more complex than a 

simple phosphorylation switch, as the non-phosphorylatable Nef and PC6B acidic 

clusters bind to PACS-1 (Piguet et al., 2000; Xiang et al., 2000). Together, these studies 

suggest there may be two acidic-cluster-binding modules on P ACS-1: one for 

phosphorylated acidic clusters, and one for unphosphorylated acidic clusters. The 

residues surrounding cargo acidic clusters may dictate which binding module of PACS-1 
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is utilized, and the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain would block binding to both modules. 

Alternatively, the PACS-1 FBR may not contact the phosphoamino acids directly but 

may instead recognize other acidic cluster determinants that would be masked or 

unmasked by the phosphorylation of embedded Ser/Thr residues. Perhaps 

phosphorylation of cargo proteins increases the affinity of cargo for the PACS-1 FBR 

whereas phosphorylation of the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain triggers a conformational 

change that unmasks the FBR to promote cargo binding. These possibilities could be 

investigated using limited proteolysis of PACS-1/cargo complexes to determine if 

phosphorylated acidic clusters bind a different region of the PACS-1 FBR than non

phosphorylated acidic clusters. More informative studies will come from the structural 

determination of the PACS-1 FBR with phosphorylated and non-phosphorylated acidic 

clusters. 

Despite our identification of the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain, we do not yet know if 

autoregulation of PACS-1 is an intra- or inter-molecular event. The FBR and MR regions 

of PACS-1 directly interact in vitro in a phosphorylation-dependent manner, and my 

preliminary evidence (Appendix C, Figure 1) shows that PACS-1 molecules can form a 

complex in vivo. These results indicate that the regulation of PACS-1 binding to cargo 

proteins may indeed be an inter-molecular event, and that the formation of an oligomeric 

P ACS-1 complex may be required to regulate the P ACS-1 directed TGN localization of 

itinerant membrane proteins. I hypothesize that inactive PACS-1 is an oligomer in cells 

and that CK2 phosphorylation of Ser278 induces a transition to a monomeric state-a 

process required for activation of PACS-1 and targeting of PACS-1 cargo proteins to the 
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TGN. Experiments to test this hypothesis should determine the oligomeric state of P ACS-

1 in vitro and in vivo, and the role of Ser278 in formation of the PACS-1 oligomer. Gel 

filtration and laser light scattering (LLS) of purified full-length PACS-1 would reveal if 

the P ACS-1 oligomer forms from a direct interaction, and, if so, the size of the P ACS-1 

complex compared to known markers, the ratio of oligomeric states, and the true size and 

molecular weight of the eluted protein. Using these methods, testing the oligomeric state 

of full-length PACS-1 containing a Ser278~ Ala or Ser278~ Asp substitution would 

determine if Ser278 is critical for PACS-1 oligomerization in vitro. In addition, repeating 

my preliminary findings with full-length PACS-1 proteins containing these substitutions, 

would determine if Ser278 is required for oligomerization in vivo. It is possible that 

phosphorylation of PACS-1 will have no detectable effect on the ability of PACS-1 to 

form oligomers. This would indicate that oligmerization of PACS-1 is probably not 

important for the regulation of cargo binding, but instead may be critical to concentrating 

cargo proteins into nascent vesicles. 

Implications for CK2 binding and activation 

Our observation that the R196RKRY polybasic segment is required for PACS-1 to bind 

and activate CK2 in vitro and in vivo (Chapter 3, Figures 4 and 5) provides a mechanism 

for localizing this kinase to phosphorylate regulatory sites on PACS-1 and GGA3. 

Furthermore, our metabolic labeling studies (Chapter 3·, Figure 6) showed that PACS-

15278AICKmut exhibited equal 32P incorporation compared to PACS-1 5278A, providing evidence 

that CK2 that is bound to PACS-1 phosphorylates Ser278 • However, we have not yet 

determined which residues on GGA3 are affected by the PACS-1/CK2 interaction. There 
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are two consensus CK2 sites on GGA3 thought to regulate GGA3 function: Ser372 and 

Ser388 • CK2 phosphorylation of GGA3 Ser372 is required for EGF-stimulated 

phosphorylation of GGA3 Ser368 by an unidentified kinase, which causes a 

conformational change in GGA3 that correlates with reduced association with 

membranes (Kametaka et al., 2005). GGA3 Ser388 lies within the GGA3 autoregulatory 

domain, and CK2 phosphorylation of this residue induces a conformational change that 

correlates with an inhibition of CI-MPR binding (Doray et al., 2002b; Ghosh and 

Kornfeld, 2003a). One method to determine if phosphorylation of these residues is 

controlled by PACS-1/CK2 is to construct phospho-specific antibodies to these two sites 

and use them for western blotting of cell lysate made from cells expressing HA-PACS-1 

or HA-PACS-1cKmut· Alternatively, these studies could be done by quantitative phospho

analysis using mass spectrometry of immunoprecipitated endogenous GGA3 from cells 

expressing HA-PACS-1 or HA-PACS-1cKmut· 

In addition to interacting with CK2a, several reports have shown that CK2B can interact 

with and modulate the activity of a number of other protein kinases, including A-Raf 

(Boldyreff and Issinger, 1997), c-Mos (Chen et al., 1997b), the Src family tyrosine kinase 

Lyn (Lehner et al., 2004), p90rsk (ribosome S6 kinase; Kusk et al., 1999), check point 

kinase (Chk)-1 (Guerra et al., 2003) and Chk2 (Bj"rling-Poulsen et al., 2005). These 

kinases have functions ranging from control of cell-cycle progression (Chk1, Chk2 and c

Mos; Matsuoka et al., 1998; Mutter et al., 1988; Walworth et al., 1993) to cell 

proliferation (A-Raf; Metz et al., 1995) to viral pathogenesis (Lyn; Tomkowicz et al., 

2006), raising the possibility that PACS-1 anchored CK2B may serve other functions 
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besides regulation of endosomal trafficking, or that PACS-1 may localize these other 

kinases to sites of en do somal function. An interaction between P ACS-1 and these other 

kinases could be investigated by expressing full length HA-PACS-1 or HA-PACS-1cKmut 

in cells, immunoprecipitating the HA-proteins and western blotting for these kinases. 

Additional experiments would involve direct protein-protein binding studies to show that 

CK2~ is required for the interaction, such as formation of a PACS-1/CK2~/kinase ternary 

complex. Any finding that a CK2~ binding protein uses this interaction to recruit more 

than one kinase would be completely novel, and could shed light on PACS-1 and CK2~ 

biology. 

Implications for GGA binding 

A number of sorting proteins are known to direct endosome-to-TGN retrieval of the CI

MPR, leading one to ask why the PACS-1/GGA3 complex is required for this sorting 

step. One possibility involves Rabaptin5. Mattera and coworkers showed that when 

Rabaptin5 bound to GGA3, binding of GGA3 to clathrin was reduced-thereby 

preventing GGA3 from initiating vesicular transport of the endosomal CI-MPR (Mattera 

et al., 2003). PACS-1 could replace GGA3, and bring AP-1/clathrin to the endosomal CI

MPR to direct TGN retrieval. This additional sorting step may represent a timing 

mechanism to prevent immediate retrieval of the CI-MPR before hydrolase disassociation 

Alternatively, perhaps the binding requirements on the cytosolic domain of the CI-MPR 

differ depending on the ligand-bound state of the receptor, determining the need for a 

PACS-1/GGA3 directed sorting event, or a sorting event directed by another molecule. 

This theory could be tested using reporter constructs that contain the CI-MPR cytosolic 
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and transmembrane domains fused to GFP. The endosomal path of the reporter could be 

followed using GFP, which would mimic the non-ligated state of the receptor, or by using 

an anti-GFP antibody, which would mimic the ligated-state of the receptor. 

Our finding that PACS-1 binds to GGA3 may represent a mechanism for recruiting 

PACS-1 to early endosomal membranes. However, my preliminary evidence indicates 

that an interaction of PACS-1 with Ptdls(3)P may also play a role (Appendix C, Figure 

2). Ptdlns(3)P is concentrated on early endosomal membranes and interacts with PX and 

FYVE domains. But, P ACS-1 does not contain either of these predicted domains, or any 

other known phospohlipid binding module. Therefore, future studies to determine if 

PACS-1 is recruited to endosomal membranes by an interaction with Ptdlns(3)P must 

first map the Ptdlns(3 )P binding site on P ACS-1 and then create a mutant P ACS-1 that 

does not bind Ptdlns(3)P. This mutant could be used to determine if Ptdlns(3)P is 

required for the subcellular localization of PACS-1, and for PACS-1 dependent sorting 

steps. An alternative strategy is to determine if siRNA depletion of PBK, the kinase that 

catalyzes Ptdlns(3)P production, affects the localization of PACS-1. PACS-1 may also be 

recruited to membranes through an interaction with an activated GTPase on the 

endosomal membrane. Perhaps the "coincidence" detection system for PACS-1 differs 

depending on the particular cargo protein: for cargoes that have acidic-dileucine motifs 

such as the CI-MPR, PACS-1 could be recruited by the acidic cluster/acidic-dileucine 

motif, Ptdlns(3)P and GGA3, whereas for cargo that only have acidic cluster motifs, such 

as furin or HIV -1 Nef PACS-1 would be recruited by the acidic cluster motif and 

Ptdlns(3)P. 
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Implications for PACS-2 

The similarities in PACS-2 amino acid sequence compared to PACS-1, especially in the 

FBR and MR regions, indicate that, like PACS-1, PACS-2 may also be regulated by CK2 

phosphorylation of an autoregulatory domain. PACS-2 contains an acidic cluster in the 

MR region ( ... S199EEEYE ... ) that is similar to the PACS-1 autoregulatory domain and 

also to acidic clusters in known PACS-2 cargo proteins. In addition, the basic cluster of 

amino acids on PACS-1 ( ... R196RKR ... ) that is required for CK2 binding is also present 

on PACS-2. Preliminary data from metabolically labeled cells indicates that PACS-2 is a 

phosphoprotein, and yeast-two-hybrid analysis indicates that the PACS-2 FBR and CK2~ 

interact (unpublished results). However, CK2 does not co-immunoprecipitate with 

expressed full-length HA-PACS-2 (unpublished results), indicating that PACS-2 may 

interact with CK2, but that this interaction is regulated differently than for PACS-1 or is a 

weaker interaction that can be detected in yeast, but not by co-immunoprecipitaion from 

mammalian cells. These preliminary results suggest that PACS-2 Ser199 may be 

phosphorylated by CK2 to act as an autoregulatory domain for PACS-2 cargo binding. 

Future studies should determine if Ser199 of PACS-2 is required for PACS-2 

phosphorylation, if phosphorylation of PACS-2 Ser199 affects binding of the PACS-2 

autoregulatory domain with the PACS-2 cargo binding region, and if CK2 binding to 

PACS-2 is required for phosphorylation of this, or other PACS-2 residues. These studies 

could address whether the phosphorylation state of the PACS-2 acidic cluster regulates 

the ability of PACS-2 to interact with and control the ER localization of PKD-2. 

Interestingly, the PACS-2 acidic cluster contains a tyrosine residue, Tyr203 , that is 
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predicted to be phosphorylated by Src family kinases (Scansite ), suggesting that 

phosphorylation of Tyr203 increases the ability of CK2 to phosphorylate Ser199, and adding 

an extra layer of regulation to PACS-2 function. 

Implications for neuronal funCtion 

PACS-1 is highly expressed in neuronal tissue (Simmen et al., 2005), and several PACS-

1 cargo proteins have known functions in neurons. For instance, V AMP-4 is a snare 

protein that binds to P ACS-1 and may be important for the maturation and homotypic 

fusion of immature secretory granules within neuroendocrine cells (Hinners et al., 2003). 

Additionally, our studies of the interplay between PACS-1, GGA3 and CK2 to control 

the sorting of the CI-MPR, as well as our finding that PACS-1 depletion increases 

secretion of the lysosomal hydrolase Cathepsin D from cultured cell lines, indicates that 

PACS-1 is an essential cellular component for directing hydrolases to the lysosome. In 

neurons, correct sorting of lysosomal hydrolases is critical, as evidenced by manifestation 

of severe neuronal defects in patients suffering from lysosomal storage disorders, such as 

1-Cell and Tay-Sachs disease, which are congenital disorders stemming from a reduction 

in hydrolase activity. 1-cell disease is characterized by enhanced secretion of hydrolases 

into extracellular fluids, swelling of lysosomes and severe neuronal defects (Wiesmann et 

al., 1971 ). Patients with 1-cell disease exhibit buildup of lipids in the lysosome due to 

disrupted trafficking of hydrolases and suffer numerous defects, including mental 

retardation. Patients with Tay-Sachs disease develop inclusion bodies filled with GM2-

ganglioside in the peripheral and central nervous systems, due to defects in the gene 

encoding the lysosomal hydrolase beta-hexosaminidase A (Abe et al., 1985), resulting in 
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deterioration of mental and physical abilities, severe brain damage, enlargement of the 

head, convulsions, blindness, deafness, and, finally, death. Based on our findings that 

PACS-1 is required for sorting of hydro lases, it is possible that targeted disruption of the 

PACS-1 gene in mice may yield increased hydrolase secretion into the extracellular 

space, a defect similar to that observed in patients with 1-cell or Tay-Sachs disease. 

Conclusion 

Studies performed for this dissertation used biochemical-, cellular-, and cell-free

methods to investigate how trafficking of membrane proteins in the TGN and endosomal 

systems is regulated. By investigating how regulation of PACS-1 affects endosomes-to

TGN retrieval of membrane proteins, these studies shed light on the molecular 

interactions required for efficient transport within the secretory system. However, the 

long-term goal is to identify and understand all of the molecular interactions with sorting 

signals on the cytosolic tails of membrane proteins required for directed transport in the 

secretory system. 
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Abstract 

Endocytosis from the infected cell surface is a property of the four major glycoproteins of 

varicella-zoster virus (VZV), designated gE, gl, gB and gH. Each of these glycoproteins 

has a functional endocytosis motif in its cytosolic domain. Three have tyrosine based 

motifs, while gl has a dileucine motif. The YAGL motif of gE is located adjacent to an 

acidic cluster, which also contains serine and threonine residues variably phosphorylated 

by both a viral kinase (ORF 47 kinase) and casein kinase II. The acidic cluster interacts 

with a connector protein called prosphofurin acidic cluster sorting protein 1 (PACS-1) 

after clathrin mediated internalization. Although the function of endocytosis has been 

elusive, recent research suggests that the internalized VZV glycoproteins traffic to the 

site of virion assembly in the trans-Golgi network and are subsequently incorporated into 

the envelopes of nascent virions. In turn, the enveloped virions reside within vacuoles, 

which travel toward and fuse with the plasma membrane. A recombinant VZV genome 

containing agE gene lacking only its endocytosis motif cannot replicate. Taken together, 

the above results indicate the importance of VZV glycoprotein endocytosis in the life 

cycle of this alpha herpesvirus. 
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Introduction 

Endocytosis is an important process by which proteins are continually internalized within 

the cell through specific interactions at the plasma membrane. Cell surface receptors 

typically undergo endocytosis from the cell membrane through interactions with clathrin

coated pits and are often recyCled through the endosomes back to the cell membrane. 

Both clustering in clathrin-coated pits and internalization of receptors have been shown to 

be dependent on internalization signals in the cytosolic domain, which have been defined 

as tyrosine motifs or dileucine motifs (Trowbridge, 1991 ). Endocytosis from the plasma 

membrane by a process similar to receptor-mediated endocytosis has now been 

demonstrated for numerous herpesvirus glycoproteins. 

Varicella-zoster virus (VZV) has four major glycoproteins gE, gi, gH and gB. Their 

endocytosis motifs are highly conserved among all sequenced VZV strains (Davison and 

Scott, 1986; Grose, 1990; Grose et al., 2004). As discussed below, while the VZV 

glycoproteins share many characteristics with their alphaherpesvirus homologs, such as 

HSV and PRV, there are also unanticipated differences. One of these remarkable 

differences relates to trafficking pathways. In the case of VZV, glycoproteins internalized 

from the cell membrane are delivered to sites of assembly in the cytoplasm, where they 

are incorporated into nascent virions. In contrast, not all homologous glycoproteins from 

the closely related alpha herpesviruses appear to use the same pathways for transit to the 

site of assembly. For the above reasons, the subject of herpesviral glycoprotein 

endocytosis is reviewed. Also, the relationship of endocytosis to the 

deenvelopment-reenvelopment model of herpesvirus assembly and egress is discussed. 
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1. Glycoprotein gE 

1.1 Endocytosis of VZV gE 

Unlike other human herpesviruses, the predominant viral glycoprotein present on the 

envelope of the mature VZV virion is gE (Montalvo et al., 1985). VZV gE is a type I 

transmembrane protein of 623 amino acids. Of these, 544 residues are found in the 

ectodomain, 17 in the transmembrane domain, and 62 in the C- terminal cytosolic domain 

(Fig. 1; Grose, 1990). The gE protein traffics from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) 

through the Golgi, where it is extensively processed, to the outer cell membrane. The 

extensive posttranslational modifications produce a mature gE glycoprotein of 98 kDa 

(Montalvo et al., 1985). Both the ectodomain and endodomain of gE have important 

functions. Based on the fact that a single point mutation in the VZV -MSP gE ectodomain 

changes VZV MSP egress pattern from a typical "viral highways" phenotype to a diffuse 

pattern similar to that observed in HSV infected cells (Santos et al., 1998), the 

ectodomain is critical for determining virus-cell interactions of the mature virion. 

VZV gE was the first viral glycoprotein shown to undergo endocytosis in transfected 

cells (Olson and Grose, 1997). This process is mediated by a Y AGL sequence (aa 582-

585) located in the cytosolic domain of the protein (Fig. 1; Olson and Grose, 1997). This 

sequence fits the consensus tyrosine based endocytosis motif known to mediate 

endocytosis of numerous cellular transmembrane proteins (Bonifacino and Dell' Angelica, 

1999). The tetrapeptide of the tyrosine-based motif is recognized by the alpha-2 subunit 

of AP-2, a clathrin-associated complex localized to the plasma membrane (Boll et al., 
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1996). AP-2 facilitates the formation of clathrin-coated vesicles by acting as the adaptor 

between the membrane protein and clathrin. Endocytosis of gE was shown to be 

dependent on clathrin-coated vesicle formation within the cells. An example of the VZV 

endocytosis assay is shown in Fig. 2. In addition, colocalization studies showed that 

endocytosis of gE mimicked internalization of the transferrin receptor (Olson and Grose, 

1997). Endocytic recycling of gE back to the plasma membrane post-endocytosis has 

been demonstrated, but there is also a pathway for gE to recycle to the trans-Golgi 

network (TGN) post-endocytosis (Alconada et al., 1996). TGN recycling is mediated by a 

cluster of acidic amino acids in the gE cytosolic domain (Fig.1; Grose et al., 1989). The 

acidic cluster of gE interacts with a connector protein, phosphofurin acidic cluster sorting 

protein 1 (P ACS-1 ), and directs VZV gE from endosomes to the TGN, a proposed site of 

tegument assembly and virion envelopment (Crumpet al., 2001b). Phosphorylation 

within this acidic cluster motif mediates PACS-1 interaction (Fish et al., 1998). VZV gE 

is phosphorylated on serine and threonine residues of its cytosolic domain (Grose et al., 

1989). 

In addition, differential phosphorylation of the serine and threonine residues adjacent to 

the gE acidic cluster by either the VZV ORF 47 protein serine kinase or the cellular 

casein kinase II targets endocytosed gE to either the TGN or cell surface, thereby 

increasing virus assembly or cell-to-cell spread, respectively (Kenyon et al., 2002). For 

example, in cells infected with a VZV ORF47-null mutant, internalized VZV gE recycles 

to the plasma membrane and causes an increased syncytial formation. Thus, endocytosis 

is also linked to the mechanisms of fusion in infected cells. 
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1.2 Endocytosis of alphaherpesvirus gE homologs 

Similar to gE of YZY, pseudorabies virus (PrY) gE and herpes simplex type 1 (HSY-1) 

gE undergo endocytosis (Alconada et al., 1999). It has been demonstrated that PrY gE 

cytosolic domain is required forgE internalization from the plasma membrane (Tirabassi 

and Enquist, 1998). HSY-1 gE cycles between TGN and the cell surface. This TGN 

localization is determined by a tyrosine-based motif and an acidic stretch of amino acids 

in the gE cytosolic domain that are homologous to the YZY gE sites (Alconada et al., 

1999). Given the high degree of conservation of the different C-terminal sorting signals 

in all of the alphaherpesvirus gE homologs, it would seem likely that these molecules 

traffic inside the cell following identical signal-mediated transport processes. Yet, studies 

described below will show that this assumption appears not to be true. 

2. VZV Glycoprotein gl 

2.1 Endocytosis ojVZV g1 

YZY gl is a type I transmembrane glycoprotein of 354 amino acids, 59 of which are 

cytosolic (Grose, 2002). Similar to gE, YZY gl also contains trafficking motifs in its 

cytosolic domain that mediate similar functions; however, the motifs are different (Fig. 

1 ). While a Y AGL tyrosine motif mediates gE endocytosis, a di-leucine motif ML at 

amino acids 328-329 mediates gl endocytosis (Olson and -Grose, 1998). And instead of an 

acidic cluster for TGN targeting, gl has a threonine at position 338 that when mutated 

disrupts gl TGN targeting (Wang et al., 2000). YZY gE and gl form a complex in 

infected cells or when cotransfected. This non-covalent complex forms a biologically 
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active human Fe receptor (Litwin et al., 1992). Although gl can internalize in the absence 

of gE, complex formation between gE:gl increases the efficiency of gE:gl endocytosis 

over that of gE or gl alone (Olson and Grose, 1998). Complex formation between gE and 

gl is also able to direct internalization of a gE endocytosis deficient mutant, which 

suggests that the gl motif may be more efficient than that of gE (Olson and Grose, 1998). 

Further, this result suggests that VZV gl behaves as an accessory component by 

facilitating the endocytosis of the major constituent gE and thereby modulating the 

trafficking of the entire cell surface gE:gl complex. The fact that a VZV gl null mutant 

spreads very poorly in cell culture reinforces the importance of the VZV gE:gl complex 

(Mallory et al., 1997). 

2.2 Endocytosis of alphaherpesvirus gl homologs 

Complex formation and subsequent endocytosis between gE and gl and endocytosis as a 

complex has been shown not only in VZV, but also PrV and HSV. (Alconada et al., 

1998). In contrast to VZV, however, the PRV gl protein cannot be internalized from the 

plasma membrane on its own. Thus, the PrV and VZV gl proteins seem to have 

functionally different roles in endocytosis, as the VZV gl protein increases the rate of 

internalization of the VZV gE protein, while the PrV gE protein directs endocytosis of 

the PrV gl protein. 

3. VZV Glycoprotein B 

3.1 Endocytosis ofVZV gB 
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VZV gB is the second most abundant VZV glycoprotein and also the most conserved 

among the herpesvirus glycoproteins. VZV gB shares a higher degree of homology 

(49%) with gB ofHSV-1 than that found between any other two VZV- HSV homologous 

glycoproteins (which range from 24 to 27%; Edson et al., 1985). The alphaherpesvirus 

gB homo logs are required for virus replication, attachment to and penetration of the host 

membrane, and fusion (Cai et al., 1988). VZV gB is a type 1 membrane protein 

consisting of a large ectodomain, a hydrophobic transmembrane region, and a cytosolic 

domain (Davison and Scott, 1986). The mature 140 kDa form of gB is proteolytically 

cleaved into a disulfide linked heterodimer consisting of 66 and 68 kDa components 

(Keller et al., 1986). The length of the signal sequence has been recently corrected to 

include 71 amino acids, thereby giving gB a length of 931 amino acids (Maresova et al., 

2003 ). Since the gB protein cytosolic domain is predicted to contain 125 amino acids, it 

has the longest cytosolic domain of any VZV encoded membrane protein (Fig. 1; Elliott 

and O'Hare, 1999). VZV gB accumulates in the Golgi of infected cells (Wang et al., 

1998), and the cytosolic domain of gB contains specific sequences that are required for 

both its ER to Golgi transport and post-Golgi transport (Heineman and Hall, 2002). 

The VZV gB protein contains three consensus internalization motifs within its cytosolic 

domain: two tyrosine (YMTL at aa 818-821 and YSRV at aa 857-860) and one di-leucine 

(LL at aa 841-842). The gB protein containing the mutation Y857 failed to be 

internalized, while gB mutated in Y818 was endocytosed but did not subsequently 

accumulate in the Golgi (Heineman and Hall, 2001 ). The LL motif within the cytosolic 

domain is not required for either VZV gB internalization or Golgi localization. Therefore 
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the membrane-distal YSRV motif is most responsible for gB endocytosis (Heineman and 

Hall, 2001). However, a VZV recombinant virus (VZV gB-36) that expresses a truncated 

form of gB lacking the C-terminal 36 amino acids of its cytosolic domain, despite lacking 

the YSRV endocytosis motif, is internalized from the plasma membrane but fails to 

localize to the Golgi (Heineman and Hall, 2002). Thus, when one of the internalization 

motifs is removed, the others may subsume some of the lost functions. 

In addition to the post-Golgi transport signals, the cytosolic domain of VZV gB has been 

shown to contain specific ER-to-Golgi transport signals. The transmembrane domain 

proximal tyrosine motif (YMTL) is within a nine-amino acid region (YMTL VSAAE) 

required by a sequence-dependent mechanism for efficient ER-to-Golgi targeting of the 

gB protein (Heineman et al., 2000). 

3.2 Endocytosis of alphaherpesvirus gB homologs 

A similar triad of endocytosis motifs have been identified in HSV -1 and PRY gB. As for 

VZV gB, the homologous gB proteins contain two tyrosine motifs and one di-leucine 

based motif, arranged in a similar order in C-terminus. Endocytosis of HSV -1 gB 

depends principally on the membrane-distal YTQV motif, since either removal or 

disruption of this signal totally abolishes gB internalization from the cell surface to 

endosomes (Beitia Ortiz de Zarate et al., 2004). Analysis of the LL motif showed that its 

replacement did not hinder the process of gB endocytosis. However, the subsequent 

retrograde gB trafficking from early or recycling endosomes to the TGN was impaired 

while recycling from the endosomes to the plasma membrane was enhanced. 
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The PRY gB homolog is internalized from the cell surface and colocalizes precisely with 

the endocytosed PRY gE:gl complex (Tirabassi and Enquist, 1998). A mutated PrY gB 

form lacking the membrane-distal tyrosine and the di-leucine motifs remains primarily 

membrane associated because endocytosis is abolished (Tirabassi and Enquist, 1998). 

Furthermore, mutation of the one tyrosine Y902 residue in the tyrosine motif (YQRL) 

inhibits functioning of gB during antibody induced gB internalization in PRY infected 

monocytes (Favoreel et al., 2002). This same tyrosine mutation also diminishes efficient 

PrY cell-to-cell spread. However, mutating the dileucine motif in the gB domain has no 

effect on antibody triggered endocytosis but does promote an increased cell-to-cell spread 

phenotype with formation of larger syncytia, presumably through increased recycling of 

gB back to the cell surface (Favoreel et al., 2002). 

4. VZV Glycoprotein H 

4.1 Endocytosis ofVZV gH 

YZY gH is the third most abundant glycoprotein and the second most conserved. The gH 

glycoprotein of YZY is a major fusogen. Complete maturation of VZV gH in Golgi and 

its expression at the cell surface requires coexpression of gL (Forghani et al., 1994). 

When cotransfected with gE or gl, in the absence of gL, VZV gH is capable of exiting the 

ER in its immature form (Duus and Grose, 1996). However, unlike coexpression with gL, 

gH + gE or gH + gl does not result in complete gH maturation or subsequent syncytium 

formation. Within a transfection system, coexpression of VZV gH and gL is sufficient to 

mediate polykaryocytosis (Duus et al., 1995). While the requirement for gH and gL 
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association is conserved among herpesvirus gH homologues, HSV cell-to-cell fusion 

requires the quartet of gH, gL, gB and gD. 

Like the three previously described VZV glycoproteins, VZV gH is internalized in 

infected cells. Further, when expressed alone with its chaperone gL in a transfected 

system, gH is capable of endocytosis independent of gE, gl, or gB. This observation was 

unexpected because all herpesvirus gH homologs have very short endodomains. Also, in 

the original sequencing, the cytosolic domain was assigned only 12 residues. Upon 

further inspection of the gH cytosolic domains of all alphaherpes viruses, however, a 

putative tyrosine-based YNKI endocytosis motif (aa 835-838) in proper context was 

discovered if the cytosolic domain was realigned to include 18 amino acids (Table 1 ). 

When the tyrosine was replaced with an alanine, endocytosis of gH was blocked. Thus, 

endocytosis of VZV glycoprotein gH is mediated by a tyrosine based YNKI motif in its 

short cytosolic domain (Fig. 1; Pasieka et al., 2003). 

4. 2. Endocytosis of alphaherpesvirus gH homologs. 

Alignment analysis of the VZV gH cytosolic domain to other alphaherpes virus gH 

homologs revealed two important findings (Table 1). HSV-1 and 2 gE proteins lacked an 

endocytosis motif, while all other alphaherpesvirus gH homologs contained a potential 

motif. The VZV gH and simian varicella virus gH cytosolic domains were likely longer 

in length (18 amino acids) than predicted in the original sequence analyses (12 and 16 

amino acids, respectively). The longer domains provide the proper context for a 
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functional endocytosis motif with at least 5 intervening ammo acids between the 

transmembrane domain and the tyrosine residue. 

5.0. Incorporation of endocytosed VZV glycoproteins into virion envelopes 

Since endocytosis can target viral glycoproteins to the TGN, the proposed site of viral 

assembly, one attractive hypothesis is that endocytosis is a mechanism for delivering 

viral glycoproteins to the site of final envelopment (Brideau et al., 2000b). The 

deenvelopment-reenvelopment model for acquisition of the final viral envelope has been 

proposed for VZV (Jones and Grose, 1988). An analogous mechanism has been 

postulated to be involved in the envelopment of other herpesviruses (Card et al., 1993). 

The model predicts that capsids obtain a primary envelope as they pass through the inner 

nuclear membrane. As they exit the outer nuclear membrane, they undergo de

envelopment. Subsequently capsids released into the cytoplasm are enclosed by 

membranes of a post-Golgi compartment, such as the TGN. As previously reported, VZV 

apparently obtains its final envelope from these trans-Golgi network vesicles (Gershon et 

al., 1994 ). The glycoproteins of VZV are targeted to the TGN and, late in infection, all 

appear to become concentrated within this organelle (Olson and Grose, 1997). Thus, for 

the assembly of VZV a high degree of organization is required to localize all the viral 

envelope components to the final compartment. TGN sorting implies that TGN targeting 

signals must be present in the sequences of at least some VZV glycoproteins. 

In a recently reported study, the role of viral glycoprotein endocytosis within the VZV 

life cycle was further assessed (Maresova et al., 2004). VZV differs from other 
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alphaherpesviruses in that gE is not only the major glycoprotein (as measured by 

percentage of total viral glycoprotein production in an infected cell) but also an essential 

protein for viral growth in cultured cells. Furthermore, the essential nature of the YAGL 

motif within gE itself was firmly documented by production of a recombinant VZV 

genome containing gE lacking-its endocytosis motif but otherwise intact (Moffat et al., 

2004). This mutated virus did not replicate. When other mutations were introduced into 

the gE cytosolic domain, the virus was able to replicate. Because of this remarkable 

demonstration of the apparent importance of endocytosis in the VZV life cycle, we 

subsequently analyzed the post-endocytosis trafficking pathways of glycoproteins in 

VZV infected cells. The methodology included biotinylation of cell surface glycoproteins 

followed by a glutathione cleavage assay. This assay measures the extent of endocytosis 

of a surface protein based on the proportion of a disulfide-linked biotinylated protein that 

becomes inaccessible to extracellular glutathione cleavage buffer added at the end of the 

endocytosis timepoint. Under the above conditions, viral glycoproteins are internalized 

efficiently during the first 24 hr after infection, but endocytosis is markedly decreased as 

infection advances over the next 24 hr time period. 

To determine the extent to which VZV glycoproteins retrieved from the cell surface were 

incorporated into the virion particles, an uninfected monolayer was inoculated with 

infected cells (1 :2 ratio) and incubated for 24 hr at 37C. After surface biotinylation with 

cleavable Sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin, the infected monolayer was incubated for an additional5 

hr to allow for endocytosis of the surface glycoproteins and their subsequent 

incorporation into virions (Fig. 3). After several washes, the infected monolayer was 
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harvested and sonically disrupted in order to break apart the infected cells. The released 

cell free virus was purified by ultracentrifugation in two sequential potassium-tartrate 

density gradients. The particulate virion band was removed and solubilized in a buffer for 

immunoprecipitation. Precipitations were performed with monoclonal antibodies specific 

for each of the four VZV glycoproteins. After the samples were separated by 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, individual biotinylated glycoproteins were detected 

by Western blotting with Streptavidin-horse radish peroxidase staining (Fig. 3). The 

results demonstrated that the four glycoproteins retrieved from the cell surface were 

incorporated into virus particles isolated from infected cells by density gradient 

sedimentation (Fig. 3). Furthermore, additional glycoprotein complexes were present on 

the virion envelope, for example, the gE:gi complex and a higher molecular mass gE. 

Interestingly, the recently described gE:gH complex was also found in the virion 

envelope (Pasieka et al., 2004). This result supported a mechanism of gE:gH complex 

formation as a means by which gH was shuttled to the TGN after internalization. 

To confirm and expand the above observations, the virions were also examined directly 

by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). To this end, an aliquot of the gradient

purified virion fraction was placed on a copper formvar grid and incubated at 24C with 

ultra-small gold beads (0.8 nm) conjugated to anti-biotin antibody. Silver enhancement 

was performed in order to allow visualization of the ultra-small beads. In the next step, 

the sample was negatively stained with 1% ammonium molibdate and viewed by TEM. 

The biotin label was easily detected in the virion fraction (Maresova et al., 2004). When 

the particles with biotinylated glycoproteins on their envelope were counted, the 
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positively labeled virions represented approximately 27% of the total number of counted 

viral particles. This value corresponded to the percentage of intact enveloped virions 

expected after two successive gradient sedimentations, during which many particles lose 

their envelopes (Grose et al., 1979). When considered in this regard, the TEM 

visualization experiment indicated that a majority of enveloped virions were biotinylated. 

Thus, in the process of VZV assembly, endocytosis is one of the pathways by which viral 

glycoproteins are transported to the site of envelopment in the cytoplasm. 

6.0. Summary of trafficking pathways 

As is apparent from the previous sections, the replication and egress of viruses require 

that viral proteins be correctly modified and targeted to specific intracellular 

compartments. Many of these modification and targeting steps rely on the communication 

between the cell surface and a dynamic and highly regulated network of late secretory 

pathway organelles that comprise the TGN/ endosomal system. Strategically located at 

the boundary of the biosynthetic and endocytic pathways, the TGN acts as a sorting 

station for membrane proteins and lipids moving through the biosynthetic pathway by 

segregating them into nascent vesicles bound for specific target organelles including the 

endosomes, lysosomes and plasma membrane (Bonifacino and Glick, 2004; Gu et al., 

2001b; Robinson, 2004b). In addition, the TGN receives molecules internalized from the 

cell surface via a series of complex and highly dynamic early/sorting and late endosomal 

compartments (Fig. 4). 
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Membrane proteins endocytosed from the cell surface may traverse various endosomal 

paths depending on the protein and its function. For example, transferrin receptors 

constitutively recycle between the plasma membrane and recycling endosomes via early 

endosomes (van Dam and Stoorvogel, 2002b), whereas growth factor receptors, such as 

the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), are segregated into the sorting 

compartment of early endosomes and are delivered to lysosomes via the late endosome/ 

multivesicular body (MVB) pathway for degradation (Gruenberg and Stenmark, 2004b; 

Raiborg et al., 2003). In addition, the two mannose 6-phosphate receptors (cation

dependent and cation-independent MPRs), recycle between the TON, plasma membrane 

and endosomal compartments as they sort newly synthesized lysosomal hydrolases to 

lysosomes (Ghosh et al., 2003a). These complex protein trafficking events require the 

orchestrated interaction of lipid and protein components of the vesicular trafficking 

machinery, the cytoskeleton and multiple regulatory factors (Bonifacino and Traub, 

2003b; Gruenberg, 2003; Roth, 2004). 

The localization of many membrane proteins within the TGN/endosomal system relies 

upon canonical sorting motifs within their cytosolic domains, the best characterized of 

which are the tyrosine, dileucine and acidic cluster- based motifs. These sorting signals 

act as 11 address tags 11
, which are recognized by components of the vesicular trafficking 

machinery that direct sorting to specific subcellular eompartments (Bonifacino and 

Traub, 2003b). The four major VZV envelope glycoproteins have retained through 

evolution one or more types of these sorting signals, thus mimicking cellular membrane 

proteins to reach endosomes and the TON. Together with the findings that gE and gl 
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may mediate the endocytosis of other VZV glycoproteins (Wang et al., 1998), these 

results strongly demonstrate the importance of sorting motifs for the trafficking of VZV 

glycoproteins to sites of virus assembly. 

The function of tyrosine-based signals arises from the interaction of these motifs with the 

heterotetrameric adaptor complexes AP-1, AP-2, AP-3 and AP-4 (Robinson, 2004b). 

Adaptor complexes connect the vesicular coat protein clathrin to sorting signals in the 

cytosolic domains of membrane proteins thereby promoting their concentration into 

clathrin-coated pits (Fig. 4). AP-1 (subunits: y, ~1, 1-11 and a1), which is localized mainly 

at the TGN, mediates sorting of membrane proteins in both anterograde and retrograde 

pathways between the TGN and endosomes. AP-1B (subunits: y, ~1, 1-11B and a1), an 

epithelial cell specific isoform of AP-1, directs transport to the basolateral surface from 

the TGN and endosomes. AP-2 (subunits: a, ~2, 1-12 and a2), which is localized to the 

plasma membrane, plays a prominent role in clathrin-mediated endocytosis of cell surface 

receptors. AP-3 (subunits: 6, ~3, !-!3 and a3) is localized to the TGN and endosomes and 

mediates sorting of membrane proteins to the lysosomes and melanosomes. AP-4 

(subunits: £, ~4, !-!4 and a4), which is localized to the TGN and endosomes, mediates the 

sorting of membrane proteins to basolateral membrane in polarized cells. The y/a/6 

subunits bind clathrin whereas the ~1-4 and !-!1-4 subunits bind to [D/E]XXXL[L/1] and 

YXXL motifs in the cytosolic domain of the cargo proteins, respectively. The a subunit 

is predicted to play a structural role by stabilizing the tetrameric complex. Adaptor 

complex induced formation of vesicles from clathrin-coated pits requires membrane 

fission, which is mediated by the GTPase dynamin at the plasma membrane and a 
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dynamin homologue, dynamin 2, at the TGN (Cao et al., 2000b ). Together these adaptor 

complexes and coat proteins orchestrate intracellular transport of membrane proteins in 

the TGN/endosomal system (Collins et al., 2002b; Robinson, 2004b). 

A number of cellular and viral membrane proteins containing acidic cluster sorting motifs 

have been identified including furin, a proprotein convertase that cleaves proteins in the 

secretory pathway (Thomas, 2002b), the MPRs (Ghosh et al., 2003a), as well as the 

herpesvirus glycoproteins VZV gE (Alconada et al., 1999), HCMV gB (Norais et al., 

1996), HSV gB, gE (Alconada et al., 1999; Beitia Ortiz de Zarate et al., 2004) and the 

PrV glycoprotein Us9 (Brideau et al., 2000a). Acidic cluster motifs often contain a serine 

or threonine residue that can be phosphorylated by casein kinase II, a ubiquitous, 

heterotetrameric serine/ threonine kinase involved in a plethora of phosphorylation events 

including the regulation of protein sorting (Meggio and Pinna, 2003b ). Phosphofurin 

acidic cluster sorting protein-! (PACS-1) connects phosphorylated acidic cluster 

containing proteins to AP-I and directs the deli very of membrane proteins from 

endosomes to the TGN (Fig. 4). This function of PACS-1 is required for the sorting of 

several integral membrane proteins such as furin, the MPRs and HCMV gB (Crump et 

al., 2003b; Scott et al., 2003b; Wan et al., 1998b). In addition, PACS-1 binds to an acidic 

cluster (that contains a phosphorylation site for casein kinase II) within the cytosolic 

domain of VZV gE (Wan et al., 1998b) and may mediate delivery of VZV gE to the 

TGN, though this function has not yet been proven. Considering the importance for the 

TGN localization of VZV glycoproteins in the final envelopment of VZV virions, PACS-
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1 may play a critical role for the formation of VZV virions that bud from the TGN, as 

PACS-1 does for HCMV (Crump et al., 2003b ). 

A newer class of sorting motifs, the acidic-dileucine (DxxLL) motifs, are recognized by a 

family of monomeric adaptors consisting of GGA-1, -2 and -3 (Golgi-localized, y-adaptin 

ear homology domain, ARF-binding protein 1-3, GGAs; Fig. 4; Bonifacino, 2004b ). The 

GGAs are localized to the TGN where they cooperate with AP-I to link membrane 

proteins with acidic-dileucine motifs directly to clathrin. This function concentrates 

several endogenous membrane proteins, including the MPRs, into clathrin-coated buds at 

the TGN and activates anterograde sorting of the MPRs to the early endosomes 

(Bonifacino, 2004b; Puertollano et al., 2001b). Like acidic cluster motifs, many acidic

dileucine motifs contain a serine/threonine residue that can be phosphorylated by casein 

kinase II (Doray et al., 2002a). Interestingly, the cytosolic domain of VZV gl contains a 

potential GGA binding site (ESDVML; not canonical, but highly similar to the GGA 

binding motif of the neuronal SorLA receptor), implicating GGAs in the sorting of VZV 

containing vesicles from the TGN to endosomes. 

Two additional sorting molecules, TIP4 7 and the retromer complex, may also direct 

transport of membrane proteins such as MPRs, from endosomes to the TGN (Fig. 4). 

TIP4 7 binds to a diaromatic amino acid motif in the cytosolic domain of cargo proteins 

like the CD-MPR (FW) and HIV-gp160 (YW), mediating the late endosome to TGN 

transport of these proteins (Diaz and Pfeffer, 1998). This trafficking step has been shown 

to be essential for the incorporation of gp 160 into HIV virions, however no VZV 
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glycoprotein contains a TIP47 binding motif. The mammalian retromer complex, which 

consists of five subunits (vps35, vps29, vps26, SNX1 and SNX2), was recently shown to 

localize to the tubular-vesicular profiles that emanate from either early endosomes or 

from intermediates in the maturation of early endosomes to late endosomes. From these 

endosomal compartments, retromer mediates the recycling of CI-MPR to the TGN 

(Seaman, 2004b). The cargo recognition motif for retromer is unknown and proposed to 

be conformational in nature. 

The deenvelopment-reenvelopment model for acquisition of the final viral envelope 

proposed for herpesviruses suggests that mature viral glycoproteins must traffic to the 

TGN or to endosomal structures before being incorporated into the viral envelope 

(Gershon et al., 1994; Tooze et al., 1993). This scenario requires, at least in case of VZV, 

endocytosis of mature viral glycoproteins from the plasma membrane via a clathrin/ AP-

2/dynamin dependent process and delivery of these proteins to early endosomes. 

Endocytosed viral glycoproteins can reach the site of assembly, the TGN, either directly 

from early endosomes or indirectly from early endosomes via late endosomes. These 

retrograde transport pathways have been shown to be utilized not only by cellular and 

viral proteins like the MPRs, furin and HCMV gB, but also by bacterial toxins like Shiga 

toxin, which is internalized in clathrin-coated vesicles and traverses the early endosome

to-TON pathway before reaching the ER (Mallard et al., 1998; Mallard et al., 2002; 

Sandvig and van Deurs, 2002). The final event in VZV assembly and egress is exocytosis 

at the cell surface (Fig. 5). 
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The failure in viral assembly in cells expressing either mutant VZV glycoproteins with 

trafficking defects or mutant VZV serine protein kinases with phosphorylation defects 

demonstrates the importance of these events for virus maturation (Heineman and Hall, 

2002; Kenyon et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2001). In particular, the fact that a recombinant 

VZV genome containing only a· single mutation, namely, the endocytosis motif within the 

gE gene, cannot replicate emphasizes the pivotal role of gE endocytosis in the life cycle 

of this alpha herpesvirus (Moffat et al., 2004; Maresova et al., 2004). 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Amino acid sequences of the cytosolic domains of VZV glycoproteins gE, 

gH, gl and gB. The sequences are based on published VZV sequences (Davison and 

Scott, 1986; Grose et al., 2004). The amino terminal of gB has been recently realigned, so 

the enumeration of amino acids in the cytosolic domain differs from the earlier 

descriptions (Maresova et al., 2003). Both sets of numbers are given. The cytosolic 

domain of gH has been recently realigned also (Pasieka et al., 2003). Domains discussed 

in the text are annotated. 
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Figure 2. Endocytosis assay. Endocytosis of the transfected VZV gE was gauged by 

a confocal microscopy assay. The assay was photographed at the following timepoints: 

0 min (A), 5 min (B), 10 min (C), 15 min (D), 30 min (E) and 60 min (F). The 

characteristic profile of endocytosis includes multiple vesicles in the cytoplasm; see 

panels D, E and F. Endocytosis is more pronounced in assays of transfected cells than in 

VZV infected cells. 

Figure 3. Identification of biotinylated VZV glycoproteins on infected cells and 

purified virions. (A) Cultured cells were infected and processed for the surface 

biotinylation assay as described in the text. The VZV glycoproteins were precipitated 

with monoclonal antibodies as designated at the bottom of each lane: gH (lanes 1, 9, 10 

and 11); gB (lanes 2, 3 and 8); gE (lanes 5, 6 and 7) and gl (lane 4). Precipitated samples 

were resolved in an 8% gel under non-reducing conditions prior to Western blotting with 

Streptavidin-horse radish peroxidase. Closed circles indicate locations of some 

glycoproteins; in lane 4, closed circles also indicate the location of gE coprecipitated by 

antibody to gl. Lanes 1-6 and 7-11 represent two separate gels. The corresponding 

molecular mass markers (kilodaltons) are indicated on the right. (B) Virion band after 

ultracentrifugation in the second density gradient. The band was subsequently solubilized 

for immunoprecipitation (see panel C). (C). Biotinylated VZV gl in the virion band. As 

described in the text, biotinylated gl was immunoprecipitated from the virion band and 

stained by Western blotting with Streptavidin-horse radish peroxidase. Similar 

experiments for VZV gE, gH and gB are illustrated in the reference by Maresova et al. 

(2004). 
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Figure 4. Endosomal trafficking of the VZV glycoproteins. VZV glycoproteins 

(triangles) may follow several late secretory trafficking pathways to the TGN, where viral 

envelopment occurs. As reported for HCMV gB (Crump et al., 2003), retrograde 

transport from the early endos6mes (EE) to the TGN may occur from early endosomes 

(EE) via P ACS-1 and AP-1. In addition, transport through sorting pathways from 

intermediate endosomes (IE) via the retromer complex or from late endosomes (LE) via 

TIP47 may also occur. Anterograde transport from the TGN to early endosomes is 

mediated by GGA proteins and AP-1 or from the TGN to late endosomes by AP-3. VZV 

capsids (hexagons) bud into the TGN, forming a viral envelope of membranes enriched 

with viral glycoproteins. In turn, individual TON-derived vesicles appear to form multi

vesicular organelles (vacuoles) containing several virions; these vacuoles fuse with the 

plasma membrane, exposing the virions on the surface of the cell. See figure 5 also. 

Figure 5. Egress and exocytosis of virions from a cytosolic vacuole. This electron 

micrograph shows a cytosolic vacuole with four enveloped virions (arrow). The 

micrograph also shows one virion in the final stage of egress at the cell surface 

(arrowhead). 

Table 1. Endocytosis motifs in herpesvirus gH homologs. 

Note at bottom of Table: Underlined sequences indicate potential endocytosis motifs in 

the alphaherpesvirus gH homo logs. Only the VZV gH endocytosis motif has been proven 
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to be functional. See reference by Pasieka et al (2003) for greater dedomain and 

accession numbers. S=simian; F=feline; B=bovine; and E=equine herpesvirus 
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Table 1. Endocytosis motifs in herpesvirus gH homologs 

Virus Tail length Motif in cytosolic tail 

HSV-1 14 KVLRTSVPFFWRRE (None predicted) 

HSV-2 14 RVVRTCVPFLWRRE (None predicted) 

vzv 18 WMLCGNSRLREYNKIPLT (Realigned) 

svv 18 WMLCGSPRNIEYTA VPL V (Realigned) 

PRY 19 KMLCSFSSEGYSRLINARS 

FHV-1 17 KMLCSFTPDVRYTLLNN 

BHV-1 19 KMLCSSVPLARGYSSVPVF 

BHV-5 19 KMLCSSVPIARGYSA VPAF 

EHV-1 19 KMLCGGVTNDGYKLLLSYE 

EHV-4 19 KMLCGGVINNDYSLLLNSE 
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Abstract 

The folding and activation of furin occurs through two pH- and compartment-specific 

autoproteolytic steps. In the ER, profurin folds under the guidance of its prodomain and 

undergoes an autoproteolytic excision at the consensus furin site Arg-Thr-Lys-Arg, 07 ~, 

generating an enzymatically masked furin•propeptide complex competent for transport to 

late secretory compartments. In the mildly acidic environment of the TGN/endosomal 

system, the bound propeptide is cleaved at the internal site His69-Arg-Gly-Val-Thr-Lys

Arg75 ~, unmasking active furin capable of cleaving substrates in trans. Here using 

cellular, biochemical, and modeling studies we demonstrate that the conserved His69 is a 

pH sensor that regulates the compartment-specific cleavages of the propeptide. In the ER, 

unprotonated His69 stabilizes a solvent-accessible hydrophobic pocket necessary for 

autoproteolytic excision at Arg 107 . Profurin molecules unable to form the hydrophobic 

pocket, and hence, the furin•propeptide complex, are restricted to the ER by a PACS-2-

and COPI-dependent mechanism. Once exposed to the acidic pH of the late secretory 

pathway, protonated His69 disrupts the hydrophobic pocket, resulting in exposure and 

cleavage of the internal cleavage site at Arg75 to unmask the enzyme. Together, our data 

explain the pH-regulated activation of furin, and how this His-dependent regulatory 

mechanism is a model for other proteins. 
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Introduction 

The pH gradient formed by the various membranous compartments comprising the 

secretory and endocytic pathways has essential and manifold roles ranging from the 

regulation of protein traffic to the control of protein conformation and enzyme activities, 

including the processing of piohormones and proproteins by proprotein convertases 

(PCs). The PCs, a family of calcium-dependent serine endoproteases, cleave proproteins 

and prohormones at doublets or clusters of basic amino acids thus generating mature 

bioactive proteins as well as hormonal processing intermediates that require additional 

posttranslational modifications to gain full bioactivity (Steiner, 1998; Thomas 2002). The 

proteolytic maturation of prohormones by the neuroendocrine-specific PC1/3 and PC2 

requires the acidic pH of maturing secretory granules (Rhodes et al., 1993; Zhou et al., 

1999; Zhou and Lindberg, 1993), whereas the proteolytic activation of proprotein 

substrates by the ubiquitously expressed PC furin in the trans-Golgi network 

(TGN)/endosomal system is compartment- and hence, pH-specific (2,6). This 

compartment-specific processing by furin is mediated in part by the pH-dependent 

changes in the conformation of furin substrates as well as the utilization of pH-sensitive 

furin cleavage sites. Furin efficiently cleaves a number of proprotein substrates at the 

consensus site -Arg-X-Lys/Arg-Arg-~ (Thomas 2002). Kinetic studies show that the P1 

and P4 Arg residues are required for the efficient processing of furin substrates whereas 

the P2 Arg has a modulatory role (Krysan et al., 1999; Rockwell et al., 2002). However, 

at acidic pH the absence of a P2 or P4 Arg can be compensated for by the presence of 

positively charged residues at P6 or possibly adjacent amino acids, demonstrating the 
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relevance of pH for furin-dependant processing (Bergeron et al., 2003; Degnin et al., 

2004; Henrich et al., 2003; Rockwell et al., 2002; Rockwell and Thorner, 2004). 

The pH-dependent processing of furin substrates by selective cleavage site utilization is 

exemplified by the autoproteolytic cleavages of its cognate prodomain. During transit 

from the pH neutral ER to the acidic TGN/endosomal system, the ordered and 

compartment-specific furin prodomain processing guides the folding of the inactive 

proenzyme to the mature, active endoprotease. Similar to the evolutionarily related 

bacterial subtilisins, the 83-amino acid furin prodomain is necessary to correctly fold the 

catalytic domain in the ER (Anderson et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 1995). The folded catalytic 

domain then rapidly (t112 < 10 min) excises the prodomain at the canonical P1/P4 Arg 

furin cleavage site -Arg-Thr-Lys-Arg107 ~, generating a transport competent 

furin•propeptide complex. Inhibition of this excision step blocks transport of profurin 

molecules from the ER, suggesting that components of the cellular trafficking machinery 

detect formation of the furin•propeptide complex before directing their transit to late 

secretory pathway compartments (Anderson et al., 2002). However, the machinery that 

localizes profurin to the ER is unknown. We identified P ACS-1, which is a cytosolic 

sorting protein that connects the CK2-phosphorylated furin cytosolic domain to AP-I, 

thereby localizing the endoprotease to the TGN (Crumpet al., 2001; Wan et al., 1998). 

Recently, we discovered PACS-2, which localizes membrane cargo to the ER by 

connecting them to COPI (Kottgen et al., 2005). But whether PACS-2 binds to furin or 

mediates ER trafficking of profurin is unknown. 
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Despite formation of the catalytic center, the furin•propeptide complex remains inactive 

towards substrates in trans because the bound propeptide is a potent furin inhibitor (K0.5 = 

14 nM (Anderson et al., 1997)). Release of the autoinhibitory propeptide from the 

enzyme requires trafficking of the furin•propeptide complex from the ER to the mildly 

acidic TGN/endosomal system (Anderson et al., 1997). There, the non-covalently 

associated propeptide undergoes a second, slow cleavage (t112 - 90 min) at the His-Arg

Gly-Val-Thr-Lys-Arg75~ internal cleavage site, thus releasing the propeptide fragments 

and unmasking active furin capable of cleaving substrates in trans (Anderson et al., 2002; 

Anderson et al., 1997). This second-site cleavage is rate-limiting for activation of 

bacterial and human subtilisin-like proteases (Anderson et al., 2002; Subbian et al., 

2005). In vitro studies of furin show that the internal propeptide cleavage occurs 

optimally at pH 6.0, the pH of the TGN, demonstrating the differential pH requirements 

of the two prodomain cleavage sites (Anderson et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 1997). 

Surprisingly, mutation of the P1/P6 Arg cleavage site to a canonical P1/P4 Arg furin site 

fails to yield mature, active furin but instead causes the accumulation of inactive profurin 

in the ER (Anderson et al., 2002). Together, these studies suggest that the ordered, 

compartment-specific cleavages of the furin propeptide are necessary to guide the folding 

and activation of the endoprotease and that this activation process could be controlled by 

a pH sensor. 

The requirement for exposure of the furin•propeptide complex to pH 6 to complete 

enzyme activation suggests a role for one or more histidine residues to serve as a pH 

sensor controlling furin activation. Protonation of the histidine imidazole ring, which has 
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a pKa of 6.0, has profound effects on histidine chemistry under physiological conditions 

(Zamyatnin, 1984). While no pH sensor has been described for processing enzymes, such 

a role for histidine is well established for generating allosteric changes, including control 

of 0 2/C02 exchange by hemoglobin, gating of electrogenic molecules, and the pH

dependent conformational changes within class II MHC molecules that promote ligand 

exchange (Baukrowitz et al., 1999; Jensen, 2004; Rotzschke et al., 2002; Wiebe et al., 

2001). 

Using mutants that mimic the protonation state of histidine and through molecular 

modeling analysis we report the role of His69 in the folding and activation of furin. Our 

results demonstrate that the protonation state of His69, which is located in a solvent

accessible hydrophobic pocket, plays a critical role in regulating the secondary 

propeptide cleavage. Mutations that interfere with the His69 block propeptide excision, 

resulting in ER accumulation of profurin by a mechanism that requires the cytosolic 

sorting protein PACS-2 and COPI. Following propeptide excision, the furin•propeptide 

complex traffics to the mildly acidic TGN/endosomal system where protonation of His69 

disrupts the solvent-accessible hydrophobic pocket to expose the Pl/P6 Arg internal 

cleavage site His-Arg-Gly-Val-Thr-Lys-Arg75 ~, leading to release of the inhibitory 

propeptide and furin activation. 

Experimental Procedures 

Antibodies and reagents-Reagents were from Sigma except where stated. Antibodies 

against PACS-2 (Simmen et al., 2005), FLAG (M1 and M2; Sigma), HA (HA.11; 
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Covance) ~-COP (Abeam), a-tubulin (Calbiochem), TGN46 (Serotec), POI (R. Sitia), 

furin (PA-062, ABR), as well as Alexa (546 and 488)-conjugated secondary antibodies 

(Molecular Probes) and HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (Southern Biotech) were 

described or provided as indicated. 

Cell culture, DNA constructs, and virus construction-A 7 and BSC-40 cells were cultured 

in minimal essential medium (MEM; Cellgro) containing 10% fetal bovine serum and 25 

!lglml gentamycin as described (Anderson et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 1997). Vaccinia 

viruses (VV) expressing fur/f/ha, fur/f/halltc-k, and R75A:fur/f/halltc-k were generated 

as previously described (Anderson et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 1997). VV recombinants 

expressing H66L:fur/f/ha, H66L:fur/f/halltc-k, H69L:fur/f/ha, H69L:fur/f/halltc-k, 

H69K:fur/f/ha, and H69K:fur/f/halltc-k were generated using standard PCR methods and 

subcloned into pZVneo fur/f/ha and fur/f/halltc-k. Vaccinia virus recombinants were 

constructed using previously described methods (Anderson et al., 1997) . 

Pulse-chase analysis-Pulse-chase analysis was performed as described [5]. Briefly, BSC-

40 cells grown in 35mm dishes were infected with the indicated VV recombinants 

(m.o.i.=5) for 3 hours (h), labeled with eH]-arginine and [3H]-leucine (100 !lCi each) in 

Arg/Leu-MEM (Gibco) for 30 min. The cells were then incubated at 37°C with complete 

MEM containing an excess of cold arginine and leucine for 20 min, harvested at the 

indicated time points in mRIPA buffer (150 mM NaCl, 50 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 1% 

deoxycholate, 1% NP-40) containing 1 mM CaC12• FLAG-tagged furin constructs were 

immunoprecipitated with mAb M1 (100 !lg/ml), captured with protein A sepharose, and 
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bound proteins were then separated by 15% Tris-Glycine SDS-PAGE and detected by 

autoradiography as described (Anderson et al., 1997). 

Metabolic labeling-A 7 cells were infected with VV expressing the indicated furin 

constructs (m.o.i. =3) for 12h, washed and incubated with phosphate-free MEM for 1h 

after which 0.5 mCi/ml 32Pi (NEN) was added for 2h. The labeled cells were washed with 

PBS and lysed in mRIPA with 50 mM NaF, 0.1 !J,M orthovanadate, 10 !J,M Pepstatin-A, 

10 !J,M leupeptin, 1 !J,M E64, 50 !J,g/ml aprotinin, 500 !J,M PMSF and 1 mM CaC12• 

FLAG-tagged furin proteins were immunoprecipitated with mAb M2, separated by SDS

PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose and analyzed by autoradiography and western blot. 

Furin activity assays-To assay 11 tc-k constructs, high-speed cellular membrane 

preparations from BSC-40 cells infected with the indicated VV recombinants (m.o.i.=2) 

for 14h were prepared as described (Anderson et al., 1997). The membrane samples were 

incubated in activation buffer (10 mM Bis-Tris, 5 mM CaC12, 1 mM 2-mercaptoethanol, 

500 !J,M PMSF, 10 JiM Pepstatin-A, 20 JiM E64, 50 Jlg/ml aprotinin, pH 6.0 or 7.5 as 

indicated) at 30°C either for 3h (at pH 6.0 and 7.5), or at pH 7.5 for 1h in the presence of 

trypsin (0.83 nM) followed by a 15 min incubation with soybean trypsin inhibitor (2.5 

!J,M). Fluorometric assays of furin activity were performed with Abz

RVKRGLAY(N02)D-OH furin substrate (Bachem) using a FluoroMax-2 

spectrofluorometer equipped with a 96-well plate reader (Anderson et al., 1997). To 

assay Fur/f/ha constructs, membrane preparations from BSC-40 cells expressing the 

indicated constructs were prepared and furin activity was assayed in 100 mM HEPES, pH 
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7.5, 1 mM CaC12 using the Abz-RVKRGLAY(N02)D-OH peptide as described 

(Anderson et al., 2002). 

Fluorometric assays of internally quenched peptide substrates-Each fluorogenic peptide 

substrate was prepared, characterized, and assayed as described (Anderson et al., 2002). 

Briefly, each fluorogenic substrate was incubated with purified, soluble furin in 100 mM 

bis-Tris/100 mM sodium acetate (pH 6.0 or 7.5) with 1 mM CaC12• Incubations for the 

determination of kinetic constants were conducted with increasing concentrations of 

fluorogenic peptide substrate (corrected for peptide content) for up to 30 min. All assays 

were performed in duplicate and the average values are reported (relative error, <11% ). 

Fluorescence measurements were made with a FluoroMax-2 spectrofluorometer equipped 

with a 96-well plate reader (Instrument SA) using an excitation wavelength set at 320 nm 

and an emission wavelength set at 425 nm. The values of Km and V max were determined 

using a computer-assisted algorithm (Enzfitter). Control studies showed no substrate 

inhibition for any of the fluorogenic peptides at concentrations 10-fold greater than their 

respective Km values. 

/mmunoblotting-BSC-40 cells were infected with VV expressing the indicated furin 

constructs (m.o.i=2) for 14h, and harvested in mRIPA. The samples were separated by 

8% Tris-Glycine SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose, and analyzed by western blot. 

To detect the propeptide, crude membrane extracts were incubated in activation buffer at 

pH 6.0 or 7.5 for 3h at 30°C, separated by 15% Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE, transferred to 
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nitrocellulose for 30 min at 36V and analyzed by western blot with mAb HA.11 as 

described (Anderson et al., 2002). 

Immunofluorescence-BSC-40 cells were grown to 50-80% confluency on glass 

coverslips. After infection with the indicated VV recombinants (m.o.i.=5, 5h), cells were 

fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and immunofluorescence analysis performed as 

described (Molloy et al., 1994 ). For the siRNA experiments, A 7 cells were transfected 

with control (scr.), PACS-2 (24) or ~-COP (CAACUCCAGAUGGGAGACU) siRNA as 

described (Simmen et al., 2005). After 48h, the cells were infected with recombinant VV 

for an additional 4 hr. The cells were fixed, permeabilized, and incubated with the 

indicated primary antisera followed by incubation with species- and subtype-specific 

fluorescently labeled secondary antisera. Images were then captured using a Zeiss 

axioplan 2 microscope with a 63X immersion objective and processed with the NIH 

image 1.62 program. 

Sequence analysis and homology modeling-Multiple sequence alignments of the 

mammalian PC sequences obtained from the Expasy server were aligned with ClustalW 

using default parameters. The alignments were then optimized manually using GeneDoc 

and the model of the furin propeptide was built using the alignment interface of 

SwissModel, which predicts structures reliably with· a root mean square deviation 

(RMSD) <2A for sequences with 50-60% identity (Schwede et al., 2003) and with the 

solution structure of the PC1 propeptide (1KN6) as a template. The modeled structure 

was minimized in the SwissPDB Viewer package using 10,000 steps of steepest descent 
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with the Gromos96 43B 1 parameter set in vacuo and with a dielectric constant of 1. The 

model was further validated and manually checked for bad conformations and clashes by 

Whatcheck and ANOLEA software packages, and minimization procedures were 

repeated as necessary. The minimized model has an RMSD of 1 A from that of the 

propeptide ofPC1 (PDB ID:1KN6). 

The furin propeptide was docked onto the crystal structure of the mouse furin catalytic 

domain ((Henrich et al., 2003) PDB ID:IP8J) using the homologous bacterial protease

propeptide (PDB ID:1SCJ) complex (Jain et al., 1998) as template. The x-ray structure of 

the bacterial homologue depicts a side-on interaction between the propeptide and 

protease domains that appears to be conserved throughout the subtilase family. Using this 

as a template the propeptide was docked onto the x-ray structure of furin. Side-chain 

clashes and deformations were then manually corrected using more favorable rotamers 

using Insightll. The docked structure was subsequently energy- minimized with 

CHARMm22 as the force-field, initially using 10,000 steps of steepest descent followed 

by 10,000 steps of the Newton Rahpson's algorithm in the CHARMm module of 

Insightll. 

Results 

Analysis of the furin propeptide revealed two histidine residues adjacent to the internal 

cleavage site and which are either strictly (His69) or partially (His66) conserved within all 

PC family members (Fig. 1 a). To ascertain whether one or both of these histidine residues 

may be spatially arranged to affect the pH-dependent activation of furin, we undertook a 
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structural analysis of the propeptide•furin complex using homology modeling (Schwede 

et al., 2003). The propeptide of furin was modeled using the solution structure of mouse 

PC1 propeptide (Tangrea et al., 2001), and docked onto the catalytic domain of furin 

using information from the structures of the propeptide•subtilisin E complex and 

prokumamolysin, a serine carboxyl protease containing a subtilisin-like fold (Fig. 1 b and 

c; Comellas-Bigler et al., 2004; Jain et al., 1998). The correctness and accuracy of 

structures predicted using homology modeling is determined by the quality of the 

sequence alignment and the identity of the template, which as evident from Figure 1 a, is 

high. The models were then refined and validated using approaches described earlier 

(Subbian et al., 2004). The internal cleavage site maps onto a loop between strands ~3 

and a3 and is part of a distinct hydrophobic pocket on the surface of the propeptide 

abutting the catalytic domain (Fig. 1c and d). Although the cleavage site lies in a surface 

loop, close examination revealed that the conserved P7 His69 is buried at the center of a 

well-formed hydrophobic pocket. This pocket is lined by non-polar residues, Gly53 , Leu55. 

and aromatic residues, Phe54 , Phe67, and Trp68 (Fig. 1d). By contrast, the P9 His66 mapped 

to the interface between the propeptide and the mature enzyme. In the homologous 

bacterial subtilisins the interface between the propeptide and mature domains is dynamic 

with a relatively high average B factor (Jain et al., 1998) and increasing these dynamics 

can decrease rates of autoprocessing (Inouye et al., 2001). Further, studies have 

established that modulating the propeptide binding to this interface by varying solvent 

conditions prolongs its release and hence the activation of the mature protease suggesting 

that this interface would be solvent-accessible (Subbian et al., 2005). Therefore, our 

modeling analysis predicted that protonation of the His69 located in a hydrophobic pocket 
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could have dramatic affects on the structure of the propeptide unlike protonation of the 

solvent accessible His66• 

To test the importance of the two histidine residues for the pH-dependent profurin 

activation step in vitro we measured the ability of profurin mutants containing a 

His66- Leu or His69- Leu substitution to undergo activation. We also tested a profurin 

variant His69-Lys that mimics a constitutively protonated histidine residue which the 

modeling analysis predicted would block formation of the propeptide hydrophobic pocket 

(Fig. ld). As a control, we expressed a profurin construct that contains an Arg75-Ala 

substitution at the PI position of the internal cleavage site, which blocks profurin 

activation but not propeptide excision or ER export of the furin•propeptide complex 

(Anderson et al., 2002). We assayed each variant using ER-localized profurin constructs 

in which the transmembrane and cytosolic domains were replaced by the lumenal -Lys

Asp-Glu-Leu (KDEL) ER localization motif (Fig. 2a, referred to as .Mc-k constructs). 

The KDEL motif restricts the furin reporters to the neutral pH environment of the ER 

where they are able to undergo the first propeptide excision at Arg107 to form a 

furin•propeptide complex, but are blocked from undergoing the second internal 

propeptide cleavage at Arg75 (Anderson et al., 2002). To monitor propeptide excision at 

Arg 107, we inserted a FLAG epitope between the C-terminus of the propeptide and N

terminus of the catalytic domain. The FLAG epitope is recognized by the anti-FLAG 

mAb M2, which detects profurin and mature furin. Alternatively, mAb Ml requires 

exposure of the FLAG tag at theN-terminus and therefore only recognizes mature furin 

following autoproteolytic excision of the propeptide at Arg107 (Fig. 2a). The constructs 
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also contain an HA epitope tag in the propeptide to monitor the fate of this domain. 

Insertion of these epitope tags has no effect on the activation, activity, or the trafficking 

offurin (Anderson et al., 1997; Molloy et al., 1994). 

Western blot analysis of extracts from cells expressing each reporter construct revealed a 

prominent doublet of profurin (mAb M2 positive) and mature furin (mAbs M2 and M1 

positive, Fig. 2b). Ratiometric comparison of the mAb M2-crossreactive bands showed 

that the Arg75--Ala or His66--Leu substitutions had no measurable effect on propeptide 

excision relative to the control (65% mature furin each). However, the His69--Leu and 

His69--Lys substitutions reduced the efficiency of propeptide excision (30% and 20% 

mature furin, respectively), suggesting that His69 may be essential for folding, stability or 

activation of the mature enzyme. The presence of mature furin in each sample enabled us 

to test the ability of each ER-localized reporter to be activated in vitro following pre

incubation at pH 7.5 or 6.0 (Fig. 2c). In accordance with our previous studies (Anderson 

et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 1997), fur/f/ha8tc-k, which contains the native propeptide 

sequence (see Fig. 2a), showed no detectable furin activity above a control sample when 

assayed at pH 7.5 whereas pre-incubation at pH 6.0 triggered a robust increase in furin 

activity. This increased activity was coupled with the cleavage of the furin propeptide 

(Fig. 2d) and was blocked by the furin-specific inhibitor a 1-PDX (Ki = 0.6 nM (Anderson 

et al., 1993; Jean et al., 1998) and data not shown), demonstrating the pH-dependent 

autoproteolytic cleavage of the furin propeptide to unmask the active furin endoprotease. 

In addition, pretreatment of fur/f/haMc-k at pH 7.5 with trypsin to digest the bound 

inhibitory propeptide also activated furin, whereas the R75A:fur/f/ha8tc-k construct, 
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which cannot undergo propeptide cleavage at the internal site (Anderson et al., 2002), 

failed to be activated by pre-incubation at pH 6.0 but could be activated by trypsinolysis 

of the propeptide. This demonstrates that the Arg75- Ala substitution had no effect on the 

folding of the catalytic domain but blocked sensitivity of the furin•propeptide complex to 

acid pH. Like the native propeptide sequence, we found that the His66-Leu substitution 

had no effect on the pH-triggered activation and propeptide release or on the trypsin

mediated unmasking of furin, suggesting His66 does not play an essential role in the pH

induced profurin activation (Fig. 2c and d). However, the His69-Leu substitution at the 

P7 subsite completely blocked the ability of acid pH to trigger furin activation and 

propeptide cleavage but had no effect on the trypsin-mediated activation step, 

demonstrating that H69L:fur/f/ha.Mc-k was correctly folded but unresponsive to an acidic 

environment (Fig. 2c and d). By contrast, H69K:fur/f/ha~tc-k failed to be activated by 

acidic pH or trypsinolysis (Fig. 2c). Together with the extremely inefficient formation of 

processed furin in cells expressing H69K:fur/f/ha~tc-k (Fig. 2b ), our results suggest that 

the constitutively protonated His69- Lys substitution affects correct folding and 

stabilization of the endoprotease in the ER. 

The analysis of ER-localized profurin reporter constructs suggested that His69 has an 

essential role in the pH-dependent activation of full-length furin in late secretory pathway 

compartments. To test this possibility, we expressed full-length epitope-tagged furin 

(fur/f/ha, see Fig. 2a) or furin mutants containing the His69- Leu (H69L:fur/f/ha) or 

His69- Lys (H69K:fur/f/ha) substitutions in cells. Western blot and enzyme activity 

assays of the profurin constructs showed marked differences in the efficiency of 
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propeptide excision and enzyme activation (Fig. 3a). Analysis of fur/f/ha revealed a 

prominent doublet of equal intensity composed of profurin (mAb M2 positive) and 

mature furin (mAb M2 and M1 positive, Fig. 3a), which correlated with a robust increase 

in furin enzyme activity (Fig. 3b). H69K:fur/f/ha exhibited dramatically reduced 

propeptide excision and, correspondingly, enzyme activity near background levels. The 

near absence of mAb M1-positive mature furin in cells expressing H69K:fur/f/ha did not 

appear to result from instability of the mature domain as pulse-chase analysis or 

treatment of cells with proteosome or lysosomal hydrolase inhibitors failed to result in 

the generation of increased amounts of mature furin (data not shown). Consistent with the 

corresponding ~tc-k construct (Fig. 2), H69L:fur/f/ha underwent propeptide excision at 

Arg 107 ~ but did not produce active enzyme (Fig. 3a and 3b). 

The block of propeptide excision in cells expressing H69K:fur/f/ha and the lack of active 

furin in cells expressing H69L:fur/f/ha despite correct propeptide excision, raised the 

possibility that the His69 mutations altered trafficking of these furin variants. 

Immunofluorescence microscopy analysis demonstrated that both fur/f/ha and 

H69L:fur/f/ha were co-localized with the TGN marker TGN46 (Fig. 4a). By contrast, 

H69K:fur/f/ha remained at the ER, similar to profurin and other furin mutants unable to 

undergo propeptide excision (Anderson et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 1997). Our finding 

that the steady-state localization of H69L:fur/f/ha was at the TGN (Fig. 4a), but that this 

construct was enzymatically inactive (Fig. 3b ), suggested that the inhibitory propeptide 

remained associated with furin. To test this possibility, we incubated cells expressing 

fur/f/ha or H69L:fur/f/ha with eH]Arg and [3H]Leu to label the propeptide and then 
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harvested the cells at increasing chase times. Mature furin proteins were 

immunoprecipitated with mAb Ml and co-immunoprecipitated propeptide molecules 

were resolved by SDS-PAGE followed by fluorography (Fig. 4b). This analysis showed 

that the native propeptide released slowly from furin (t112 = 105 min) in agreement with 

earlier studies (Anderson et al., 1997). By contrast, the His69-Leu mutant propeptide 

failed to dissociate from mature furin during the 4 hr course of this experiment. The 

inability for the His69-Leu mutant propeptide to dissociate from mature furin in BSC-40 

cells correlated with the absence of furin activity in extracts from cells expressing 

H69L:fur/f/ha (Fig. 3). As a control, we investigated the ability of H69L:fur/f/ha to 

internalize from the cell surface by mAb Ml uptake. Cells were incubated with mAb M1 

to allow furin-dependent internalization of the antibody and then processed for 

immunofluorescence microscopy (Fig. 4c). We found that fur/f/ha and H69L:fur/f/ha 

internalized mAb Ml to the paranuclear region demonstrating that the His69-Leu 

mutation had no obvious effect on the highly regulated trafficking itinerary of mature 

furin within the TGN/endosomal system. 

Our determination that H69K:fur/f/ha, similar to profurin (13,25,33), fails to undergo 

efficient autoproteolytic propeptide excision (Fig. 3) and is restricted to the ER (Fig. 4), 

suggested that this furin construct would enable us to identify the sorting machinery that 

restricts profurin to the ER. One candidate profurin ER sorting protein is PACS-2, which 

combines with COPI to localize membrane proteins containing phosphorylated acidic 

cluster motifs-such as that present on the furin cytosolic domain-to the ER (Kottgen et 

al., 2005; Simmen et al., 2005). Therefore, we examined whether these molecules are 
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required to localize H69K:fur/f/ha to the ER. First, we used metabolic labeling studies 

with 32P; to show that, like furin, H69K:fur/f/ha is phosphorylated in vivo (Fig. 5a and 

reference 35). Second, protein-protein binding studies showed PACS-2 bound selectively 

to the phosphorylated furin cytosolic domain (Fig. 5b ). Third, we depleted cells of PACS-

2 and the ~-COP subunit of COPI to determine whether these proteins are required for 

the ER localization of H69K:fur/f/ha. Treatment of A7 cells with PACS-2 or ~-COP 

siRNA caused a marked reduction in their respective protein levels after 48 hr without 

causing cell toxicity (Fig. 5c and data not shown). In addition, depletion of either PACS2 

or COPI caused H69K:fur/f/ha to redistribute from the ER to the Golgi/TGN without 

affecting the subcellular localization of the lumenal ER chaperone protein disulfide 

isomerase (PDI) under the experimental conditions used (Fig. 5d). Our finding is 

consistent with other studies reporting that PDI is localized to the ER by a retention

based mechanism in addition to the canonical COPI-dependent retrieval based 

mechanism (Domer et al., 1990). These results suggest that PACS-2 combines with COPI 

to mediate the ER localization of profurin and that propeptide excision releases the 

furin•propeptide complex from PACS-2, allowing the mature enzyme to traffic to the 

TGN/endosomal system. Moreover, these data support our model that protonation of 

His69 disrupts the hydrophobic pocket in the propeptide, possibly by preventing correct 

folding of the enzyme and excision of the propeptide at Arg107 • 

Our results suggest that one role for protonation of His69 in the TGN/endosomal system is 

to disrupt the propeptide structure, thereby promoting cleavage of the internal propeptide 

cleavage site at Arg75 • However, recent studies suggest that protonation of a His residue 
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proximal to furin cleavage sites enhances proteolysis (Bergeron et al., 2003; Degnin et 

al., 2004). Therefore, to test whether protonation of His69 increases the efficiency of the 

internal propeptide cleavage, we conducted a kinetic analysis using internally quenched 

fluorogenic peptide substrates. The peptide substrates were designed with either the 

native propeptide excision site at Arg107 ~ (PS-1, Table 1), the propeptide internal cleavage 

site at Arg75 i containing His69 (PS-2), or the His69~Leu (PS-2:H69L) or His69~Lys (PS-

2:H69K) substitutions. The PS-1 substrate exhibited a low Km at both neutral and acidic 

pH (Km = l.99J1M and 1.62]1M, respectively). However, the PS-2 substrate revealed a 

preference for cleavage at pH 6.0 with a 3.6-fold lower Km and increased cleavage 

efficiency. Unlike PS-2, PS-2:H69L exhibited a markedly high Km and low cleavage 

efficiency irrespective of pH. By contrast, PS-2:H69K, which mimics a constitutively 

protonated P7 residue had a low Km at both pH 7.5 and pH 6.0. Together, our data suggest 

that His69 is a pH sensor that allows enzyme activation following transport of the 

furin•propeptide complex from the ER to the mildly acidic TGN/endosomal system and 

that protonated His69 has a dual role- it disrupts the propeptide to expose the internal 

cleavage site and increases the efficiency of cleavage at Arg75 to yield the active enzyme. 

Discussion 

We report the identification of His69 in the furin prodomain as a pH sensor that guides the 

multi-step and compartment-specific autoproteolytic activation of furin. We used cellular 

and cell-free furin activation assays to show that a non-polar His69~Leu substitution had 

no effect on propeptide excision at Arg107 (Fig. 2), nor on the TGN localization or the 

endosomal trafficking of the furin•propeptide complex (Fig. 4). However, this 
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substitution blocked the acid pH-dependent cleavage of the furin propeptide at the 

internal Arg
75 

site and the release of the propeptide from the furin•propeptide complex 

(Figs. 2 and 4). By contrast, a His69~ Lys substitution, which mimics constitutively 

protonated histidine blocked propeptide excision at Arg 107 , trapping the profurin molecule 

in the ER by a mechanism requiring the sorting protein PACS-2 and COPI (Figs. 2, 4 and 

5). 

Our experimental studies and modeling analysis together demonstrate a possible 

mechanism for the His69 protonation-dependent furin activation. In the neutral pH 

environment of the ER, unprotonated His69 is buried in a solvent-accessible hydrophobic 

pocket, stabilized by nonpolar amino acids, including Gly 53 , Leu55 , Phe54, Phe67 and Trp68 • 

This hydrophobic pocket may guide the correct folding of the catalytic domain while 

protecting the internal propeptide cleavage site. Once folded, the catalytic domain 

autoproteolytically excises the propeptide at Arg107 to form a transport-competent 

furin•propeptide complex that transits to the mildly acidic TGN/endosomal system. 

Profurin molecules unable to efficiently fold and undergo autoproteolysis remain in the 

ER by a PACS-2- and COPI-dependent mechanism (Fig. 5). Upon exposure to the mildly 

acidic TGN/endosomal system, protonation of His69 disrupts hydrophobic interactions, 

thereby resulting in the partial unfolding of the hydrophobic pocket. This puckering 

exposes the internal cleavage site, triggering cleavage at Arg75 to release the propeptide 

and unmask the catalytic center for substrate cleavage in trans. Thus, the His69~Leu 

mutation would stabilize the solvent-accessible hydrophobic pocket, permitting 

propeptide excision at Arg 107 and export of the furin•propeptide complex to the 
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TGN/endosomal system. However, this non-protonatable mimic prevents the pH

dependent cleavage of the propeptide at the internal site (Arg75) and subsequent enzyme 

activation. Similarly, blocking internal propeptide cleavage by a PI Arg75-Ala mutation 

has no measurable effect on furin folding, propeptide excision, or the pH-dependent 

puckering of the solvent-accessible hydrophobic pocket, but blocks internal propeptide 

cleavage and enzyme activation (Fig. 2 and (Anderson et al., 2002)). Hence, 

trypsinization of the propeptide in vitro is sufficient to recover active enzyme. By 

contrast, the His69-Lys mutation, which mimics constitutively protonated His, prevents 

stabilization of the hydrophobic pocket, blocking correct folding of the propeptide and 

propeptide excision at Arg107 , leading to the accumulation of the inactive profurin in the 

ER (Fig. 4). Similarly, a Val72-Arg mutation, which converts the Pl/P6 Arg internal 

propeptide cleavage site to a consensus Pl/P4 Arg site, blocks profurin folding and ER 

export by also destabilizing the solvent-accessible hydrophobic pocket (Anderson et al., 

2002). 

NMR solution structures of the furin and PCI/3 propeptides suggest the molecular basis 

for the pH-dependent activation of the PCs. At neutral pH, the PCl/3 propeptide consists 

of four ~-sheets and two a-helices in a ~-a-~-~-a-~ arrangement, with the internal 

cleavage site located in an extended loop between the ~3 and a 2 segments (Tangrea et al., 

2002). Tangrea et al., proposed that His66, which is present in furin but not PCI, serves as 

furin's pH sensor promoting dissociation of the pro- and catalytic-domains, whereas 

His69, which is conserved in all PCs (Fig. la), would point away from the putative 

binding surface and therefore would not contribute to the pH dependent activation of 
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furin. In addition, a separate study found that the furin prodomain was in a molten

globule state at neutral pH with a measurable core and at acidic conditions undergoes 

unfolding largely in its C-terminal half that includes the internal cleavage site 

(Bhattacharjya et al., 2001). Our results suggest four key differences underlying the 

mechanism of profurin activation compared to these studies. First, we found that His69 but 

not His66 has an overriding role as the pH sensor controlling furin activation. Second, our 

modeling studies indicate that unprotonated His69 is buried in a solvent-accessible 

hydrophobic pocket that guides the folding of the catalytic domain. This role for 

unprotonated His69 in the ER explains why the His69___,.Lys mutation blocks propeptide 

excision of profurin, leading to restriction of the misfolded proenzyme to the ER. Third, 

following transport of the furin•propeptide complex to the mildly acidic TGN/endosomal 

system, protonation of His69 disrupts the hydrophobic interactions, thereby exposing the 

internal cleavage site to the catalytic center. Fourth, protonation of His69 has an additional 

role in increasing the efficiency of propeptide cleavage (Table 1 ). 

The utility of a protonatable His residue to regulate compartment-specificity of furin 

cleavage is not restricted to the furin propeptide but is also used to order the furin

dependent cleavages of pro-BMP-4 and pro-a4 integrin in a compartment-specific 

manner (Bergeron et al., 2003; Degnin et al., 2004 ), underscoring the broad utility of the 

His pKa at physiological pH. In addition, in vitro activation of PC 1, which contains the 

evolutionarily conserved His residue corresponding to furin's His69, also requires an 

acidic pH for activation (our unpublished results). However, a recent study demonstrates 

that a His69___,.Ala mutation had no effect on the ability of over-expressed furin to cleave 
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pro-von Willebrand factor in 293 cells (Bissonnette et al., 2004). This discrepancy 

between the His69-Leu and His69-Ala substitutions may be attributed to a larger Van 

der Waals volume of Leu, which may result in a more prominent effect on cleavage and 

activation due to stronger hydrophobic interactions, differences in the assays used to 

detect furin activity, or perhaps differences in the cell lines used (Bergeron et al., 2003; 

Degnin et al., 2004). 

Our demonstration that localization of H69K:fur/f/ha to the ER requires PACS-2 and 

COPI (Fig. 5) identifies components of the cellular trafficking machinery that maintain 

profurin in the ER. We recently identified PACS-2 and reported that it localizes the ion 

channel polycystin-2 to the ER by linking the CK2 phosphorylated acidic cluster in the 

polycystin-2 cytosolic domain to COPI (Kottgen et al., 2005; Simmen et al., 2005). Here, 

we report that PACS-2 also binds to the CK2-phosphoryated furin cytosolic domain and, 

like furin and profurin, H69K:fur/f/ha is phosphorylated in vivo (Fig. 4 and (Jones et al., 

1995)). Thus, dephosphorylation of the furin cytosolic domain by a furin phosphatase 

(Molloy et al., 1998) may be key for allowing ER export of the furin•propeptide complex. 

Alternatively, ER export of the furin•propeptide complex may occur if the PACS-2 

binding site is masked, perhaps by furin dimerization (Wolins et al., 1997). Regardless, 

our studies identify new components of the cellular sorting machinery that cooperate with 

the His69-based pH sensor to promote the stepwise-, compartment-specific activation of 

furin, and which may also control the activation of other PCs and secretory pathway 

proteins. 
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Figure Legends 

Figure 1. Homology modeling of the furin propeptide. (A) Multiple Sequence 

Alignment between propeptides of the PC family. Predicted secondary structure of the 

furin propeptide and sequence conservation (black-highlight, 100% similarity; dark gray

highlight, >80% similarity, light gray-highlight, >50% similarity) between PCs is 

depicted. Propeptide residues are numbered in reference to the furin propeptide, which 

begins at Gln25 (Anderson et al., 1997). (B) Ribbon representation of the furin propeptide 

structure obtained by homology modeling. His66 and His69 (blue) and Arg75 (red) are 

highlighted. (C) Surface representation of the propeptide-furin complex. The modeled 

propeptide (yellow) is docked onto the active site of furin (green). The internal 

propeptide cleavage site (red) and His69 (blue) are highlighted. (D) Surface representation 

of the secondary cleavage site illustrates His69 (blue) buried in the solvent-accessible 

pocket formed by Gly53, Phe54, Leu55 , Phe67, and Trp68 hydrophobic residues (yellow). 

Figure 2. His69 controls the pH-sensitive furin propeptide cleavage and enzyme 

activation in vitro. (A) Schematic representation of the furin constructs used in this 

study. Shown is full-length profurin containing the N-terminal prodomain with the 

excision and internal cleavage sites (black bars), the catalytic domain (light gray 

segment), the transmembrane domain (TMD, dark gray segment), and the cytosolic 

domain, which is phosphorylated by CK2 (circled P) to promote binding to PACS 

proteins (Kottgen et al., 2005; Simmen et al., 2005; Wan et al., 1998). A FLAG epitope 

tag (horizontal bars) was inserted at theN-terminus of mature furin such that the FLAG 

N-terminus is exposed upon propeptide excision. mAb M2 recognizes either the blocked 
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(profurin) or N-terminally exposed (mature furin) FLAG tag whereas mAb Ml 

recognizes specifically the N-terminally exposed FLAG tag (mature furin). An HA 

epitope tag (vertical bars), which is recognized by mAb HA.ll, was inserted at the N

terminus of the prodomain. The sequence of the prodomain is shown at the top with the 

signal peptidase cleavage site as well as the propeptide excision and internal cleavage 

sites highlighted by vertical arrows. The Pl/P4 Arg residues of the excision site and the 

Pl/P6 Arg residues of the internal cleavage site are in bold font. ER-localized, lumenally

restricted furin constructs (designated .Mc-k) were generated by replacing the TMD and 

cytosolic domains with the Lys-Asp-Glu-Leu (KDEL) ER localization signal. (B) Cell 

extracts from BSC-40 cells expressing a control viral vector (WT) or the indicated -~tc-k 

ER-localized furin constructs were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western 

blot using mAbs Ml or M2. Open arrow, profurin. Filled arrow, mature furin. (C) 

Membrane preparations from cells used in (B) were tested for furin activity using the 

Abz-Arg-Val-Lys-Arg-Gly-Leu-Ala-Tyr(N02)-Asp-OH substrate, after incubation at pH 

6.0 or 7.5 for 3h, or at pH 7.5 for lh in the presence of trypsin followed by soybean 

trypsin inhibitor to block residual trypsin activity. Error bars represent the mean and SEM 

of three independent experiments. (D) Membranes preparations from (C) were analyzed 

by 15% Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE followed by western blot using mAb HA.ll. Mr values 

of the excised propeptide and the cleaved N-terminal propeptide fragment are indicated. 

Open arrowhead, intact propeptide. Filled arrowhead, cleaved propeptide. 

Figure 3. The protonation state of His69 controls propeptide excision and enzyme 

activation in vivo. (A) Cell extracts from BSC-40 cells expressing a control viral vector 
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(WT) or full-length epitope-tagged furin molecules containing the indicated mutations 

were separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot with mAbs Ml and M2. 

Profurin (open arrow) and mature furin (filled arrow) are indicated. (B) Crude membrane 

preparations of cells used in (A) were tested for furin activity at pH 7.5 using the Abz

Arg-Val-Lys-Arg-Gly-Leu-Ala::Tyr(N02)-Asp-OH substrate peptide. Error bars represent 

the mean and SEM of three independent experiments. 

Figure 4. The protonation state of His69 affects the subcellular localization of furin. 

(A) Immunofluorescence microscopy of BSC-40 cells expressing fur/f/ha, H69L:fur/f/ha 

or H69K:fur/f/ha. Cells were fixed and stained with anti-furin PAI--062 and anti-TGN46, 

then visualized with species-specific fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies. (B) 

BSC-40 cells expressing fur/f/ha or H69L:fur/f/ha were pulse-labeled for 30 min with 

100 !!Ci each of [3H]Arg and [3H]Leu, then chased with excess unlabeled Arg and Leu at 

37°C for the indicated times. Cell extracts were prepared, and mature furin molecules 

were immunoprecipitated with mAb M1, separated by 15% Tris-Tricine SDS-PAGE and 

co-precipitating propeptide molecules (open arrowhead) were detected by fluorography 

and quantified by densitometry. (C) Immunofluorescence microscopy of BSC-40 cells 

expressing fur/f/ha or H69L:fur/f/ha. Cells were incubated with mAb M 1 in the culture 

medium (30 ]lglml) for one hr and internalized mAb M1 was detected with a 

fluorescently labeled secondary antibody. 

Figure 5. PACS-2 and COPI localize H69K:fur/f/ha to the ER. (A) A7 cells 

expressing fur/f/ha or H69K:fur/f/ha were metabolically labeled with 32Pi, lysed, 
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immunoprecipitated with mAb M2, separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by 

autoradiography (upper panel) and western blot using anti-furin PAI-062 (lower panel). 

(B) GST or GST-Furi11c0 , which contains the 56-amino acid furin cytosolic domain, was 

pre-incubated or not with CK2, then incubated with thioredoxin (Trx)-tagged PACS-2 

FBR, which encodes the cargo binding region of PACS-2 (Kottgen et al., 2005; Simmen 

et al., 2005), separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot using anti-Trx mAb. 

(C) A7 cells were treated with control (scr.) or siRNAs specific for PACS-2 or ~-COP for 

48 hr, lysed, separated by SDS-PAGE and analyzed by western blot using anti-PACS-2 

and anti-~-COP antibodies. The blots were also incubated with anti-tubulin mAb to 

control for protein loading. (D) A 7 cells were treated with the indicated siRNAs for 48 hr 

and then infected with virus expressing H69K:fur/f/ha for an additional 4 hr. The cells 

were then processed for immunofluorescence microscopy and stained with mAb HA.ll 

and anti-POI followed by subtype-specific fluorescently labeled secondary antibodies. 
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Appendix B. Furin Activation 
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Appendix B. Furin Activation 

Table 1. Peptidyl substrates 

PEPTIDE SEQUENCE pH Km kcat kca/Km kca/Km 
(tM) (s-') (s-'M') (Rel.) 

PS-1 * Abz-Ala-Lys-Arg-Arg-Thr-Lys-Arg107 ~ Asp-Val-Tyr(N02)-Ala 7.5 1.99 1.90 9.58 X 105 1.000 

6.0 1.62 1.03 6.34 X 105 0.661 

PS-2* Abz-His-Arg-Gly-Val-Thr-Lys-Arg75 ~ Ser-Leu-Tyr(N02)-Ala 7.5 23.75 6.37 2.68 X 105 0.279 

6.0 6.59 2.92 4.43 X 105 0.458 

PS-2: Abz-Ly_s_-Arg-Gly-Val-Thr-Lys-Arg75 ~ Ser-Leu-Tyr(N02)-Ala 7.5 8.01 2.05 2.56 X 105 0.267 

H69K 6.0 11.95 1.61 1.35 X 105 0.141 

PS-2: Abz-Leu-Arg-Gly-Val-Thr-Lys-Arg75 ~ Ser-Leu-Tyr(N02)-Ala 7.5 38.20 2.90 7.59 X 104 0.079 

H69L 6.0 45.93 2.66 5.79 X 104 0.060 

*, from (Anderson et al., 2002). 
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Appendix C. Preliminary Results 

APPENDIXC 

Summary 

This appendix records two preliminary results regarding 1) the activation of PACS-1, and 

2) how P ACS-1 is recruited to membranes. These are described in the legends to Figures 

1 and 2 and discussed in Chapter 4. 

Figure 1. PACS-1 forms an oligomer in cells. A7 cells 
expressing HA- or Myc-Tagged PACS-1, or both, were 
lysed in mRIPA+1mM DTT and COMPLETE protease 
inhibitor and HA-P ACS-1 protein was 
immunoprecipitated with polyclonal HA antibody. The 
precipitated complexes were separated by SDS-PAGE, 
transferred to nitrocellulose and western blotted with 
anti-myc mAb 9E11. Control western blotting was done 
on cell lysate to confirm expression of PACS-1 proteins. 
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Figure 2. PACS-1 binds to PI3P. Full-length his-tagged PACS-1 expressed in baculovirus was overlaid 

onto a lipid-spotted membrane (Echelon Biosciences). The membrane was first blocked in TBST +3% fatty 

acid free BSA (faf-BSA, Sigma# A-7030) for one hour at room temperature. PACS-1 was overlayed at 0.5 

~-tg/ml TBST +3% faf-BSA overnight at 4 C. The membrane was washed three times with TBST +3% faf

BSA for ten minutes each, and then probed with affinity purified PACS-1 antibody 601. The spotted lipids 

are Lysophosphatidic Acid (LPA), Lysophosphocholine (LPC), phosphatidylinositol (Ptdlns), 

phosphatidylinositol-3-phosphate (PI3P), phosphatidylinositol-4-phosphate (PI4P), phosphatidylinositol-5-

phosphate (PI5P), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), phosphatidylcholine (PC), sphingosine-1-phosphate 

(S 1P), phosphatidylinositol-3,4-bisphosphate (PI3,4P2), phosphatidylinositol-3,5-bisphosphate (PI3,5P2), 

phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-bisphosphate(PI3,4,5P3), phosphatidic acid (PA), and phosphatidylserine (PS). 
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